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The Ninth International Conference on Data Analytics (DATA ANALYTICS 2020), held on
October 22-29, 2020, continued the series on fundamentals in supporting data analytics, special
mechanisms and features of applying principles of data analytics, application-oriented analytics,
and target-area analytics.
Processing of terabytes to petabytes of data, or incorporating non-structural data and
multi-structured data sources and types require advanced analytics and data science
mechanisms for both raw and partially-processed information. Despite considerable
advancements on high performance, large storage, and high computation power, there are
challenges in identifying, clustering, classifying, and interpreting of a large spectrum of
information.
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 Application-oriented analytics
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 Data Analytics in Profiling and Service Design
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 Mechanisms and features
 Predictive Data Analytics
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A New Proposal to Improve Credit Scoring Model Predictive Accuracy

Arianna Agosto and Paolo Giudici

Emanuela Raffinetti

Department of Economics and Management
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Department of Economics,
Management and Quantitative Methods
University of Milan, Italy

Email: arianna.agosto@unipv.it
paolo.giudici@unipv.it
Abstract—Machine Learning models and Artificial Intelligence
algorithms are required to provide powerful predictions to
support the decision process of operators in the FinTech sector,
characterised by an extensive use of credit scoring models
and digitalised financial services. In such a context, the model
predictive accuracy assessment represents a basic requirement.
On the one hand, literature provides several predictive accuracy
measures but, on the other hand, these measures are typically
computationally intensive or are based on subjective criteria.
In this paper a solution is provided through a novel predictive
accuracy measure, we called Rank Graduation Accuracy (RGA),
which is based on the distance between the predicted and
observed ranks of the response variable. The RGA presents
properties which allow to fulfill the need of ensuring reliable
predictions improving the model predictive accuracy assessment
in highly complex situations.
Keywords–Machine Learning models; Artificial Intelligencebased systems; Predictive accuracy; Credit Scoring models.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A very key point in the application of Machine Learning
(ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods is the evaluation
of their predictive accuracy. The predictive accuracy requirement is basic especially in banking and FinTech sectors where
data have to be exploited in order to draw conclusions from
them and predict future trends. To do this, more accurate results have to be performed to allow organizations to detect new
risks (in terms of default predictive accuracy). This objective
is more evident when dealing with AI systems, which have
a black-box nature resulting in automated decision making
which in turn can classify a user into a class associated with
the prediction of the individual behavior, without explaining
the underlying rationale. In order to avoid that wrong actions
are taken as a consequence of “automatic” choice, predictive
accuracy measures have to be as much as possible reliable.
Several researchers have proposed, along the years, statistical measures aimed at evaluating predictive accuracy [4] [7].
Likewise, the increasing availability of computational power
has allowed to translate these measures in statistical softwares
giving rise to direct comparisons between different types of
predictive models on the same data. But model comparison
methods are not universal, since depending on the nature of
response variable to be predicted. Our proposal is motivated
by the several applications of machine learnings models in
credit rating, where the response variable usually takes a binary
nature. In this case, predictive accuracy can be assessed in
terms of false positive and false negative predictions providing,
for a given set of cut-off points, the Receiver Operating
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Characteristic (ROC) curve, whose main summary measure
corresponds to the area under it (Area Under the Receiver
Operating Characteristic curve - AUROC). If on the one hand,
the AUROC is widely employed, on the other hand it suffers
from some drawbacks due to subjective choice of the cutoff points. With the aim of overcoming this restriction, [10]
proposes to resort to the Somers’ D measure [11] in the context
of credit rating accuracy measurement. Even if the Somers’
D is independent on the subjective choice of cut-off points,
Somers’ D is highly computational intensive.
Our purpose is to introduce a new predictive accuracy
measure which, due to its construction, is based on objective criteria and less computational intensive than its main
competitors. The novel predictive accuracy measure appears
as a derivation of a recent research contribution in the field
of dependence analysis illustrated by [3] and is based jointly
on the comparison between the observed and the predicted
response variable ranks and on the employment of the actual
values of the response variable corresponding to both ranks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
an overview of the mainly used predictive accuracy measures
is introduced. In Section III, our new proposed predictive
accuracy measure is presented and discussed. In Section IV,
an application to credit scoring data is illustrated. In Section
V, concluding remarks, together with details on future works,
are provided.
II. BACKGROUND
Credit scoring models typically involve a binary response
variable denoting the borrower’s default. Given the binary
nature of the response variable, the most commonly employed
predictive accuracy measure is the AUROC [2] [7].
Let n denote the total number of borrowers, such that
n = nD + nN D , where D and N D are the defaulting and
non-defaulting borrower sets. Let SD and SN D be the credit
score random variable, for the defaulting and non-defaulting
borrowers, respectively.
For a specific cut-off value c, FD (c) and FN D (c) are the
sensitivity (true positive rate) and 1-specificity (false positive
rate) of a credit scoring model based on the cut-off value c.
Let FD (c) and FN D (c) be the sensitivity (true positive rate)
and 1-specificity (false positive rate) of a credit scoring model
based on the cut-off value c, such that FD (c) = P (SD ≤ c)
and FN D (c) = P (SN D ≤ c) [1].
For a given set of cut cut-off values c = {1, . . . , C}, the
ROC curve is characterised by the set of points with coordinates (FD (c), FN D (c)) or, equivalently, by (GN Di , GDi ),

1
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Pn
Pn
where GN Di =
i=1 pN Di , GDi =
i=1 pDi , pN Di =
P (SN Di = si ), pDi = P (SNi = si ) and i = 1, . . . , n. From
this, it follows that the AUROC is computed as
n

1X
AU ROC =
(GDi + GDi−1 )(GN Di − GN Di−1 ).
2 i=1
The AUROC maesure is equal to 0.5 for a random model
without any predictive accuracy and is equal to 1 for a perfect
model. In the intermediate situations, AUROC takes values in
the range (0.5, 1).
An alternative measure of predictive performance is the
Somers’ D measure [11]. Let Y be a response variable and
X be a predictor variable, and let us denote with n the total
number of borrowers. Let the variable Y values be arranged
in a non-decreasing sense, i.e., Yi ≤ Yj for i < j. Thus, we
can define the quantity cij as follows
(
cij =

+1, if Xi < Xj , Yi < Yj
−1, if Xi > Xj , Yi < Yj
0, otherwise.

(1)

The Somers’ D measure, pointed out with DXY , is formalized as follows:

DXY

n
n X
X
1 XX
=
cij , with nu =
1[Yi 6=Yj ] .
nu i=1 j>i
i=1 j>i

(2)

Some specifications are needed:
•
•
•

•

DXY takes values in the close range [−1, +1] and
does not depend on the chosen cut-off points;
DXY is computational intensive since,given N observations to be predicted, it computes N2 combinations;
in the case of a multivariate model, depending on
more than one explanatory variable, the Somer’s D
can be extended by replacing the values of X with
the predictions derived from the model, which can be
function of all the explanatory variables. Let us denote
this extension with DŶ ,Y ;
since the focus is not on the direction of concordance,
the absolute value of DŶ ,Y has to be considered.

III. M ETHODOLOGY
Let y be a vector of the observed values to be predicted and
let ŷ be the vector of the corresponding predicted values, computed through a specific model f (X), where X is the matrix
containing the observations on the explanatory variables. Our
goal is to compare different models: ŷ = f 1 (X), ŷ = f 2 (X),
. . ., using a general methodology based on the concordance
curve.
A. The concordance curve
Let Y be a target variable and let X1 , X2 , . . . , Xp be a set
of p explanatory variables. The Y values, re-ordered in nondecreasing sense, can be used to build the Y Lorenz curve,
denoted with LY . More formally,
the curve is characterised by
Pi
the following pairs: (i/n, j=1 yrj ), for i = 1, . . . , n, where
ri indicates the (non-decreasing) ranks of Y .
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The same Y values can also
be used to build the Y dual
0
Lorenz curve, denoted with LY , obtained by re-ordering the Y
variable values in a non-increasing sense. More formally,
the
Pi
curve is characterised by the following pairs: (i/n, j=1 ydj ),
for i = 1, . . . , n, where di indicates the (non-increasing) ranks
of Y .
Likewise, the predicted Ŷ values can also be re-ordered,
in a non-decreasing sense. Let r̂i , for i = 1, . . . , n, indicate
the (non-decreasing) ranks of Ŷ . A third curve, named concordance curve and denoted with CY , can be provided by ordering
the Y values with respect to the ranks of the predicted Ŷ
values, r̂i . Formally,
Pi the concordance curve is characterised by
the pairs: (i/n, j=1 yr̂j ), for i = 1, . . . , n, where r̂i indicates
the (non-decreasing) ranks of Ŷ .
To illustrate the previous concept, Figure 1 reports, for a
given set of test values Y , and the corresponding predictions
Ŷ : the Lorenz curve, the dual Lorenze curve and the concordance curve, together with the bisector curve (i/n, i/n), for
i = 1, . . . , n. To ease the illustration, all values have been
normalised using the sum of all Y values: (nȳ), where ȳ
indicates the mean of Y .
From Figure 1, we note that the Lorenz curve and its
dual are symmetric around the bisector curve, and that the
concordance curve lies between them. Note also that, when
r̂i = ri , for all i = 1, . . . , n, the concordance curve is equal
to the Lorenz curve, and a perfect concordance between the Y
values and the corresponding predictions arises. On the other
hand, when r̂i = di , the concordance curve is equal to the
dual Lorenz curve and a perfect discordance between the Y
values and the corresponding predictions emerges. In general,
for any given point, a discrepancy between the Lorenz curve
and the concordance curve arises only when the predicted rank
is different from the observed one. We finally remark that,
when the Ŷ values are all equal each other, the concordance
CY curve perfectly overlaps with the bisector curve. In this
case, the model has no predictive capability, as it coincides
with a random prediction of the Y values.
B. Our proposal: the RGA predictive accuracy measure
The concordance curve, and its relationship with the Lorenz
and the dual Lorenz curve can be exploited to summarise the
“distance” between the Y and the Ŷ values, in terms of the
“discrepancy” between their corresponding ranks. In this way,
we fully address the ordinal requirement for credit scores. A
novel predictive accuracy measure, we call Rank Graduation
Accuracy (RGA), is introduced starting from a function C of
CY and LY defined as:
Pn

C=

i=1
Pn
i=1


Pi
i/n − (1/(nȳ)) j=1 yr̂j
,

Pi
i/n − (1/(nȳ)) j=1 yrj

(3)

where yrj are the Y variable values ordered according to
the ranks rj ; yr̂j are the same values but ordered according to
the ranks r̂j .
From (3), we note that the C index is a function of the
y-axis values of the points lying on the concordance curve
CY and of the y-axis values of the points lying on the Lorenz
curve LY . Indeed the numerator of the index in (3) compares
the distance between the set of points lying on the bisector
curve and the set of points lying on the concordance curve
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0.8

1.0

CY Concordance curve (^r i ≠ ri and ^r i ≠ di) , LY Lorenz curve (^r i = ri) , L'Y dual Lorenz curve (^r i = di)

Cnum =

CY

f(p)
0.0

0.2

0.4

LY

0.2

0.4

0.6

n 
X

i/n − (1/(nȳ))

i=1

0.6

L'Y

0.0

the numerator does. It is therefore intuitive to compare models
in terms of differences between the distances expressed by the
numerator of formula (3), leading to the following:

0.8

1.0

p
0

i
X


yr̂j .

The above measure suffers from a drawback: positive
values of the index may be compensated by negative values,
leading Cnum to take a value equal to zero. To overcome
this problem, we resort to the squared distance between the
set of points lying on the concordance curve CY and the set
of points lying on the bisector curve. Indeed, as the bisector
curve defines the situation of a random, non predictive model,
for which the Y values are independent on the Ŷ , we can
interpret the squared distance as the difference between the
observed and the expected concordance values of Y , where
by expected we mean the concordance values that we would
have with a random model. If we divide the difference by
the expected values themselves, we obtain the RGA (Rank
Graduation Accuracy) measure as:

Figure 1. The LY and LY Lorenz curves and the CY concordance curve.


CY , while the denominator compares the distance between the
set of points lying on the bisector curve and the set of points
lying on the Lorenz curve LY .
It can be shown that C fulfills the following properties,
whose proofs can be found in [5]:
•

•

•

−1 ≤ C ≤ +1: specifically, when 0 < C ≤ +1, Y
and Ŷ are concordant and when −1 ≤ C < 0 they
are discordant;
C = +1 if and only if CY = LY (full concordance):
the concordance curve CY overlaps with the Lorenz
curve LY ;
0
C = −1 if and only if CY = LY (full discordance):
the concordance0 curve CY overlaps with the dual
Lorenz curve LY .

Remark Note that, when some of the Ŷ values are equal
to each other, the original Y values associated with the equal
Ŷ values can be substituted by their mean, as suggested by
[3]. This adjustment is coherent with the definition of a model
without predictive capability. To illustrate this point, suppose
to consider a general model f (X) with only one explanatory
variable, such that Ŷ = E(Y |X) = E(Y ) = ȳ holds for any
value of X. Since a re-ordering problem arises if the response
variable values are associated with equal estimated values, the
response variable values corresponding to the same estimated
values are replaced by their mean. As a result, the resulting
concordance curve CY overlaps with the bisector curve, whose
co-ordinates are given by the set of pairs (i/n, i/n). This
can bePeasily shown considering the normalised set of pairs
i
(i/n, j=1 yr̂j /nȳ), characterising the concordance curve
CY . In
case in which ŷi P
= ȳ, ∀i = 1, . . . , n, we obtain
Pthe
i
i
(i/n, j=1 yr̂j /nȳ) = (i/n, j=1 ȳ/nȳ) = (i/n, iȳ/nȳ) =
(i/n, i/n).
Looking more closely at (3) note that, when different
models are compared, the denominator does not change, while
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(4)

j=1

RGA =

n
X
i=1

(1/(nȳ))

2

Pi

j=1 yr̂j − i/n

.

i/n

(5)

Through some manipulations, an equivalent version of (5)
can be further derived as
n 
X
C(yr̂i ) − i/n
RGA =
i/n
i=1

2

,

(6)

which emphasises the role of the quantity C(yr̂j ) =

Pi
yr̂j
Pj=1
n
i=1 yri

, that represents the cumulative values of the (normalised) response variable.
Note that the RGA index takes values between 0 and its
maximum value RGmax , which is obtained when the predicted
ranks order the response variable values in full concordance
(full discordance) with the observed ranks. It can be used to
normalise the values of the RGA index, obtaining a measure
that is bounded between 0 and 1. It is worth remarking that
all models with the same predicted ranks provide the same
value of the RGA index. This issue has not to be intended
as a limitation of our proposal being the goal of the measure
to assess the model attitude in providing a re-ordering of the
observed values, which is as much as possible similar to the
original ordering.
C. The RGA for scoring models
When assessing the predictive accuracy of credit scoring
models in terms of our diagnostic measure, the response
variable Y values can be re-ordered according to the predicted
values P (yi = 1), which indeed take real values. Thus, the
computation of the RGA index involves only the values 0 or
1, according to the absence or the presence of the attribute
of interest, which in this case is the non-default or default
occurance.
The possible behaviors of the concordance curve in the
binary case is illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 2 illustrates the
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three alternative scenarios that can arise, if Y and Ŷ are: a)
perfectly concordant, b) perfectly discordant and c) partially
concordant (discordant). Looking more closely at Figure 2
note that the CY concordance curve has a behavior which is
similar to the ROC curve. However, while the ROC curve
is built ordering cut-off points in an arbitrary way, the CY
concordance overcomes this subjectivity issue, as the ordering
is based on the predicted values themselves. This is indeed a
further advantage of our proposal presenting as an objective
predictive accuracy diagnostics.
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Figure 2. The LY and LY Lorenz curves and the CY concordance curve.

We finally remark that, in the binary case, the number
of points on which the concordance curve is constructed is
equal to the number of observations. For each observation,
the RGA index compares the values of the actual response,
which in the binary case can be either 0 or 1, ordered in one
case according to the ranks of the observed response, in the
other according to the ranks of the predicted response. We have
perfect concordance (Figure 2 a)) when the ranks coincide on
all observations; perfect discordance (Figure 2 b)) when the
ranks are in reverse correspondence.
IV.

A PPLICATION TO CREDIT SCORING MODELS

The aim of this section is to show the RGA measure
behavior when assessing the predictive accuracy of alternative
logistic regression models employed in credit scoring applications. The models are applied to data supplied by a European
External Credit Assessment Institution (ECAI), specialized in
credit scoring for P2P platforms and focused on SME commercial lending. The dataset includes a set of information on
the end-of-year 2015 financial ratios (calculated from balancesheet variables) related to 15,045 South-European SMEs, for
which the specification about the status (0 = active, 1 =
defaulted) one year later (2016) is provided. For more details
about the data, see [6].
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In Table I, the financial ratios employed to predict company’s status are reported. Table I shows that, to predict the
company’s status in 2016, 23 financial ratios from 2015 are
available.
TABLE I. LIST OF FINANCIAL RATIOS EMPLOYED AS
EXPLANATORY VARIABLES.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Formula or Description
Total Assets/Equity
(Long term debt + Loans)/Shareholders Funds
Total Assets/Total Liabilities
Current Assets/Current Liabilities
(Current assets - Current assets: stocks)/Current liabilities
Shareholders Funds + Non current liabilities)/Fixed assets
EBIT/interest paid
(Profit or Loss before tax + Interest paid)/Total assets
Return on Equity (ROE)
Operating revenues/Total assets
Sales/Total assets (Activity Ratio)
Interest paid/(Profit before taxes + Interest paid)
EBITDA/interest paid (Solvency ratio)
EBITDA/Operating revenues
EBITDA/Sales
EBIT Dummy (=1 if EBIT<0, 0 otherwise)
Profit before tax Dummy (=1 if Profit before tax<0, 0 otherwise)
Financial Profit Dummy (=1 if Financial Profit<0, 0 otherwise)
Net Profit Dummy (=1 if Net Profit<0, 0 otherwise)
Trade Payables/Operating Revenues
Trade Receivables/Operating Revenues
Inventories/Operating Revenues
Turnover

Following the standard cross-validation approach, the
dataset is split into a training and a test subsample, corresponding to 70% and 30% of the sample. A stepwise logistic
regression is performed on the training dataset. From Figure
3, which provides the R output of the stepwise procedure, it
results that that 17 variables over the original 23 variables are
selected with α = 5%. For each variable, the corresponding
estimated coefficients are also reported. In order to fulfill
the model parsimony requirement, variables which are not
significant at a level of 1%, are removed leading to select
only 9 variables.
By using the estimated coefficient values reported in Figure
3 and derived from the implemented stepwise procedure, the
predicted response values Ŷ are computed for a set of models
that are obtained considering all the subsets of the 9 selected
predictors, whose number of predictors is let vary from 1 to
8. For each model, the RGA, Somers’ D and AUROC are
determined.
A comparison of the measures in terms of model selectivity
is also provided by assessing the capability to order models
by performance and choose the best among them. We first
assess selectivity, for a given model dimension. To this aim,
the boxplots in Figure 4 represent the distribution of the three
measures for different model dimensions: from 1 predictor
to 8 predictors. From the boxplots in Figure 4, it arises that
the variability of the RGA measure across the models of the
same dimension is always larger than that associated with
the other measures, except in the case of only one predictor.
This result shows the attitude of the RGA measure to order
models and discriminate between them, by resorting to their
predictive accuracy. On the contrary, Somers’ D works better
in the one dimensional case and this is motivated by the
usual use of Somers’ D as an exploratory tool for variable
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selection. From a methodological viewpoint, the better model
selection power of the RGA measure, with respect to the
AUROC, stems from the different construction. While the
AUROC is calculated at a selected set of cut-off points, the
RGA is calculated at all response values making it more
sensible to model variations. Moreover, if on the one hand
increasing the number of cut-off points would improve the
AUROC performance making it similar to that associated with
the RGA, this “modus operandi” may lead the AUROCbased approach more computationally intensive. Somers’ D
is also calculated at all response values but, differently from
RGA, employs an additional data transformation, based on the
binarisation of model errors, which makes it less sensible than
the RGA.
As the last step, model selectivity is assessed by comparing
different model dimensions. To do this, RGA, Somers’ D
and AUROC measures are computed on the best model the one for which the analyzed measure is maximum - for
model dimensions that go from 1 to 8. Figure 5 displays the
relative change in the maximum value of the three measures,
as the number of predictors increases. From Figure 5, it
arises that the RGA measure dominates the others in terms
of relative change, for all dimensions, allowing us to further
show the RGA measure superiority in ordering models and
discriminating between them.

Figure 3. Logistic regression output for the model selected trough the R
stepwise procedure.

Figure 4. Distribution of RGA, Somers’ D and AUROC over the models
estimated on credit rating data. The eight plots correspond to different model
dimensions; reading from left to right, and from top to bottom: models with
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 predictors.

V. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a new measure to evaluate the predictive
accuracy of a credit scoring model was presented.
The new measure, called RGA, is based on the computation of the cumulative values of the response variable, reordered according to the ranks of the values predicted by a
given model.

Compared with the other most commonly used predictive
accuracy measures, the RGA has the advantage of respecting
the ordering requirement for borrowers, and of being independent on the choice of cut-off points, differently from the
AUROC, and similarly to Somers’ D. Nevertheless, on the
contrary of the Somers’ D, the RGA is less computational
intensive.
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Figure 5. Relative change of RGA, Somers’ D and AUROC, as a function
of the number of predictors.

The proposed measure appears mathematically sound and
easy to implement. Moreover, it has been found quite effective
in both a real and a simulated credit scoring application. It
overperforms Somers’ D and AUROC in model ordering and
in discriminating between “good” and “bad” models.
Due to its properties, we believe that the main beneficiaries
of the proposed measure may be regulators and supervisors,
interested in assessing and validating the credit risk models
employed by banks and financial technology companies.
Future extensions of the research will be addressed both
to the methodological and application contexts. In the former
case, the development of a statistical testing procedure would
provide to the predictive accuracy assessment a significance
measure. In the latter case, the extensive application to several
other application fields, involving the implementation of other
machine learning models, would further shed light on the adequacy of our proposal as a suitable criterion for the evaluation
of the predictive accuracy in multiple scenarios.
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Abstract—An Inflation-Indexed Swap (IIS) is a derivative in
which, at every payment date, the counterparties swap an
inflation rate with a fixed rate. For the calculation of the
Inflation Leg cash flows, it is necessary to build a mathematical
model suitable for the Consumer Price Index (CPI) projection.
For this purpose, quants typically start by using market quotes
for the Zero-Coupon swaps in order to derive the future trend
of the inflation index, together with a seasonality model for
capturing the typical periodical effects. In this study, I propose
a forecasting model for inflation seasonality based on a Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network: a deep learning
methodology particularly useful for forecasting purposes.
Thanks to its architecture, able to capture highly nonlinear
relationships, and to the design of a careful training, able to
satisfy both statistical and econometric features, the proposed
methodology can be considered more accurate rather than the
traditional one. As a result, the study shows how the CPI
predictions, conducted using a FinTech paradigm, can be
integrated in the respect of the traditional quantitative finance
theory developed in this research field.

Only more recently, the application of Regressive Neural
Networks together with the Monte Carlo method was
suggested for evaluating early-exercise features in American
and Bermuda option pricing in accordance with the
Longstaff-Schwartz methodology [12]. This study aims to
extend the existing literature concerning the integration of
FinTech in Quantitative Finance through the design of a
LSTM network for the seasonality modeling in inflation
indexed swaps.
The paper is structured according to the following
sections: the next part illustrates briefly the pricing
framework; section 3 deals with the traditional standard
method for the forecast of CPI values (trend + seasonality);
section 4 describes the LSTM architecture; section 5 focuses
on CPI projections (also called CPI bootstrap) and section 6
concludes with a real market case: the two methodologies are
used for computing the fair-value for an Inflation-Indexed
Swap and the model risk is quantified.

Keywords-Inflation-Indexed Swap (IIS); Year-on-Year
Inflation-Indexed Swap (YYIIS); Zero-Coupon InflationIndexed Swap (ZCIIS); Seasonality model; CPI bootstrap;
Machine Learning (ML); Deep Learning; Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) Network.

An Inflation-Indexed Swap (IIS) is a swap deal in which,
for each payment date, 𝑇1 , … , 𝑇𝑀 , counterparty A pays to
counterparty B the inflation rate in the considered period,
while counterparty B pays to counterparty A the fixed rate.
The inflation rate is calculated as the percentage return of
the Consumer Price Index (CPI) over the reference time
interval. There are two main types of IIS traded on the
market: the Zero-Coupon Inflation-Indexed Swap (ZCIIS)
and the Year-on-Year Inflation-Indexed Swap (YYIIS) [2].
In a ZCIIS, at maturity date 𝑇𝑀 , assuming 𝑇𝑀 = 𝑀 years,
counterparty B pays to counterparty A the fixed quantity:
𝑁[(1 + 𝐾)𝑀 − 1] (1)
where 𝐾 and 𝑁 are the fixed interest rate and the principal,
respectively.
In return for this fixed payment, at the maturity date 𝑇𝑀 ,
counterparty A pays to counterparty B the floating amount:

I.

INTRODUCTION

Machine learning methodologies are increasingly
spreading in the financial sector. Among the numerous
examples of applications proposed by the literature, the most
popular ones are mainly aimed at solving the following
problems: input data quality [15], innovative algo-trading
techniques [5], optimal portfolio management [7], pattern
recognition and classification [11], financial time-series
forecasting as an alternative to traditional econometric
approaches, such as: Autoregressive Integrated Moving
Average (ARIMA), Bayesian Vector AutoRegression
(BVAR),
Generalized AutoRegressive Conditional
Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) [13] [17].
It is more difficult to find evidence in literature of
artificial intelligence methodologies applied to exotic
financial instruments pricing or about the integration of
traditional quantitative finance theory with the new FinTech
methodologies. The traditional implementation regards the
numerical solution of the so-called fundamental BlackScholes-Merton PDE through Radial Basis Functions [4].
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II.

THE PRICING FRAMEWORK

𝐼(𝑇𝑀 )

𝑁[

𝐼0

− 1] (2)

In a YYIIS, for each payment date 𝑇𝑖 , counterparty B
pays to counterparty A the fixed amount:
𝑁𝜑𝑖 𝐾 (3)
where 𝜑𝑖 is the year fraction of the fixed swap leg in the
range [𝑇𝑖−1 , 𝑇𝑖 ], 𝑇0 ≔ 0 and 𝑁 is the principal of the deal.
Counterparty A pays to counterparty B the floating
amount equals to:
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𝑁𝜑𝑖 [

𝐼(𝑇𝑖 )
𝐼(𝑇𝑖−1 )

− 1] (4)

ZCIIS and YYIIS are typically quoted in terms of the
corresponding equivalent fixed rate 𝐾.
Based on these quotes and using stochastic calculus,
pricing formulas can be derived for both classes of
derivatives. Readers, interested in this quantitative financial
part, can find the rigorous pricing formulas derivations in [2]
[9] [10] and [14].
In particular Kazziha [10] derived the CPI forward
values, ℑ𝑖 :
ℑ𝑀 (0) = ℑ𝑅𝐸𝐹 (0) ⋅ [1 + 𝐾(𝑇𝑀 )]𝑀 (5)
where:
ℑ𝑅𝐸𝐹 (0) is the CPI reference value. It corresponds to the
one set 𝑛 months back in relation to the settlement date.
Typically, the standard time lag is 3 months.
𝐾(𝑇𝑀 ) is the Inflation Zero Swap Rate quoted on the market
in correspondence to the maturity 𝑇𝑀 .
III.

CPI INDEX TRADITIONAL SIMULATION

Through (5), we are able to project the index values in
the future according to the swap rates listed on the market
following the pricing framework. Since the frequency with
which the index is published is monthly, it is necessary to
provide a simulation of the CPI with such periodicity [3].
The missing curve points are therefore estimated by
adding the logarithm of the monthly increase between a
calculated value ℑ𝑀 (0) and its subsequent value ℑ𝑀+1 (0):
(0)
ℑ
ln( 𝑀+1
)
ℑ (0)

𝑀
Δℑ𝑀 =
(6)
12⋅𝜏
where 𝜏 is the time interval expressed in year fraction
between ℑ𝑀 (0) and ℑ𝑀+1 (0).
The points making up the simulated curve of the
consumer price index are defined by the formula:
ℑ𝑖+1 = ℑ𝑖 exp(Δℑ𝑀 + ℜ𝑀 ), ℑ𝑀 (0) ≤ ℑ𝑖 ≤ ℑ𝑀+1 (0) (7)
The standard methodology, suggested by the main
benchmark info provider pricing modules, takes into
account the index seasonality algebraically adding the
normalized residuals ℜ𝑀 obtained from the historical
values of the CPI, in accordance with the expression (8):
𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

∑𝑖=1

ℜ𝑀 =

𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦

ℑ
ln[ 𝑖+1
𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦 ]
ℑ

𝑖

𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

12⋅𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

∑𝑖=1

−

𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦
𝑖

12⋅𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

(8)

where ℜ𝑀 are the standardized residuals obtained from the
effect of seasonality over 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 years. The first
contribution is the logarithmic variation of the CPI values
on the considered month; the second one represents the
overall logarithmic variation recorded in the time period
considered for seasonality. The objective of this study is to
propose a deep learning methodology (LSTM network) able
to simulate the seasonality of the inflation index. In this
way, in addition to introducing a more robust and flexible
econometric methodology than the standard one, the
integration between the classic quantitative finance theory
together with the Fintech paradigms can be considered an
interesting feature [1]. In fact, the determination of the swap
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IV.

LSTM NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND TRAINING

LSTM networks are also able to learn long-term
relationships between the time intervals of a time series,
therefore without the need to pre-set the number of time lags,
as occurs in other dynamic recurrent networks, such as
Nonlinear AutoRegressive (NAR) and Nonlinear AutoRegressive with exogenous variables (NARX) [6].
A common LSTM unit is composed of a cell, an input
gate and a forget gate. The cell remembers values over
arbitrary time intervals and the three gates regulate the flow
of information into and out of the cell. Intuitively, the cell is
responsible for keeping track of the dependencies between
the elements in the input sequence. The input gate controls
the extent to which a new value flows into the cell, the forget
gate controls the extent to which a value remains in the cell
and the output gate controls the extent to which the value in
the cell is used to compute the output activation of the LSTM
unit [8]. The activation function of the LSTM gates is often
the logistic sigmoid. Figure 1 shows how the flux of a data
sequence 𝑌 with 𝐶 features (or channels) of length 𝑆 has
been processed into a LSTM layer. In the block diagram, ℎ𝑡
and 𝑐(𝑡) are, respectively, the output (also known as hidden
state) and the cell state at time 𝑡.

Figure 1. LSTM network architecture.

ℑ
ln[ 𝑖+1
𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦 ]
ℑ

fair value is implemented by applying the formulas
described above for the ZCIIS and YYIIS and therefore in
total agreement with canonical principles; moreover, a Long
Short-Term Memory network will be implemented for a
more reliable simulation of the CPI seasonality. The next
section deals with the explanation of the architecture and the
training phase for the implemented LSTM network.

The first LSTM block uses the initial state of the network
and the first time-step of the sequence in order to compute
the first output and the first update of the cell state. At time 𝑡,
the block uses the current state of the network (𝑐𝑡−1 , ℎ𝑡−1 )
and the next step of the sequence for estimating the output
and updating the current state of the cell 𝑐𝑡 . The layer state is
characterized by the hidden state (also known as the output
state) and the cell state. The hidden state at time step 𝑡
contains the output of the LSTM layer for the current time
step. The cell state contains the information learnt in the
previous steps. For each time step, the layer adds or removes
information from the cell state. The layer controls these
updates using gates. The following components control the
cell state and the hidden state of the layer [8]:
 Input gate (𝑖): Control level of cell state update.
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Forget gate ( 𝑓 ): Control level of cell state reset
(forget).
 Cell candidate (𝑔): Add information to cell state.
 Output gate (𝑜): Control level of cell state added to
hidden state.
Figure 2 shows how the gates (𝑖, 𝑓, 𝑔, 𝑜) process the
signal at time 𝑡 .

Figure 2. Signal processed by the gates (𝑖, 𝑓, 𝑔, 𝑜).

In a LSTM, the parameters that are subjected to
calibration are: the input weights (𝑊), the recurrent weights
(𝑅) and the biases (𝑏) [6]. 𝑊, 𝑅 and 𝑏 are the arrays built
through the concatenations of such parameters for each
⊤
⊤
component: 𝑊 = (𝑊𝑖 , 𝑊𝑓 , 𝑊𝑔 , 𝑊𝑜 ) , 𝑅 = (𝑅𝑖 , 𝑅𝑓 , 𝑅𝑔 , 𝑅𝑜 )
⊤

and 𝑏 = (𝑏𝑖 , 𝑏𝑓 , 𝑏𝑔 , 𝑏𝑜 ) where 𝑖 , 𝑓 , 𝑔 and 𝑜 denote the
input gate, the forget gate, the cell candidate and the output
gate, respectively.
At time step 𝑡, the cell state is given by:
𝑐𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡 ⊙ 𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑡 ⊙ 𝑔𝑡 (9)
where ⊙ is the Hadamard product operator.
At time step 𝑡, the hidden state is given by:
ℎ𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡 ⊙ 𝜎𝑐 (𝑐𝑡 ) (10)
where 𝜎𝑐 is the activation function of the state (typically a
hyperbolic tangent).
The following equations define the components at time
step 𝑡:
 Input gate (𝑖):
𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎𝑔 (𝑊𝑖 𝑦𝑡 + 𝑅𝑖 ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑖 ) (11)
 Forget gate (𝑓):
𝑓𝑡 = 𝜎𝑔 (𝑊𝑓 𝑦𝑡 + 𝑅𝑓 ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑓 ) (12)
 Cell candidate (𝑔):
𝑔𝑡 = 𝜎𝑐 (𝑊𝑔 𝑦𝑡 + 𝑅𝑔 ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑔 ) (13)
 Output gate (𝑜):
𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎𝑔 (𝑊𝑜 𝑦𝑡 + 𝑅𝑜 ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑜 ) (14)
𝜎𝑔 is the activation function of the gate, typically a sigmoid.
LSTMs are supervised networks, as a result, after the
design of the model, it is essential to implement a robust
algorithm for the training phase. This is the part in which
the designer decides how many neurons must be
implemented in order to make reliable predictions. In order
to obtain valid models for forecasting purposes it is
necessary to conduct statistical and econometric tests. The
objective of the first kind of test is to tune the LSTM in
order to have a good fitting of the training dataset. The gap
between the target and the model output is reduced through
an ADAM optimizer as the network training process
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progresses, so it may happen that the estimated relationship
returns a perfect fit of the sampled data (in-sample), making
vain the attempt at generalization, fundamental for making
the network capable of processing different data (out-ofsample). For this reason and especially in the field of deep
learning where there is a huge number of parameters to tune
in order to capture highly non-linear relationships, special
measures for avoiding overfitting must be taken into
consideration. As a result, the first intervention, shared also
with traditional recurrent networks, such as NAR and
NARX, is to work directly on the dataset through a randomsplitting method.
The data set configuration used for the network is:
 70% of the set will form the training set, thus the
optimization will be carried out with respect to its
loss function (𝐽) only.
 15% of the set will be assigned to the validation set,
thus, despite the weights are updated with respect to
the train set, the algorithm saves the weights that
minimize 𝐽 on the validation set, in order to avoid
data overfitting and trying to reach a good
generalization.
 15% of the data set will form the test set, so that the
network performance can be measured on data that it
has never seen before, as the ultimate objective of a
neural network user is to employ the network on
completely new data.
The second kind of statistical measures, which are
traditionally applied in the field of deep learning, work
directly on the network. The implemented measures can be
summarized as follows:
 Adding a term to the traditional loss function
(RMSE) which put in a penalty (the 𝜆 coefficient) if
a further weight (𝜔) associated to an arch has been
1
activated: 𝐽 = 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 + 𝜆‖𝜔‖2
2
 Dropout, which is a technique consisting of training
only a group of randomly selected neurons rather
than the entire network: a percentage (a popular
choice is 25%) determines how many neurons to
choose and the remaining ones are deactivated. Since
the neurons and the relative weights are continuously
modified, it is thus possible to avoid overfitting.
These precautions are thus implemented in the forecaster
in order to have a reliable fitting.
Given that the objective is to perform a prediction of the
most reasonable CPI projections, the second test has an
econometric nature. It is based on the verification of the
autocorrelation error absence so that the model error is
unstructured and the predicted values can be
econometrically reliable.
V.

COMPARISON BETWEEN STANDARD AND LSTM
TECHNIQUES FOR THE CPI PROJECTION

In order to compare the standard inflation bootstrap
methodology with the LSTM approach, we use the market
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data retrieved from Bloomberg on 30th June 2020. Swap rate
values, 𝐾(𝑇𝑀 ), quoted by the market at the reference date are
reported in Table I, together with the estimation of the CPI
projections, ℑ𝑀 (0) and the Δℑ𝑀 , according to (5) and (6).
The estimation of Δℑ𝑀 is useful in order to have the inflation
values expressed on a monthly basis [3].
TABLE I.

𝐾(𝑇𝑀 ), ℑ𝑀 (0) AND Δℑ𝑀 (30TH JUNE 2020)

𝑇𝑀

Mid 𝑷𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒆 𝐾(𝑇𝑀 )

ℑ𝑀 (0)

Δℑ𝑀

1

-0.071

104.69561

0.0382

2

0.19375

105.17638

0.0543

3

0.347

105.86444

0.0787

4

0.497

106.86841

0.0721

5

0.57125

107.79688

0.0804

According to (7), this information allow us to project the
CPI values for the next years using a market-oriented
approach without taking into account the seasonality. In
order to add this essential contribution for the forecast into
the model, we have to consider the monthly normalized
residuals, ℜ𝑀 , calculated starting from the past CPI
realizations. The traditional way to implement this task is to
apply (8).
Using the traditional market standard preference to
consider the previous five years of the CPI time-series, we
get the following ℜ𝑀 , from January to December: -0.011959,
0.001761, 0.008373, 0.00266, 0.000828, 0.00018,-0.005856,
0.000625, 0.002751, 0.00105, -0.002176, 0.001764.
Applying recursively (7), the projections for the CPI are
obtained for the following years. These simulations are
reported in Figure 3 together with the past values.

ℑ𝑀 (0) whose estimations are strictly connected to
the 𝐾(𝑇𝑀 ) quotation.
 the red line represents the projections of the CPI
index taking into account the seasonality through the
monthly annualized residuals ℜ𝑀 .
The idea is to use a LSTM network with the aim of
providing a better model for the seasonality. For the training
set, we use the monthly return of the index computed in the
𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦

last 5 years: ln [

ℑ𝑖+1

𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦

ℑ𝑖

], according to the market standard

convention. The number of hidden units in the LSTM block
is tuned in function of the performances recorded by the
network. Using a layer made by 100 neurons, adopting an
ADAM optimizer and implementing all the described
techniques in order to avoid overfitting, we can achieve
excellent results in the training phase [6]. From a statistical
point of view, we obtain an 𝑅2 close to 1, as a result the
fitting over the historical time series is extremely good.
From an econometric point of view, the auto-correlation
error for the tuned model has been kept under an acceptable
threshold for the non-zero lags [16], with a confidence
interval equal to 95%.
Having checked the forecasting reliability of the LSTM
network, we proceed to compute the following 6 years
returns (72 values). Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the
difference between the two approaches: the black line
represents the realized past returns of the last five years and
the red line represents the forecasted returns.

Figure 4. Historical and prospective seasonality estimation using the
standard technique. Black line: realized past returns. Red line: forecasted
returns

Figure 3. CPI time-series and its projection (traditional methodology).
Black line: past CPI values. Green line: CPI projection without seasonality.
Red Line: CPI projection with seasonality (traditional model). Blue points:
market-implied CPI estimation

 the black line represents the past five years CPI
values used for the estimation of the seasonality
effect.
 the green line represents the CPI projections without
seasonality: it connects the blue dots which are the
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It is sufficient to look at the figures to realize that the red
line (i.e. the projected time-series) obtained from the
traditional method has a behavior which is too simplified. In
fact, it is based on the estimation of the twelve normalized
residuals of the previous months which are repeated equal
for the future values. Implementing a properly trained
LSTM allows to use a model able to capture highly
nonlinear relationship among the time-series in accordance
with the rigorous statistical and econometric tests [16]
described in Section IV.
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Interpolation

Monthly

-

Spread

0

-

Reset Frequency

Semi-Annual

-

Payment Freq.

Semi-Annual

Annual

Day Count

ACT/ACT

ACT/ACT

Discount Curve

EUR-OIS-ESTR

EUR-OIS-ESTR

The discounted Cash Flows for the fixed paying leg of
the swap are equal to -306,314.62 Euro (Table III).
TABLE III.
Figure 5. Historical and prospective estimation for seasonality using Deep
Learning. Black line: realized past returns. Red line: forecasted returns

As a result, facing the forecasting problem with the
FinTech approach, the red line has a more realistic forwardlooking behavior thanks to both the advanced technology
(deep learning) and the careful tuning. As we will see in the
market case, which regards the pricing of a YYIIS, these
differences in the simulation of the seasonality cause an
impact on the derivative fair-value that is not always
negligible.
VI.

MARKET CASE: YYIIS PRICING

In this section, we proceed with the valorization of a
YYIIS using the two approaches previously described. The
main financial characteristics are reported in Table II. The
valuation date of the "In Arrears" swap is 30th June 2020, as
a result we use the historical and prospective inflation data
already computed in the previous sections. Regarding the
discount curve we use, according to the new benchmark
standard for collateralized derivatives, the EUR OIS ESTR
term structure. As a result, zero rates and discount factors
used for pricing are those implied from the new market
benchmark curve. Using the pricing framework described in
section II, we proceed with the estimation of the future cashflows for the swap and then we go through the discounting
process for obtaining the NPVs for the two legs. The
difference between the two NPVs gives the price of the
swap.
TABLE II.

YYIIS FINANCIAL CHARACTERISTICS
Receiving Leg

Paying Leg

Leg Type

Y-o-Y Inflation

Fixed

Notional

10 MM

10 MM

Currency

Euro

Euro

Index

CPTFEMU Index

Fixed Coupon: 0.5%

Effective Date

30th June 2020

30th June 2020

Maturity Date

30th June 2026

30th June 2026

Lag

3 Month

-
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YYIIS PAYING LEG

Payment Date

Payment

Discount Rate

Present Value

06/30/2021

-49,930.76

1.006019

-50,231.30

06/30/2022

-50,000.00

1.012638

-50,631.89

06/30/2023

-50,000.00

1.019137

-50,956.87

06/30/2024

-49,796.02

1.025040

-51,042.90

06/30/2025

-50,203.98

1.030223

-51,721.29

06/30/2026

-50,000.00

1.034607

-51,730.37

The discounted Cash Flows for the inflation-indexed
receiving leg of the swap using the standard seasonality
approach are equal to +391,740.5 Euro (Table IV).
TABLE IV.

YYIIS RECEIVING LEG (STANDARD APPROACH)

Date

Reset CPI

Payment

Discount

PV

12/31/2020

104.74729

-2,185.66

1.002913

-2192.02

06/30/2021

104.69561

-4,894.44

1.006019

-4923.89

12/31/2021

105.06038

35,066.31

1.009331

35393.52

06/30/2022

105.17638

10,944.48

1.012638

11082.8

12/30/2022

105.6452

44,597.45

1.015884

45305.83

06/30/2023

105.86444

20,674.18

1.019137

21069.82

12/29/2023

106.49159

58,904.25

1.022122

60207.33

06/28/2024

106.86841

35,225.72

1.02504

36107.77

12/31/2024

107.45914

56,181.35

1.027729

57739.21

06/30/2025

107.79688

31,122.41

1.030223

32063.02

12/31/2025

108.44679

60,603.27

1.032507

62573.3

06/30/2026

108.84187

360,65.68

1.034607

37313.81

The discounted Cash Flows for the inflation-indexed
receiving leg of the swap using the deep learning architecture
are equal to +371,023.4 Euro (Table V).
It is interesting to highlight that, in correspondence with
the dates where the CPI values can be directly implied by
the market using (5), both methodologies are consistent with
the values reported in Table I. This shows a good integration
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between traditional quantitative finance principles and new
FinTech paradigms.
TABLE V.

YYIIS RECEIVING LEG (LSTM APPROACH)

Date

Reset CPI

Payment

Discount

PV

12/31/2020

104.80403

3274,34

1.002913

3283.87

06/30/2021

104.69561

-10265.09

1.006019

-10326.88

12/31/2021

104.75465

5683.47

1.009331

5736.51

06/30/2022

105,17638

39847.66

1.012638

40351.25

12/30/2022

105.33777

15375.28

1.015884

15619.50

06/30/2023

105.86444

49737.38

1.019137

50689.20

12/29/2023

106.18170

29841.55

1.022122

30501.70

06/28/2024

106.86841

64287.66

1.02504

65897.43

12/31/2024

107.14643

26480.24

1.027729

27214.51

06/30/2025

107.79688

60025.26

1.030223

61839.40

12/31/2025

108.13120

31220.98

1.032507

32235.88

06/30/2026

108.63801

46376.07

1.034607

47981.01

According to the traditional pricing approach, the fair
value for the analyzed YYIIS is +85,425.87. On the other
hand, if we would have used the proposed and more
advanced approach, its value would have been +64,708.77.
The gap between the values from the two pricing
methodologies is equal to 20,717.1, an amount that can be
considered significant enough for causing a percentage error
higher than 20% compared to the Mark to Market of the
analyzed derivative.
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Abstract—Breast cancer is a disease that causes the cells of the
breast to uncontrollably grow. It is the most occurring cancer
in females worldwide. The type of breast cancer is governed
by to breast cells that turn into cancer. Breast cancer can
begin in different parts of the breast including lobules, ducts,
and connective tissue. The clinical prognostic (the likelihood or
expected development of a disease) stage depends on a number
of factors including tumor size, lymph node status, whether
the cancer has spread to other parts of the body, the cancer
grade, Estrogen status, and Progesterone status. In this paper, the
clinical prognostic stage (referred to as 6th Stage in this study) will
be predicted using both a Python program and the Weka tool. The
three algorithms, Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines,
and Random Forest will be applied to the SEER Breast Cancer
Dataset to classify the 6th Stage, which includes five classes.
Keywords–Classification; Breast Cancer; Neural Networks; Support Vector Machines; Random Forest; Python; Weka.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Breast cancer kicks off when cells in the breast start to
grow out of control. These out of control cells usually develop
a tumor that can be observed with an x-ray or sensed as a
lump. The tumor is characterized as malignant (cancer) if the
cells grow into surrounding tissues or spread to distant areas
of the body. Breast cancer spreads when the cancer cells move
to the blood or lymph system and are transferred to other
parts of the body. Breast cancer occurs mainly in women, but
men can also get it. Most breast cancers are introduced in
the ducts that carry milk to the nipple (ductal cancers). Others
develop in the glands that produce breast milk (lobular cancers)
[1]. Breast cancer can span different ages. It is rare in very
young women, but it has distinctive aspects that are not spotted
in older patients. Young age breast cancer has aggressive
biological characteristics and is liable to be diagnosed at
an advanced stage providing poorer outcomes as compared
to breast cancer in older premenopausal and postmenopausal
women [2]. Cancer treatment is costly, especially in developing
and under developing countries. Cost-effectiveness analyses
can offer valuable information for planning and developing
a breast cancer control policy. Such analyses can drive budget
development, substantiate allocation of limited resources to
national breast cancer control programs, improve breast cancer
education, and pinpoint the most effective approaches of
carrying out diagnostic and treatment services [3]. There
are a number of breast cancer detection techniques. Among
these are the mammographic images analysis. Kashyap, Bajpai,
and Khanna [4] proposed a method to segment and classify
abnormalities found in mammograms. They concluded that the
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removal of improved preprocessed and improved inverted preprocessed image enhances the detection of suspicious region in
mammograms. Furthermore, edges of the skeptical region are
sharpened by including thorough coefficients of the wavelet
decomposition with the filtered image. Nugroho, Faisal, Soesanti, and Choridah [5] attempted to implement and analyze the
contrast enhancement and feature selection technique to build a
CAD(Computer Aided Design) system to differentiate normal,
benign, and malignant. Preprocessing was required to improve
the poor quality of images and remove the pieces added
by the preprocessing step. The region of interest (suspicious
area) was segmented and then extracted by texture feature
method. The high dimensionality of features was identified by
a feature selection technique. The digital mammogram images
were taken from the Private Database of Oncology Clinic
Kotabaru Yogyakarta. The dataset involved 40 mammogram
images with 14 benign cases, 6 malignant cases, and 20
normal cases. Further mammograms analysis approaches can
be found in [6]–[9]. Wang [10] provided an overview of
recent advances in microwave sensors for biomedical imaging
applications focusing on breast cancer detection. The electric
characteristics of biological tissues at microwave spectrum,
microwave imaging approaches, microwave biosensors, and
current challenges in the field were also covered.
Breast cancer detection, diagnosis, and analysis paved
the path for many machine learning applications. Gupta and
Gupta [11] applied the machine learning techniques; Linear
regression, Random Forest, Multi-layer Perceptron, and Decision Trees (DT) to the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset.
This dataset is made up of 569 samples (rows). Only the
performance measures including accuracy, recall, and precision
were summarized. No details for further conclusions were
provided. Agarap [12] compared the performance of Linear regression, Multi-layer Perceptron, K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN),
Softmax Regression, and Support Vector Machines (SVM)
when applied to the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset. The tool
used was not specified and no details were provided. It is not
that clear how the paper concluded that SVM performed the
best. The two studies above involved a binary classification
(benign or malignant tumor) of breast cancer tumor. Binary
classification of the breast cancer using Naive Bayes and
K-Nearest Neighbor was carried out in [13]. Their results
showed that KNN achieved the highest accuracy of 97.51%
with the lowest error rate (96.19%) than Naive Bayes. No
details were provided apart from the well-known details of the
algorithms. Bazazeh and Shubair [14] studied breast cancer
binary classification using Support Vector Machines, Random
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Forest, and Bayesian Networks. They also applied them to the
Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset. They concluded Bayesian
Networks had the best performance. A hybridized classifier for
breast cancer diagnosis was proposed in [15]. They combined
Self-Organizing Maps (unsupervised artificial neural network)
method with the supervised classifier Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) to perform binary (cancer/no cancer) classification
on the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset. They compared the
results of this combination with the outcomes of Decision
Trees (DTs), Random Forests (RF) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). They concluded their combination resulted in
excellent accuracy. Another approach was based on first using
image processing techniques to prepare the mammography
images for the feature and pattern extraction phase, and then
feeding the extracted features to Back Propagation Neural
Networks (BPNN) and Logistic Regression (LR) models [16].
They concluded BPNN performed the best. Similar approaches
with different algorithms were proposed in [17]–[19]. A
number of studies concentrate on using Convolutional Neural
Networks for the analysis of breast tumors. Pawar and Patil
[20] used Backpropagation Neural Network and compared
the results with Radial Basis Function Network. Using the
Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset and relying on MATLAB,
it was concluded that a neural network with nine neurons in
the hidden layer provided an accuracy of 99%. Convolutional
Neural Networks was applied to the detection of breast cancer
using Mammograms-MIAS dataset with 322 mammograms in
which 189 images were normal and 133 abnormal breasts
tumors [21]. The authors stressed that the experimental results
depicting the efficacy of deep learning for breast cancer
detection in mammogram images was promising and suggested
using deep learning for various medical imaging. Further
work on applying Artificial Neural Networks, Convolutional
Neural Networks, and both Convolutional Neural Networks
and Support Vector Machines to classifying breast cancer as
either cancerous (malignant), non-cancerous (benign) could be
found in [22]–[24].

All of the above studies concentrated on binary classification. In other words, they aimed at determining whether
a tumor is benign or malignant. In general, they relied on
the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset with 569 samples. In
this paper, a multi-class classification using the SEER Breast
Cancer Dataset [25] with 4024 samples will be implemented.
Members of IEEE can download this dataset. The attribute
that will be the goal of this classification is the 6th Stage
(S Stage). It has five classes, as explained in Section II.
Three classification methods were used: Neural Networks,
Support Vector Machines, and Random Forest. Those were
first included in a Python program and then run through the
Weka tool [26]. Analysis of the outcomes are then provided.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the SEER Breast Cancer Dataset and its preparation.
Section III deals with the classification of the 6th Stage using
a Python program. The classification of the 6th Stage using
Weka is presented in Section IV. Section V deliberates on
possible predictions on the SEER Dataset. The discussion
of the outcomes is depicted in Section VI, and the paper is
concluded in Section VII.
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II.

SEER BREAST CANCER DATASET

The Breast Cancer Dataset contains fifteen attributes
(columns) and 4024 rows. Some attributes have been renamed
for programming purpose. Those are enclosed in parentheses
below.
A. Dataset Description
The attributes used in dataset are described below. The type
of data and the values they can take are also stated. A sample
of this dataset is presented in Table ??. The rows appear as
columns.
1)
2)
3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)
10)

Age: This represents the age of the patient. It is a
continuous numerical attribute.
Race: A nominal attribute that has three values:
White, Black, and Other (American Indian / AK
Native, Asian / Pacific Islander) (See table 9).
Marital Status (M Status): A nominal attribute with
five different values: Married (including common
law), Divorced, Single (never married), Widowed,
and Separated (See table ??).
T-Stage: The letter “T” followed by a number (1-4)
refers to the size and location of the tumor including
how much the tumor has grown into nearby tissues.
This Nominal variable takes the values; T1, T2, T3,
and T4 (See table ??) [27].
N-Stage: The letter “N” followed by a number (1-3)
stands for lymph nodes. Most often, the more lymph
nodes with cancer, the larger the number assigned.
N1, N2, and N3 are the possible values for this
nominal attribute (See table ??).
6 th Stage (S Stage): This nominal attribute takes the
values IIA, IIB, IIIA, IIIB, and IIIC in this database.
There are other values that are not included. The values (stages) of this attribute are based on a number
of factors including type ( invasive/inflammatory) of
breast cancer, tumor found, tumor size, breast cancer
cells found in the lymph nodes, number of auxiliary
lymph nodes that the cancer spread to, number of
lymph nodes near the breastbone that the cancer
spread to, cancer spreading to the chest wall and/or
skin of the breast, and redness/swelling/ulcer/warmness in large portion of the breast skin. Details of this
categorization can be found in [27]. This attribute
represents the class for this study (See table ??)
Grade: The grade refers to the amount of cancer cells
that look like healthy cells when observed under a
microscope. There are four grades (I-IV) for this nominal attribute: Well differentiated, Moderately differentiated, Poorly differentiated, and Undifferentiated;
anaplastic (See table ??).
A Stage (A Stage): The A Stage has two values:
‘Reginal’ indicating a neoplasm that has spread
directly into surrounding organs or tissues, and ‘Distant’ indicating a neoplasm has spread to parts far
from the primary tumor (See table ??).
Tumor Size (Tumor Size): represents the size of the
tumor in centimeters. It is a continuous numerical
attribute.
Estrogen Status (E Status): This nominal attribute
has two values, positive if the breast cancer has
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11)

12)
13)

14)
15)

estrogen receptors, and negative otherwise. These
receptors are proteins that allow normal and some
cancerous breast cells to grow (See table ??).
Progesterone Status (P Status): This nominal attribute has two values; positive if the breast cancer
has progesterone receptors, and negative otherwise.
Progesterone receptors enable normal and some cancerous breast cells to grow.
Regional Node Examined (RN Exam): Represents the
total number of regional lymph nodes that were
removed and examined by the pathologist.
Regional Node Positive (RN Pos): A continuous value
that reflects the exact number of regional lymph
nodes examined by the pathologist and found to contain metastases (development of secondary malignant
growths at a distance from a primary site of cancer).
Survival Months (S Months): A continuous attribute
indicating the number of months a patient will survive.
Status: The status of the patient. The nominal attribute has two values; Dead and Alive.
TABLE 1. SAMPLE DATASET

Attribute
Age
Race
M Status
T Stage
N Stage
S Stage
Grade
A Stage
Tumor Size
E Status
P Status
RN Exam
RN Pos
S Months
Status

Row1
43
Other
Married
T2
N3
IIIC
II
Regional
40
Positive
Positive
19
11
1
Alive

Row2
67
White
Divorced
T2
N1
IIB
III
Regional
25
Positive
Positive
4
1
2
Dead

Row3
58
Black
Widowed
T1
N1
IIA
II
Regional
11
Positive
Positive
16
1
9
Alive

initialization;
with (open(‘BreastCancer4.csv’, ‘w’)) as predictfile:
writer = csv.writer(predictfile, delimiter=‘,’) x = 1
while x < 3409 do
instructions;
if lines[x][2] == ‘White’: then
lines[x][2] = ‘1’;
if lines[x][2] == ‘Black’: then
l
else
i
end
nes[x][2] = ‘2’;
else
if lines[x][2] == ‘Other (American Indian/AK
Native, Asian/Pacific Islander)’: then
l
else
i
end
nes[x][2] = ‘3’;
end
x = x +1
end
Algorithm 1: Python code for T Type
TABLE 2. RACE VALUES
Race
White
Black
Other

Value
1
2
3

TABLE 3. MARTIAL STATUS VALUES
M Status
Married
Divorced
Single
Widowed
Separated

Value
1
2
3
4
5

TABLE 4. T-STAGE VALUES

B. Dataset Preparation
The preparation and cleaning of the dataset went through
a number of steps. These steps are explained below. Some
sample Python code will be shown.
1)

The Status column that has values “Dead” and
“Alive” was completely removed. This has no impact
on the classification.
BC= pd.read\_csv(`BreastCancer2.csv',
,→ encoding=``latin-1")
BC1=BC.drop([`Status'], axis=1)
BC1.to\_csv(`BreastCancer3.csv')

2)

In this step, the nominal values were replaced by
numbers as in the following Tables. The Python code
for T Type will be shown. The rest have similar code.

Note that Estrogen Status and Progesterone Status values
are similar. This should explain the absence of Progesterone
Status values table.
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T-Stage
T1
T2
T3
T4

Value
1
2
3
4

N-Stage
N1
N2
N3

Value
1
2
3

TABLE 5. N-STAGE VALUES

TABLE 6. 6th -STAGE VALUES
Grade
IIA
IIB
IIIA
IIIB
IIIC

Value
1
2
3
4
5

TABLE 7. GRADE VALUES
Grade
Grade I: well differentiated
Grade II: moderately differentiated
Grade III: poorly differentiated
Grade IV: undifferentiated

Value
1
2
3
4

C. Understanding the Datasets
To better understand the dataset, the method “describe”
was used as below. Table 10 provides insight into the dataset.
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TABLE 8. A-STAGE VALUES
A-Stage
Regional
Distant

Value
1
2

E Status
Positive
Negative

Value
1
2

# Saving model to disk to predict unkown 6\
,→ textsuperscript{th} Stage
pickle.dump(lm, open(`NN_BC_model.pkl',`wb'))
# Loading the model
model = pickle.load(open(`NN_BC_model.pkl',`rb'))

TABLE 9. ESTROGEN STATUS VALUES

Percentile 25, 50, and 75 have been omitted in this table. Note
that the actual maximum for Age, Tumor Size. Regional Node
Examined, Regional Node Positive, and Survival months are
69, 140, 61, 41, and 107, respectively.
TABLE 10. DATASET STATISTICS
Attribute
Age
Race
M Status
T Stage
N Stage
S Stage
Grade
A Stage
Tumor Size
E Status
P Status
RN Exam
RN Pos
S Months

Mean
53.968361
1.231440
1.646986
1.783259
0.693169
2.320877
2.150722
1.022920
30.40059
1.067015
1.173642
14.358744
4.157200
71.286746

STD
8.968991
0.580434
1.010138
0.764173
0.693169
1.266084
0.638458
0.149666
20.95136
0.250080
0.378849
8.095945
5.110535
22.926034

Min
30.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000

Max
69.00000
3.000000
5.000000
4.000000
3.000000
5.000000
4.000000
2.000000
140.0000
2.000000
2.000000
61.00000
46.00000
107.0000

BCS= pd.read\_csv(`FullNormalizedBC.csv')\\
df=BCS.describe(include = `all')\\
tp = dict(df)\\
print( tp, ``\n")

III.

CLASSIFYING 6 TH STAGE USING PYTHON

The 6th Stage (S Stage) will be classified using Neural
Network (MLPClassifier), Support Vector Machine (SVC), and
Random Forest techniques. The dataset contains 1303 rows for
class 1, 1126 for class 2, 1049 for class 3, 66 for class 4, and
470 for class 5. 70% of the dataset is used for training, and
30% for testing for both Sections III and IV. The resulting
classification model will be saved and used to classify unseen
data.
A. S Stage Classification Using Neural Networks
After executing training and testing on the dataset, the
resulting model is saved and then used to classify the 6th
Stage for a dataset of 10 rows that does not contain values
for S Stage (no column existed for this attribute). The simple
code used will be depicted below. It applies to all the methods
with the expectation of fitting the method to the training data.
Therefore, only this part of code will be shown for the other
methods in B and C below.
# Fitting Linear Regression to the Training set
from sklearn.neural_network import
,→ MLPClassifier
lm = MLPClassifier(solver=`lbfgs', alpha=1e-5,
,→ hidden_layer_sizes=(150, 10), random_state
,→ =1)
lm.fit(X_train, y_train)
#Testing
classifications = lm.predict(X_test)
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Table 11 depicts classified S Stage values for ten randomly
selected rows of the test data together with the actual values
of this attribute in the same rows of the test data. The
abbreviations NN, SVM, and RF will be used to denote Neural
Networks, Support Vector Machines, and Random Forest,
respectively.
TABLE 11. ACTUAL AND PREDICTED VALUES OF S STAGE
Row #
1213
3181
3228
560
1707
1624
3223
102
2719
906

Actual
1
3
3
1
2
2
1
2
5
5

NN-Pred
1
2
3
1
2
1
1
2
5
5

SVM Pred
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
3
3

RF Pred
1
3
3
1
2
2
1
2
5
5

height

The accuracy of the NN classifier on training set is 0.79,
and the accuracy of the NN classifier on test set is 0.79. The
Confusion Matrix is given below. It summarizes the results of
classifications based on the test data. Each column represents
the classifications for one of the classes. It is obvious there is a
problem with class 4. The dataset has only 67 rows containing
the value 4. Out of 135 class 5, only 126 were classified
correctly (TP=126), and 9 incorrectly classified (FN=9). There
were also 14 test data rows that were incorrectly classified as
class 5 (FP=14). This will leave TN=1056.
 1
1 338
2 53

3 1
4 0
5 1

2
3
43
0
189 91
19 301
0
21
2
11

4 5 
0
0
0
3 

0
5 
0
1 
0 126

The classification report is given in Table 12 below. Note
that Accuracy is the number of correct predictions divided
by the total number of predictions and multiplied by 100
to get a percentage. Recall is the ratio of the total number
of correctly classified positive examples divide by the total
number of positive examples. High recall is an indication that
the class is correctly identified. Dividing the total number
of correctly classified positive rows by the total number of
predicted positive rows provides Precision. High precision
indicates examples identified as positive are in fact positive
(This indicates small FP). F1 Score (or F Measure) is a
measurement that includes both recall and precision. In other
words, it is the weighted average of both. The F-Measure
will always be close to the minimum of Precision and Recall.
Finally, Support depicts the number of examples of the true
response that lie in that class. The Python code to print all
these is as follows:
print(`Accuracy of NN classifier on training set:
,→ {:.1f}'
.format(lm.score(X_train, y_train)))
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print(`Accuracy of NN classifier on test set:
,→ {:.1f}'
.format(lm.score(X_test, y_test)))
print(``\n")
print(``Confusion Matrix and classification
,→ Report for NN", ``\n")
print(confusion_matrix(y_test, classifications),
,→ ``\n")
print(classification_report(y_test,
,→ classifications), ``\n")
TABLE 12. NN CLASSIFICATION REPORT
Class
1
2
3
4
5

Precision
0.86
0.75
0.71
0
0.93

Recall
0.89
0.56
0.92
0
0.9

F1-Score
0.87
0.64
0.8
0
0.92

Support
381
336
326
22
140

Finally, the models were applied to ten rows that have not
been used before with either training or testing step. These ten
rows are shown in Table 13. The actual classes that were not
provided to the models are: 5, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 5, 2, 2, 4.
TABLE 13. UNSEEN DATA FOR CLASSIFYING S STAGE
[53
[49
[46
[65
[62
[52
[53
[53
[60
[62

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1

1
1
3
1
1
1
1
2
1
2

4
2
1
2
3
1
3
2
2
4

3
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2

2
2
2
2
3
2
3
2
1
2

Dataset
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Rows
043
035
013
035
120
014
140
035
023
140

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

13
14
9
7
7
10
41
14
13
9

10
2
2
1
1
2
15
1
3
8

034]
070]
093]
093]
086]
104]
051]
064]
074]
089]

The classifications for the three methods obtained by
running the three models are provided in Table 14. Note that
row 1 in Table 14 represents the classification for S Stage
using NN, SVM, and RF methods for row 1 of Table 13, and
so on.
B. S Stage Classification Using Support Vector Machines
For this method, the actual and predicted values using
the test data are given in Table 11 (columns 2 and 4). The
predictions of unseen data could be found in Table 14, column
3. Here, only the code for fitting the model will be shown. The
rest is similar to code of Section A above.
from sklearn import svm
from sklearn.svm import SVC
lm= svm.SVC()
lm.fit(X_train, y_train)
SVC(C=1.0, cache_size=200, coef0=0.0, degree=3,
,→ decision_function_shape=`ovo', kernel=`rbf
,→ ', max_iter=-1, shrinking=True,
tol=0.001, verbose=False)
TABLE 14. S STAGE CLASSIFICATIONS FOR UNSEEN DATA
For Row #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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NN
5
3
1
2
3
1
5
2
2
3

SVM
3
2
1
2
3
1
3
2
2
3
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RF
5
2
1
2
3
1
5
2
2
4

TABLE 15. SVM CLASSIFICATION REPORT
Class
1
2
3
4
5

Precision
0.93
0.84
0.49
0
1

Recall
0.81
0.73
0.86
0
0.01

F1-Score
0.87
0.78
0.62
0
0.01

Support
381
336
326
22
140

The ac curacies of SVM classifier on training and testing
sets are 1.0 and 0.69, respectively. The Confusion Matrix, and
the classification report are listed below. Class 5 has only
1 correct classification (TP=1) and 139 incorrectly classified
(FP=139).
 1
1 309
2 53

3 1
4 0
5 0

2
3
12
60
244 83
30 281
3
19
3 136

4 5
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

C. S Stage Classification Using Random Forest
Predictions for test data, and predictions for new data
(Table 13) are depicted in Table 11 (column 5), and Table
14 (column 4) ,respectively. The Python code is given below.
The accuracy of RF classifier on training and testing sets are
1.0 and 1.0 ,respectively.
# Fitting Random Forest to the Training set
from sklearn.ensemble import
,→ RandomForestClassifier
lm=RandomForestClassifier(n_estimators=1000,
,→ max_depth=10,
random_state=0)
lm.fit(X_train, y_train)

The Confusion Matrix is demonstrated below. Table 16
shows the Random forest Classification Report. Here, Class
5 has TP=140 with no FN and FP.
 1
1 381
2 0

3 0
4 0
5 0

2
3
0
0
336
0
0 326
0
0
0
0

4
5 
0
0
0
0 

0
0 
22 0 
0 140

TABLE 16. RANDOM FOREST CLASSIFICATION REPORT
Class
1
2
3
4
5

Precision
1
1
1
1
1

IV.

Recall
1
1
1
1
1

F1-Score
1
1
1
1
1

Support
381
336
326
22
140

CLASSIFICATION WITH WEKA

The same Breast Cancer dataset is used for classification
using Weka. Neural Networks (Multi-Layer Perceptron), Support Vector Machines (SMOreg), and Random Forest algorithms are adopted. The dataset was split into 70% for training
and 30% for testing as was the case in Section III above. The
values of S Stage were converted from numeric to nominal
using NumbericToNominal filter to get the Confusion Matrix
and the classification report for both Neural Networks and
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Random Forest. This was not allowed with SVM (SMOreg).
The same data of Table 13 is used by the models to predict
unseen examples. The Weka tables that are equivalent to Tables
11 and 14 are Tables 17 and 18 ,respectively and are given
below. Some of the results of SMOreg are rounded to get
whole numbers. The statistics for each model are presented in
their respective subsections (A-C).
TABLE 17. ACTUAL AND PREDICTED VALUES OF S STAGE
Row #
1
4
7
8
10
21
22
23
24
25

Actual
1
3
3
1
2
2
1
2
5
5

NN-Pred
1
3
3
1
2
2
1
2
5
5

SVM Pred
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
6
3

RF Pred
1
3
3
1
2
2
1
2
5
5

TABLE 18. S STAGE CLASSIFICATIONS FOR UNSEEN DATA
For Row #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

NN
5
2
1
2
3
1
5
2
2
4

SVM
6
2
1
2
3
1
5
2
2
5

RF
5
2
1
2
3
1
5
2
2
4

A. Neural Network Saistic Using Weka

3
0
0
326
0
0

4
5 
0
0
0
0 

0
0 
18 0 
0 143

TABLE 19. NN CLASSIFICATION REPORT FROM WEKA
Class
1
2
3
4
5

Precision
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Recall
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
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F1-Score
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

B. Support Vector Machine Statistics Using Weka
Weka provided the following statistics for SMOreg. It did
not allow producing the Confusion Matrix and the classification report.
Mean Absolute Error 0.1938
Root Mean Squared Error 0.4630
Relative Absolute Error 18.744%
Root Relative Squared Error 36.5768%

C. Random Forest Statistics Using Weka
The statistics and classification report provided by Weka
for Random Forest are illustrated below.
 1
1 382
2 0

3 0
4 0
5 0

2
3
0
0
335
0
0 326
0
0
0
0

4
5 
0
0
0
0 

0
0 
18 0 
0 143

TABLE 20. RF CLASSIFICATION REPORT FROM WEKA

The accuracy of NN on the testing set is 1.0. The classification report, Confusion Matrix and further statistics produced
by Weka for NN are as below. Note that the Mean Absolute
Error measures the average of the absolute errors in a set of
predictions, Root Mean Squared Error is the square root of
the average of squared differences between predictions and
actual observations, Relative Absolute Error is the sum of
the absolute differences between the predictions and actual
observations divided by the sum of the absolute differences
between the average of the observation and the observations,
and Root Relative Squared Error is the square root of the sum
of the squared differences between the predictions and actual
observations divided by the sum of the squared differences
between the average of the observations and the observations.
2
 1
1 321
0
2 0 335

3 0
0
4 0
0
5 0
0

Mean Absolute Error 0.0018
Root Mean Squared Error 0.0038
Relative Absolute Error 0.6114%
Root Relative Squared Error 0.9792%

Support
382
335
326
18
143
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Class
1
2
3
4
5

Precision
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Recall
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

F1-Score
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Support
382
335
326
018
143

Mean Absolute Error 0.0057
Root Mean Squared Error 0.0289
Relative Absolute Error 1.9552%
Root Relative Squared Error 37.5397%

V.

BREAST CANCER DATASET PREDICTIONS

An attempt has been made to perform some predictions on
the SEER Breast Cancer Dataset. These included predicting
Survival Months and Tumor Size. Linear Regression resulted
in a very high Mean Squared Error (372.01). This forced the
normalization of all attributes’ values to make them between
0 and 1. However, the results are also discouraging as can be
seen in the tables below. Although, the errors look very small,
but because the values of the attributes are very small, these
errors are still large. Moreover, the comparison of actual and
predicted values for both S Months and Tumor Size revealed
large difference.
TABLE 21. MEAN SQUARED ERROR
Method
Linear Regression
Bayesian Ridge
Support Vector Machine

Mean Squared Error
0.032551797301851120
0.032272116790858174
0.032785887677874580
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TABLE 22. MEAN SQUARED ERROR FOR SURVIVAL MONTHS
Method
Linear Regression
Bayesian Ridge
Support Vector Machine

VI.

Mean Squared Error
0.005817131
0.005812664
0.006662543

C. Discussion Based on Python and Weka Results

CLASSIFICATION OUTCOME DISCUSSION

•

For SVM, the Python program produced both the
Confusion Matrix and classification report. This was
not allowed in Weka.

•

From Tables 11 and 17, SVM missed four classifications and introduced the value 6 which is not a
valid class in the database. RF performed equally well
using both Python and Weka. NN performed better
with Weka.

•

For the unseen data (Tables 14 and 18), SVM missed
the most values (correct classes) using both Weka and
Python program. However, it missed more classes with
Weka. Class 6, which never exist was introduced in
Weka but not with the Python Program. RF got the
classification correct for both approaches, while NN
missed two classes using the program and none with
Weka.

•

Using the confusion matrices, both NN and RF were
able to get all TP values with no FP, FN, and TN
values. However, with the Python program, RF almost
achieved the same counts for all classes as in Weka
with a slight difference not exceeding 3 with no FP,
FN, and TN values.

•

In Weka, NN performed well with all the classes, but it
had an issue with class 4 using Python. RF performed
equally well in both.

A. Discussion Based on Python Results
•

For the classification using the test set (Table 11),
SVM has four incorrect classifications, and NN has
just two with one nearer to the actual value than SVM.
Here, RF was the best followed by NN. SVM did not
perform well enough.

•

As mentioned above, the actual classes that were
hidden from the three models are: 5, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 5, 2,
2, 4. Table 14 reveals that RF was able to get them all,
NN missed two, and SVM missed three actual classes.

•

By comparing the three confusion matrices for NN,
SVM, and RF, it is obvious that RF has the highest
TPs for class 1 (381) followed by NN (336). For class
2, RF was superior (336) and SVM followed with
TP=224. RF is leading with TP=326 and then NN
with TP=301. Both NN and SVM failed to grant any
class 4 as TP, but RF got a TP count of 22. Remember,
there are only 66 rows for class 4 in the dataset. Once
more, RF leads for class 5. SVM correctly classified
only one class 5.

•

By comparing Tables 12, 15, and 16, it is perceived
that RF is superior with regards to Precision, Recall,
and F1-Score. NN and SVM did not perform well with
class 4, but NN scored better with class 5.

B. Discussion Based on Weka Results
•

The predicted values for SVM in Table 17 missed
classifying four classes compared to the actual values
during testing. Even worse, SVM produced a class
value equal to 6, which does not exist in the dataset.
Both NN and RF matched all the actual values.

•

For the unseen dataset (Table 18), both NN and RF
achieved all the values of the classes. However, SVM
missed two values and supplied the value 6 for class
5, and 5 for class 4.

•

By observing the confusion metrices for NN and RF,
it is clear they both performed very well. They have
equal TPs for all the classes without any FP, TN, and
FN. Note that confusion matrices and classification reports are only issued by Weka when classifying Nominal attributes. SVM did not allow classification on
nominal S Stage, but only numeric S Stage attribute.
This should explain why they were not included in
this discussion.

•

The same applies to the classification reports of NN
and RF. Precision, Recall, and F1-Score are all perfect.

•

The Mean absolute Error and the Root Mean Squared
Error for NN (0.0018 and 0.0038, respectively) are the
smallest, and SVM has the highest errors of 0.1938
and 0.4630, respectively.
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VII.

CONCLUSION

Based on the discussion above, it can be concluded that
Random Forest technique is the best for classification of the
underlying Breast Cancer Dataset. However, more data and
attributes are needed to provide even better classification. The
analysis also revealed that Weka outperformed the Python program with regards to Neural Networks. It is further concluded
that SVM did not perform as good as the other two techniques
using this dataset and the selected attribute. Furthermore,
further classification work could be carried out using other
attributes including T Stage, N Stage, Grade, and A Stage.
The results of applying prediction to Tumor Size and
Survival Months were misleading and characterized by high
prediction errors. However, analytics using prediction could
be pursued if further data and attributes are added with the
possibility of removing some of the nominal attributes.
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Abstract – Big data is the new gold, especially in health
care. Advances in collecting and processing Electronic
Medical Records (EMR), coupled with increasing
computer capabilities have resulted in an increased
interest in the use of big data in health care. Big data
promises more personalized and precision medicine for
patients with improved accuracy and earlier diagnosis,
and therapy geared to an individual’s unique
combination of genes, environmental risk, and precise
disease phenotype. Ophthalmology has been an area of
focus where results have shown to be promising. The
objective of this study was to determine whether the EMR
record in LV Prasad Eye Institute (LVPEI) in India can
contribute to the management of patient care, through
studying how climatic and socio-demographic factors
relate to eye disorders and visual impairment in the State
of Telangana. The study was designed by merging a
dataset obtained from the Telangana State Development
Society to an existing EMR of approximately 1 million
patients, who presented themselves with different eye
symptoms and were diagnosed with several diseases from
the years (2011-2019). The dataset obtained included
weather and climatic variables to be tested alongside eye
disorders. Microsoft Power BI was used to analyze the
data through prescriptive and descriptive data analysis
techniques to read patterns that can dig deeper into highrisk climatic and socio-demographic factors that
correlate to eye diseases. Our findings revealed that there
is a high presence of Cataract in the state of Telangana,
mostly in rural areas and throughout the different
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weather seasons in India. Men tend to be the most affected
as per the number of visits to the clinic, while home
makers make the most visit to the hospital, in addition to
employees, students, and laborers. While cataract is most
dominant in the older age population, diseases such as
astigmatism and conjunctivitis are more present in the
younger age population. The study appeared useful for
taking preventive measures in the future to manage the
treatment of patients who present themselves with eye
disorders in Telangana. In addition, this research created
a pathway for new methods in the study of how EMRs
contribute to new knowledge in ophthalmology.
Keywords –big data; ophthalmology; ocular diseases; artificial
intelligence.

I.

INTRODUCTION

India is home to over 8.3 million people with Vision
Impairment (VI), the highest in the world [3]. Even though,
in 1976, India became the first country in the world to start a
national program for control of blindness for the goal to
reduce blindness prevalence to 0.3 percent by 2020, the
prevalence of blindness still stands at 1.99 percent, according
to the National Blindness and Visual Impairment Survey,
released in October 2019 [1] by the Union Ministry of Health
and Family. The prevalence of blindness and visual
impairment is one of the highest in Telangana, a state in
Southern India, as inferred from survey [1]. The significant
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reasons indicated in the survey were due to cataract and
refractive error [2].
All surveys in the country have shown that cataract is the
most common cause of blindness and all prevention of
blindness programs have been “cataract-oriented.” However,
it has recently been recognized that the visual outcome of the
cataract surgeries as well as the training of ophthalmologists
has been less than ideal.
This study uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine
learning techniques to explore a dataset containing
information on 873,448 patients who visited LV Prasad Eye
Institute (LVPEI), a multi-tier ophthalmology hospital
network, based in Hyderabad. The data was extracted from
EyeSmart, the hospital’s Electronic Medical Record (EMR)
and health management system, and then merged with
climatic factors to test the correlation between climatic
variables and ocular diseases presented by the patients [3].
Studying risk factors, primarily associated with climate and
the environment can lead to a better understanding of the
causes, diagnosis and treatment of several eye diseases [5].
In healthcare, ophthalmology deals with the diagnosis and
treatment of eye disorders. Some known diseases in
ophthalmology are cataracts, retinal disorders, macular
degeneration, and others. The relatively rapid and recent
adoption of EMRs in ophthalmology has been associated
with the promise that the accumulation of large volumes of
clinical data would facilitate quality improvement and help
answer a variety of research questions. Given that EMRs are
relatively new in most practices and that clinical data are
inherently more complex than other fields that have been
altered by the digital revolution, these proposed benefits have
yet to be realized [4].
With the rise of big data, it has now become easier to
study how culture, race, climate, and other sociodemographic factors correlate to the spread of ocular
diseases. This has shed light on recent research in medicine
and ophthalmology. An investigation has been conducted
with an aim for the application of artificial intelligence (AI)based hierarchical clustering as a tool to optimize the in total
excellence, values, and the security for the Adult Spinal
Deformity Surgery (ADS) [16]. It has been observed that
prior to this the ADS classification was based on certain
radiographic parameters which have been correlated with the
patient related outcomes. But the problems faced immensely
by the researchers is to separate out the patients and the
patterns manually that is in turn was based on hundreds of
data parameters and the process was considered to be
practically not feasible. Therefore, as a methodological
approach for every probable cluster of patient (N) done on the
basis of (M) surgery were normalized for two year
enhancement and the massive rate of complication were
computed. Thus, this particular study has therefore,
highlighted that unsubstantiated hierarchical clustering of the
patterns of findings that helps to initiate the prior operative
judgment making by formulating a two year risk benefit grid.
In this way the novel AI-ASD pattern of classification and
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identification have helped to diminish the risk and overall
improvement [16]. It should be mentioned that smaller cities
faces a lot of difficulties to maintain the sustainable welfare
of countries in amalgamation with notable standards of living
[17]. In another investigation, the emergency bases of
hospitalization along with the all driven causes of mortality
were utilized as the replacements of frailty. The researchers
used to two different models to assign the deteriorating risk
score to every subjects of the elderly population residing
within the Municipality of Bologna, Italy [17]. The study
design was a cohort study with of 58 789 subjects as sample
size for overall six years with four year monitoring period.
The study findings reported excellent power of
discrimination along with calibration that demonstrated an
excellent anticipating ability of the models utilized [17]. In
this respect another study could also be illustrated that had
utilized the application of health administrative databases
along with authenticated algorithms to show a correlation in
between the residential proximity towards foremost
roadways along with the prevalence of three major
neurological diseases like dementia, multiple sclerosis, and
Parkinson’s disease [18]. This particular study design was
also a cohort study based on two different populations having
the age group in the range of 20–50 years with sample size of
4.4 million suffering from multiple sclerosis and the matured
adult groups having the age range of 55–85 years with sample
population size of 2·2 million suffering from dementia or
other Parkinson’s disease. The researchers of the study
estimated the associations among the following parameters
such as the traffic proximity, incidence of dementia,
Parkinson’s disease, and the multiple sclerosis using the
model of Cox proportional hazards which would also take
into consideration of certain individualistic contextual
parameters such as any injury to brain, diabetes, and the local
income [18]. The study demonstrated the successful
application of the health record databases along with the
specialized analytical tool for the categorization of patterns
of large or big data [18]. In today’s world the relationship
based on function in between the ncRNAs and the varied
types of human diseases is considered to be a central task
within the field of modern research for the formulation of
eryeffective therapeutic approaches.
In Section 2 of this paper, we discuss and highlight
different statistical tools and methods used to investigate the
study of several demographic and climatic factors that impact
upon the individuals in Telangana. While Section 3 focuses
on providing a thorough analysis of the data findings, Section
4 highlights key findings and trends, and Section 5 includes
conclusion and recommendations pertaining to the use of big
data and data merging in EMR to reveal new insights in the
study of visual impairment and eye disorders in Telangana.
Visual impairment has continually exhibited an escalating
trend in underdeveloped countries over the past years, and in
India, the burden of visual impairment is high in urban and
rural areas. Eye-care services should be accessible and
affordable to individuals in need. This study intends to
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discover how socio-demographic and climatic factors
correlate to the number of individuals affected using
Artificial Intelligence tools. It is extremely important to
mention that hardly any investigation had been conducted
with the application of AI tools to categorize the huge data
based on parameters like demographics and the weather in
the field of ophthalmology. So it can be considered that this
scientific article is considered to be a significant contribution
in terms of novelty or originality and also considered to be a
significant progress in the field of scientific research as the
approach is unconventional and a novel one with successful
outcomes.
II.
METHODOLOGY
To gain insight into the climatic and socio-demographic
factors that correlate to the risk of ocular diseases in the State
of Telangana, we used multiple approaches utilizing AI and
statistical software and programming languages, including
Microsoft Power BI and Python to explore the dataset, which
contained information on 873,448 patients complaining of
eye disorder symptoms across multiple categories of ocular
diseases. Publicly available climatic variables were obtained
and aligned to the dataset through a process called column
mutation, and then examined by Microsoft Power BI, which
heavily relies on visual illustrations and statistical
storytelling to present findings and new insights. It should be
noted that Power BI is considered to be an assortment of
software or apps which all together works in amalgamation
to transform the unrelated sources of data into a visually
pattern oriented, continuous and dynamic insights. Column
mutation, which is the merging of datasets, was done through
Python, an interpreted, object-oriented programming, that
codes the columns in a language called Syntax. It works out
on the principle of logical and arithmetic computation. This
tool has an advantage to handle large and complex datasets.
The process was however timely given the large volume of
patients. The process was repeated more than once to ensure
minimal error in the merging process. Microsoft Power BI
was then used to model the data in order to obtain the
visualizations and insights.

humidity, rainfall, and solar radiation. This data was retrieved
from the Telangana State Development Planning Society in
the state of Telangana. The findings that relate to temperature
and its effect on Cataract in older age was consistent in high
and low temperatures.

III.
ANALYSIS
It has proven valuable to first observe which diseases are
the most prevalent in the different areas of Telangana, and
what age and gender are most affected to get a full
understanding of the criticality of the eye disorder epidemic
and to provide a baseline against which to compare the
climate and patient demographic variables examined.
The use of EMRs in generating new insights has been an
increasing trend in the area of ophthalmology. Research in
ophthalmology has benefited greatly from the use of EMRs
in expanding the breadth of knowledge in areas such as
disease surveillance, health services utilizations and
outcomes. In addition, the quantity of data available has
increased, that it is now highly recommended to work on data
linkage systems in eye research, as such data can offer
insights into advantages and limitations for future direction
in eye research [5].
The timespan of this dataset is between 2011-2019, a total
of 8 years. There has been consistency to already known
information through the analysis, specifically on gender and
age-related eye conditions. Creative featuring techniques
have been used to shed the light on the most critical variables
through trial and error of testing for relationship in
accordance to eye disease.
IV.

FINDINGS AND TRENDS

This section highlights key findings of the study, as well
as trends in relation to the subject matter as per the
demographic and climatic variables tested.
A.

Gender and Eye Disorders

The master dataset or the big data, which was explored
and analyzed, covered clinical visits are from the year 20112019, and included demographic information of the patient,
including age, gender, profession, data of visit, district of
resident, and symptoms and diagnosis of the patient in
relation to eye disease. To look further into this issue, we
merged climate variables to the dataset to explore the
relationship with eye disorders. The AI approach can be of
varied
types
namely
conventional symbolic
AI,
Computational intelligence, and statistical tools or the
combination of all of the above. Here in the present
assignment the Computational intelligence approach has
been adopted for the analytical purpose [22].

Figure 1. Clinical Visits by Gender (2011-2019)

The climate variables we examined were average
temperature, minimum temperature, maximum temperature,

Figure 1 indicates that between the years 2011-2019,
53% of the patients were male patients who were seen for eye
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disorders, and 47% were female patients. This finding is in
line with the gender study that was conducted on 2.3 million
patients of all those who presented to LV Prasad Institute
from the years 2011-2019 [3]. Globally, one of the social
determinants of health that has been universally identified is
gender. In India, health inequalities between men and women
have played a pivotal role in disease development, including
eye disorders. With respect to eye care, women have been
generally cited to have higher rates of blindness in India and
are less likely to access appropriate eye services [6][7].
However, as we can see from the study which was focused
on Telangana, this is not the case, as male patients exceeded
female patients, and this could be for the reason that
Telangana has been ranked as one of the top ten innovative
and developed states in India according to the India
Innovation Index 2019 [15] where access to healthcare is
available and appreciated by both male and female.

In addition, when studying the correlation between
profession and clinical visits, it appeared that home makers,
employees in the government and private sectors, and
students make the top three categories of those are who most
affected. Figure 2 depicts this analysis and portrays the top
six professions taken from the analysis. We can also see that
workers in Agriculture and manual laborers tend to present
themselves with eye disorders as well, and that could be to
the nature of the job, in which they are exposed to certain
chemicals, dust, and usually work in heated environments.
Recent estimates from the World Health Organization
indicate that 90 per cent of all those affected by visual
impairment live in the poorest countries of the world [9].
India is home to one‐fifth of the world's visually impaired
people and therefore, any strategies to combat avoidable
blindness must take into account the socio‐economic
conditions within which people live [9].

India has been one of the countries where efforts to
strengthen the evidence-base for blindness control has
received significant attention from policy planners and
program managers. Over the past four decades, a series of
population-based blindness and visual impairment surveys
have been undertaken in India, using different survey
methods. This included detailed eye examination surveys, as
well as rapid assessments [8].

Home-makers could also translate to housewives, who are
at higher-risk of visual disorders, and this is in line with a
study that was conducted in 2009 on women in Indian culture,
where it showed that housewives are more likely to suffer
from heart diseases than working women, and that is due to
lack of education, lifestyle that is based on obesity and
cultural myths that do not focus on women’s health. Having
a similar study related to eye disorders and visual
impairment, as per the study based on the sample of the
population from Telangana, the same pattern can be seen and
it can potentially be from these similar reasons [10].

B.

Occupation and Clinical Visits

C.

Location and Eye Disorders in Older Age (41-70)

Percentage of Clinical Visits by Occupation
Number of Visits by Location (Age 41-70)

Figure 2. Clinical Visits by Profession (2011-2019)
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Figure 3 shows the locations that people with eye
disorders come from and is focused on the older age
population. Cataract seemed to be the most disease that has
affected older age in Telangana, which is the clouding of the
natural human lens. Cataract is a condition known to affect
older age, and this study revalidates the information.

E. Consistent Prevalence of Cataract in Rainfall
Number of Visits for Right-Eye Diseases by Cumulative
Rainfall

D. Location and Eye Disorders in Younger Age (11-20)

Number of Visits by Location (Age 11-20)

Figure 5. Right Eye Diseases in Relation to Rainfall

Figure 4. Location and Eye Disorders in Younger Age Population

Figure 4 shows the location that people with eye
disorders come from and is focused on the younger age
population. Astigmatism, which is an irregularity of the shape
of the cornea was present in younger age population.
Astigmatism has been linked to being a hereditary condition
in ophthalmology.
In both contexts, it appeared to be that eye disorders are
mostly concentrated in residents from the district of
Paloncha, and even though this district has a higher literacy
rate than state average is 77%, 10% higher than that of the
state average which is at 67%, it has been reported that it has
been hit with pollution and contaminated water in 2015. The
state-run thermal power plant installed in 2015 caused
pollution and health disorders including eye disorders [11].
Residents complained of gray water, and doctors in Paloncha
confirmed that the prolonged exposure to air and water
pollution has led to higher incidences of respiratory diseases,
tuberculosis, skin diseases, blurring of vision and irritation in
the eyes, such as Cataract, Cornea, Anterior Segment, Retina,
and Glaucoma [11].

Figure 5 shows the diseases that affect the right eye the
most when tested alongside rainfall. Globally, cataract is the
single most important cause of blindness, and the second
most common cause of moderate and severe vision
impairment (MSVI) according to the Global Burden of
Disease, Injuries and Risk Factors Study, and it is most
predominant in Southeast Asia. Cataract contributed to a
worldwide 33.4% of all blindness and 18.4% of all MSVI.
Translating the same into actual numbers, cataract caused
blindness in 10.8 million of overall 32.4 million blind and
visual impairment in 35.1 million of 191 million visually
impaired individuals [13].
The close relationship between climate, environment and
the development of Cataract is crucial to understand for
future preventative measures. In Telangana, it shows that
Cataract is the disease most prevalent in rainfall.
F. Consistent Prevalence of Pterygium in Relation to
Global Radiation
Right-Eye Diseases as Influenced by Global Radiation

Figure 6. Right Eye Diseases in Relation to Global Radiation
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Figure 6 shows the diseases that affect the right eye the
most when tested alongside global radiation. We analyzed
patients who presented with degeneration symptoms, and
correlated the diagnosis to climatic factors, such as humidity,
rainfall, temperature and global radiation. The above analysis
shows the top 5 most prevalent degeneration right-eye
diseases as impacted by global radiation. Pterygium shows to
be most prevalent at over 46% of the total global radiation
value. The analysis was done on a patient basis and not a
disease basis, as the data showed that one patient can develop
more than one disease.

G. Consistent Prevalence of Pterygium in Relation to
Windspeed
Right-Eye Diseases as Influenced by Windspeed

Figure 5. Right Eye Diseases in Relation to Windspeed

Figure 5 shows the diseases that affect the right eye when
tested alongside windspeed. The analysis above shows the
top 5 most prevalent right-eye diseases with degeneration as
a symptom and how the diseases are influenced by maximum
windspeed. Pterygium was also the most present among
patients and concentrated at average maximum windspeed of
between 10.2 and 10.9.
V.

CONCLUSION

This data analytics study provides an expanded
exploration of how socio-demographic and climatic factors
affect the prevalence of visual impairment and eye disorders
in Telangana. Applying several statistical techniques,
including pattern recognition, and generating other data
visualizations, we were able to validate previously identified
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findings about gender’s relation to eye disorders in
Telangana. We found the tools we used to be very useful for
a discovery research to better understand the sample set of
patients and to generate informative and understandable
visuals.
Big data can serve to boost the applicability of clinical
research studies into real-world scenarios, where population,
race, and climate create a challenge. It equally provides the
opportunity to enable effective and precision medicine by
performing patient stratification. This is indeed a key task
toward personalized healthcare. A better use of medical
resources by means of personalization can lead to wellmanaged health services that can overcome the challenges of
a diverse population where poverty is high. Thus, creative
featuring and data merging for health management of EMRs
can have an impact on future clinical research.
From a systems perspective, we observe that a patient is
influenced by several co-factors that result in the
development of eye disorders, and that is significant in
studying patient care from a holistic standpoint. AI tools
create the pathway to merging publicly available data and
aligning multiple variables as part of the overall influence.
This technique is widely applied in decision-making and
outcome assessment for an enhanced healthcare experience,
in which modeling knowledge and expert experience are
studied more thoroughly for new pattern recognition.
However, variables must be minimized in order to capture the
underlying knowledge, or otherwise patterns will be harder
to spot. Thus, we attempt to apply this in the future with less
variables to overcome the challenges in the first phase or data
merging.
We recommend that the authorities spend more time and
funds on creating awareness to educate individuals and
families about the visual impairment crisis in Telangana.
Creation of awareness is one of the most comprehensive
approaches to sensitize communities concerning the
consequences of eye disorders, but also one of the avenues to
equip individuals with knowledge, skills and correct attitudes
towards a healthier lifestyle.
Besides creation of awareness, this study also
recommends ophthalmologists’ understanding of all factors
that influence a disease other than medical history, and to
look at each patient uniquely in terms of social income,
cultural upbringing and offer a more individualistic approach
in educating a patient from the criticality of self-care, to help
patients deviate away from high risk situations that can cause
eye disorders, and to find ways from an earlier age for more
effective preventative results that can reduce the number of
affected individuals with vision impairment in Telangana.
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Abstract—This paper explores variable importance metrics of
Conditional Inference Trees (CIT) and classical Classification
And Regression Trees (CART) based Random Forests. The paper
compares both algorithms variable importance rankings and
highlights why CIT should be used when dealing with data with
different levels of aggregation. The models analysed explored
the role of cultural factors at individual and societal level when
predicting Organisational Silence behaviours.
Index Terms—Random Forest; Variable Importance; Bias;
PDP; Survey Data; Culture; GLOBE; Organisational Silence.

Research indicates that there are many individual reasons
why people do not speak up when confronted with situations
that may concern them within their working environment. This
phenomenon is referred to as Organisational Silence, and is
considered both an individual and collective level behaviour
[1]. Employees do not call attention to problems that make
their life uncomfortable within an organisation, resulting in
self-censorship and trivialisation of problems [2]. The end
result is that employees make a decision to stay silent [3].
Organisational Silence impacts both an organisation’s ability
to adapt to change and individuals who experience it [4].
Companies are now becoming more global in their outlook,
necessitating research into how culture may play a role in
developing bespoke feedback mechanisms. In 1999, foreign
sales by multi-national businesses exceeded $7 trillion dollars
a year and had a growth rate of over 20% more than traditional
exports [5]. This highlights a need for managers with a global
mindset, of which a shortage exists among the fortune 500
companies [6].
Organisational Silence had been explored previously with
respect to societal culture in a tangential manner but not as the
core focus of research papers. During the literature review for
this paper, it was found that several papers focused on facets
of organisational culture and how they predicted sub domains
of Silence [7]. At the time of writing no research was found
that modelled the probability of engaging in Silence based on
societal differences across cultures. The previous studies did
not focus on cultural and organisational attributes that contribute to classify if a person engaged in Silence behaviours. It
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has been hypothesised that a manager’s leadership type could
moderate the effect of Silence behaviours as a result of culture
[8], however there was no analytic work applied to the topic.
The aim of this study is to explore patterns found by models
that predict an employee’s propensity to engage in Silence.
Variable importance measures are examined to understand
why two models differed in their rankings of importance.
Partial Dependency Plots (PDP) are used to explore the
impact of changes in the predictors on Silence behaviours.
This study involves the analysis of data collected from three
countries representing three different cultures (Germany, Italy
and Poland).
Section I describes the two ensemble models used in
analysing the survey data and highlights two methods for examining the role of predictors in predicting Silence behaviours.
Section II describes the survey instrument used to collect the
data for this study. Section III describes the analysis done,
and the results of data modelling. We conclude this work in
section IV.
I. E NSEMBLE M ODELLING
An ensemble mechanism takes more than one model and
trains it on a particular problem. Each model - especially if
they are highly variable models like Decision Trees - takes
advantage of the model’s tendency to overfit the data [9].
To use an analogy, each model is an expert in its particular
area, for example a specific attribute in the data set. When
all the models are fit to the data, their expert opinions are
combined to make a final decision. In modelling, this can
be implemented as the mode across all model outputs in a
classification problem. These methods use simpler base models
as their constituent parts, where voting or aggregation of the
results can produce extremely accurate classifiers. It has been
pointed out in the context of bioinformatics that ensembles
of Data Mining classifiers have the ability to reduce model
bias and model overfitting, especially in datasets with class
imbalance problems [10]. This study utilises two ensemble
techniques, discussed next.
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A. Random Forest

B. Variable Importance

Random Forest can be used with any modelling technique
to attempt to improve its accuracy. However it is generally
associated with Decision Trees or Regression Trees. For this
study, one base learner was the CART model [11]. The
user can specify the number of trees to be included in the
Random Forest. Each tree is allowed to grow fully without
being pruned back, producing many overfit trees. However,
the algorithm introduces randomisation into the process by
applying bootstrap sampling with replacement to the dataset.
A second randomisation step only allows the model to split
on a random selection of attributes at each node for each
tree, decorelating the trees [12]. By necessitating that only
a random sample of predictors is used at each split, the trees
can focus on less predictive predictors that would have been
overshadowed by more powerful predictors in the dataset. The
two randomisation steps result in different trees overfitting
different sections of the dataset. Classification is based on a
majority vote amongst all trees.
CART uses the Gini Index as the impurity measure, as it
forces the splits to be binary. The Gini index score is calculated
for the data pre-split and post-split, with the lowest Gini score
deciding the split point. However CART has several disadvantages, which are exacerbated by using it as a base learner
for Random Forest. Trees are likely to select attributes with
more variation in the predictor space [13]. This is especially
prevalent in categorical data and variables with high levels of
missing values. Consequently, this distorts variable importance
measures. Some of CARTs disadvantages have been addressed
by introducing CITs [14].
CITs use a generalised statistical test of independence to
combat against overfitting and the aforementioned variable
bias tendency. The algorithm operates in two steps, the first
is attribute selection where an association test between the
attribute and the outcome of interest is calculated [15]. The
null hypothesis is that the attribute Xi has no association with
the outcome variable Y . Due to the multiple comparisons,
a Bonferroni corrected p-value threshold can be used. If the
attribute and the outcome are both numeric, then the test
statistic is a correlation test. If both attributes are categorical
in nature, dummy variables are created and a χ2 test of
association is performed. If one of the attributes is numeric
and the other categorical then an ANOVA is performed
[14]. Once the attribute has been identified, the second step
involves selecting a split point in the attribute, which can be
determined using normal splitting procedures for Random
Forest (see 16 for more details). Pruning is not used by
default, as a stopping criteria can be set based on a cutoff
(1 - p-value) pre-specified, which should produce an optimal
predictive tree and can be tuned using cross validation [12].
CITs remove the bias that is inherent in CART, providing
splits that are more reliable in interpretation of variable
importance.
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In this study, permutation was used to determine a variable’s
importance. The predictor in question is shuffled so that the
values in the dataset are basically random and any links with
that predictor to the patterns in the rest of the dataset are
broken [17]. The difference in accuracy is recorded per tree
and aggregated across all the trees in the forest [12]. The
importance is scaled per predictor based on the accuracy
drop, and ranked. The method is referred to as Permutation
Importance.
Permutation importance can be problematic when used
with Random Forest if variables are correlated [18]. It has
been shown that highly correlated data have a tendency to
inflate the importance of non informative predictors as long
as those predictors were correlated with predictive attributes
[19]. Permutation should be done for groups of items that are
highly correlated with each other. In the case of the silence
attributes, the mean correlation was extremely high, which
would mean that all silence attributes should be permuted
together. This would produce a variable importance score
where all the silence constructs in theory would be very
important in comparison to other non correlated variables.
However this method results in the loss of nuance on how
the variables in isolation help in the prediction. Therefore a
variation of this method was utilised in this study via the
party package (version 1.3-1) in R. Variable importance
ranking involved permutation of attributes within a group of
attributes where the correlation among the variables was at a
minimum of 0.2 [19]. The method is conceptually similar in
spirit to partial correlation [18]. A conditioning grid is created
based on the partition of feature space by individual trees
within the Random Forest framework resulting in a discretised
feature space. Then the variable is shuffled within this newly
created grid and the Out Of Bag (OOB) error is recorded.
The difference is then taken between the non-permutated
and the permutated Random Forest OOB. Research suggested
that using CITs as a basis for Random Forest to produce
variable importance scores “appear to strike a good balance
between identification of significant variables and avoiding
unnecessary flagging of correlated variables” [20]. Interested
readers are directed to [18] for an accessible version or [19]
for a more in-depth treatment.
While the procedures described above tend to converge on
their recommendations for what the most important variables
are for predictions, they generally do not show if the variables
positively or negatively impact the probability of the predictions.
C. Partial Dependancy Plots
Ensembles of models are more difficult to interpret due to
the multiple models used in their construction. One method
of model interpretation for classification models is the use of
PDPs. On a conceptual level a PDP is used in conjunction
with a model to plot model predictions when one or more
of the independent variables is varied [21]. The average of
the predicted value across all participants is taken and plotted
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against the varying probability of engaging in Silence as the
predictor changes. All other variables are held either at their
mean or their median [22]. For example, take a hypothetical
dataset with 20 predictors (x1 ..x20 ) and 2000 rows, with each
row representing a participant in a survey and each predictor
representing a factor that has been measured. A model M is
generated to predict yi . If the range of values that needs to
be tested is 100 for xi , then 100 datasets are created with
the value of xi being the only change for each copy. The
PDP value is then calculated by using each of the datasets to
generate a value yi from the model M . The mean value yi
is then taken to give an average value for the model at that
value xi . This becomes computationally expensive when the
number of copies becomes unmanageable so the median or
mean for the values of xi not being varied is a computational
short cut. The result can then be plotted to show the changes
in X producing a change in Y [9].
One of the advantages of the technique is the ability to
see the relationship type (linear, non linear) between the independent variable and the object being predicted [23, Section
5.1]. A number of studies utilised PDPs to tease out the
relationships in models [24]–[26]. The technique does have
some problems when used in conjunction with correlated
data where some combinations of correlated values are not
reasonable [23, Section 5.1]. PDPs were used in this study to
interrogate constructs where such a pattern was permissible
and interpretable. It is recommended to use rug plots as part
of any PDP plot to limit interpretation to within the range of
the training set, thus avoiding models extrapolating beyond the
data range [27].
II. S URVEY I NSTRUMENT
The survey consisted of 136 questions and was designed
by Organisational Silence researchers under the administration
of the fourth author of this paper. All questions pertaining
to this survey were taken from previously published research
papers or added by the researchers based on their expertise
in the area of organisational silence research. All scales were
translated into their local languages and then translated back
to English to confirm there was nothing lost in the translation.
Inconsistencies were resolved by communication with the
project administrator. Construct’s names start with a capital
letter.
The survey included questions on demographic information
such as age, gender, country, industry worked and type of
contract the participant was on. Cultural aspects of silence
were measured using 13 constructs from the Global Leadership and Organisational Behaviour Effectiveness (GLOBE)
questionnaire [28]. The constructs measured both societal
and organisational practices related to: (1) Power Distance
(collective response to power; acronym ends with “ pd”);
(2) Uncertainty Avoidance Practices (effort undertaken by the
collective to avoid uncertainty in their lives; acronym ends
with “ ua”); (3) Future Orientation Practices (the process
by which a group plans and is rewarded for future orientated behaviour; acronym ends with “ fo”); (4) Institutional
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Collectivism (propensity of people to act as a collective;
acronym ends with “ c”); (5) Humane Orientation (propensity
to promote and reward humane behaviour; acronym ends with
“ ho”); (6) Performance Orientation (attitude to high standards
and performance improvement; acronym ends with “ po”)
and finally (7) Gender Egalitarianism (collectives attempts
to maximise or minimise the differences between men and
women; acronym ends with “ g”). The constructs were generated from questions where the participants were queried
about both their organisation and society. The constructs were
aggregated to individual and societal level for the GLOBE
societal constructs and individual and industry level for the
GLOBE organisational constructs. Satisfaction With Life was
measured by adjusting “The Satisfaction with Life Scale”. It
originally consisted of 5 statements where the respondents
answered on a 7 point Likert scale [29]. This study adapted
the structure of the original questions to ask if respondents
were satisfied (Satisfaction) with their health, their jobs, their
life and their ability to do their jobs. The four questions were
treated as separate constructs.
Additional constructs relating to the individual were included in the survey. These included Organisational Citizenship Behaviour (7 questions inspired by [30]); Mental Health
(5 questions taken from [31]); and Health (16 questions taken
from [32]). Individual perceptions of Climate For Authenticity
(indv cfa calc) was covered using a 6 question construct
inspired by [33]. It measured if participants could be true
to themselves and express themselves in a manner that was
consistent with their feelings irrespective of outside influences.
Psychological Safety Climate (ind psc calc, 7 questions taken
from [34]) measured if the climate within an organisation
was amenable to employees taking personal risks. They were
included to measure perceived office environments. Expectation of remaining in the same job (from [35]) was extended
to expectation of remaining in the same organisation, and
profession, until retirement.
Six silence constructs were added to the survey including:
(1) Acquiescent (employees feel their opinion does not matter
and it will not change anything; indv sil as); (2) Quiescent
(fear of the consequences either from their management or
from their co-workers because they do not agree with the
group; indv sil qs); (3) Prosocial (to protect co-workers or the
company; indv sil ps); (4) Opportunistic (to gain advantages
for themselves; indv sil os); Diffident (silence due to lack
of confidence; indv sil di) and Disengaged Silence (due to
the individual being disengaged from their role within the
organisation; indv sil de) [36], [37]. Relationship To Organisation was measured using three questions asking how much
a participant identified with their colleagues, line manager and
company [38]. Finally, the question how often did you express
concerns or opinions to someone who is able to change the
situation comprised of four possible answers but was binned
into a binary identifying those participants who engaged in
Silence. This was the label predicted by the two Random
Forest models used in the study.
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III. DATA A NALYSIS

Conditional Inference Forest

Random Forest

A. Data Manipulation
NO

1.95

1

NO

1.45

0.65

YES

15.85

58.6

YES

16.33

58.95

NO

YES

NO

YES

Predicted Labels

All variables were standardised. Dummy binary variables
were created for all character variables. Validity was determined using Confirmatory Factor Analysis. Reliability analysis
was carried out using McDonald’s Omega as described in [39].
Only valid and reliable constructs were interpreted. In total,
there were 774 (Italy = 191, Germany = 450, Poland = 133)
records with 91 columns. There was a class imbalance in the
dataset for those that engaged in Silence (yes = 596, no = 178).
Research suggests upsampling/downsampling methods could
be used to balance the data leading to improved predictive
accuracy. However, this idea was discarded as some research
suggests it could result in loss of information or overfitting
the model [40]. The Receiver Operator Curve (ROC) metric
is resilient against the effects of unbalanced datasets [12].
The mean was taken for each participant for every question related to each construct. For example the construct
¯ =
Acquiescent Silence was generated by the equation AS
(sil9 +sil10 +sil12 )/n. All constructs aggregated to individual
level are prefixed with “indv ”. The GLOBE country level
scores were generated by taking the average score for all the
individuals per country, producing one score per construct
per country. They are pre-fixed with “grp ”. Similarly the
organisational constructs were aggregated to industry level by
taking the average score for all individuals per industry and
producing a single score per industry. These are prefixed in
the data with “ind ”

True Labels
Confusion Matrix 100 resamples

Fig. 1. Average values for Confusion Matrices for all models across 100
samples.

Random Forest suggested it was the 36th most important
predictor. Models were in relative agreement when ranking the importance of the next four predictors (within 3
places), each had a relatively high number of distinct values.
In contrast, ind calc education, qual level second level and
qual calc degree all have large disparities between rankings
illustrating CART Random Forest’s bias towards attributes
with a larger number of distinct values.
TABLE I
T OP 10 VARIABLE I MPORTANCE R ANKING OF C ONDITIONAL I NFERENCE
F OREST W ITH CORRESPONDING CART R ANDOM F OREST R ANKING

B. Modelling

Feature Code

The Random Forest using CART as a base learner was tuned
by varying mtry from 2 to 80 and minimum node size from 2
to 20 in increments of five. The optimal values used in the final
models were 17 for mtry, and 2 for node size. The Conditional
Inference Forest model was tuned across the same mtry range
where the optimal mtry value was found to be 57. All other
tuning parameters were left at their defaults.
All tuned models were run on a ten fold cross validated
dataset and repeated ten times, to get an average Area Under
The Curve (AUC) performance. The CART based Random
Forest model had an AU Cµ = 0.65 and a standard deviation of
AU Csd = 0.08 (Kappaµ = 0.1, Kappasd = 0.09). Conditional
Inference Forests produced a result of AU Cµ = 0.65 with
a standard deviation of AU Csd = 0.08 (Kappaµ = 0.13,
Kappasd = 0.11). Figure 1 shows confusion matrices for both
models where opacity indicates number of classifications, with
blue indicating the majority of classifications. Both models
had problems with identifying people who did not engage in
Silence. The high precision for both models in predicting those
that engage in Silence contrasts a low precision for those that
did not engage in Silence.
Variable importance results can be seen in Table I, along
with the number of distinct values per attribute. Uncertainty
Avoidance Societal Practices (grp gls ua) was the most important predictor for Conditional Inference Forests but the

grp gls ua
indv sil as
indv sil qs
indv gls pd
indv cfa calc
ind calc education
indv gls ho
indv sil de
indv glo ua
indv sil os
indv sil di
present
qual level second level
indv sil ps
qual calc degree
a CIF = Conditional Inference Forest;
Forest
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Distinct Values

CIF Rank

3
19
19
29
35
2
24
19
19
18
19
5
2
19
2
CRF = CART

CRF Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Random

36
2
3
1
6
65
5
14
7
22
15
40
59
8
56

PDPs were generated in Figure 2 for the top 5 predictors for
Conditional Inference Forests. Jitter was added to the rug plot
to show where the models may be extrapolating beyond their
bounds. Figure 2 shows that the silence predictors Acquiescent
Silence (indv sil as) and Quiescent Silence (indv sil qs) had
an expected positive relationship to the probability of someone
engaging in Silence. Panel D highlights that as Individual
Power Distance Societal Practices increases the probability of
engaging in Silence increases. In several studies, high power
distance societies tended not to openly express their anger or
dissatisfaction with their superiors compared with low power
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Conditional Inference Forest
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Conditional Inference Forest
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CART Random Forest

CART Random Forest
70%

70%

65%

65%
−1.5

−1.0

−0.5

0.0

0.5

−1

Country Uncertainty Avoidance Societal Practices

C

85%

Conditional Inference Forest

80%

D

0

1

2

Individual Acquiescent Silence

85%

Conditional Inference Forest
80%

75%

75%

CART Random Forest
70%

65%

65%
−1

0

1

2

−4

Individual Quiescent Silence

E

CART Random Forest

70%

−2

0

2

Individual Power Distance Societal Practices

85%

80%

Conditional Inference Forest

75%

70%

65%

CART Random Forest
−2

−1

0

1

2

Individual Climate For Authenticity

Fig. 2. Partial Dependancy Plots for top Predictors for Conditional Inference
Forests.

distance nations [41]. Panel E indicates that as a Climate for
Authenticity increases, the probability of participants engaging
in Silence decreases. In previous research, it was found that
Climate for Authenticity was found to have a positive relationship with voice, while a negative relationship to Quiescent
Silence, Pro-Social Silence, Opportunistic Silence, and Quiescent Silence [42]. Panels B, C, D and E modelled expected
patterns based on existing research, reinforcing the external
validity of the model [36].
It is apparent from both Conditional Inference Forest and
Random Forest, that as Uncertainty Avoidance Societal Practices (grp gls ua) increased, the probability of engaging in
Silence also increased. This was a previously unknown pattern, although several components of Uncertainty Avoidance
that may promote Silence behaviours had been documented
previously. For example, societies having a highly formalised
management structure, an inclination towards hierarchical
structures and exhibit a strong resistance to change [43]
[44]. This suggests that people in high Uncertainty Avoidance
societies may engage in Silence behaviours because they feel
any feedback they give would result in no changes in the status
quo, in essence Acquiescent Silence.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper shows how Random Forests in conjunction with
PDPs can be used with variable importance measures to
highlight non linear relationships between predictors and target
variables. However, a CART based random forest showed a
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bias for predictors with more values. A CIT based forest did
not have the same bias. For example, Uncertainty Avoidance
Societal Practices was the number one predictor for the
Conditional Inference Forest, but was not even in the top 20
predictors for the CART based Random Forest. It is also worth
noting that while the pattern plotted for the construct in Panel
A of Figure 2 highlights that both Random Forests are in
agreement with the relationship between the predictor and the
outcome, the pattern is far more pronounced in the Conditional
Inference Forest.
Based on these findings, it is suggested where the predictor
space has varying number of distinct values per predictor,
and model interpretation is the goal of the analysis, that
Conditional Inference Forest is better than Random Forest
for exploring variable importance. This finding is particularly
pertinent for researchers who wish to use tree based modelling
for survey data where the questions pertaining to the constructs
have a different number of available options.
A weakness in the study was average predictive accuracy of
the models. However, moderate AUC scores are common when
analysing psychometric survey data. For example, a study that
applied a Generalized Additive Model to predict the frequency
participants would take cocaine reported an AUC of 0.567
[45]. Another example used an online questionnaire to record
several constructs to identify features that would highlight
individuals social support needs for “Online Health Social
Networks” . The resulting mean AUC performance was 0.8.
Finally a third study ran several machine learning algorithms
to try to predict major depressive disorders from self reported
surveys. The study attempted to predict five such disorders
with an average AUC of 0.71 (0.71, 0.63, 0.73, 0.74, 0.76)
[46].
Modelling in this study highlighted how culture plays a role
in whether someone will engage in Silence or not. The models
appeared to suggest that people in environments with high
Authenticity are less likely to engage in Silence behaviours.
It also highlights that the higher the power distance within
a society, the more likely someone will engage in Silence.
Both of these findings have already been previously explored
in the Silence literature. However, the patterns related to
uncertainty avoidance were not previously known, and indicate
that the higher the value in this construct, the more inclined
someone is to engage in Silence behaviours. The results of this
analysis suggests that, within this data, culture plays a role in
silence engagement both at local and country level. This is
demonstrated in Figure 2 for both Societal level uncertainty
avoidance and the local Climate for Authenticity. Panels AD show that the four main constructs level off, suggesting
interactions may play a role in mediating the role of each
construct in influencing Silence. Data from more countries is
needed to confirm the pattern is not an artifice of having too
little data.
Partial dependency plots suffer when applied to highly
correlated data because they condition on the marginal distribution (See [23, Section 2.1.1]). Other methods exist that are
not so readily impacted by correlation such as Accumulated
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Local Effects (ALE) plots which condition on the conditional
distribution while averaging over the differences in the predictions, as opposed to the average of the predictions [47].
ALE plots could be investigated to see if the same patterns
highlighted in Figure 2 remain consistent with a larger dataset.
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Abstract—In real click data sets, the user initiating a web session
may be censored, as unique users are commonly determined by
cookies. One way to study the effect of this censoring on various
website metrics, and to study the effectiveness of algorithms
trying to undo this censoring, is by simulation. We therefore
propose a click simulation model, which is capable of simulating
user censoring due to cookie churn or the usage of multiple
devices, but for which we still keep the uncensored ground
truth. To recover unique users from session data, we compare
several (H)DBSCAN*-type (Hierarchical Density-based Spatial
Clustering of Applications with Noise) algorithms, where we
assume that all sessions in a cluster likely originate from the
same user. From this comparison, we find that even though the
best (H)DBSCAN*-type algorithm does significantly outperform
other benchmark clustering methods, it performs considerably
worse than when using the observed cookie clusters. I.e., websites
for which the assumptions of our simulation model hold, our
results suggest that uncovering users from their session data using
clustering algorithms may lead to considerably larger errors in
terms of user related websites metrics, compared to using cookies
to uncover users.
Keywords–Click models; Session clustering; HDBSCAN*

I. I NTRODUCTION
The current Internet environment heavily relies on cookies
for the enhancement of our Internet browsing experience.
These cookies play a crucial role in session management,
the personalization of websites and ads, and user tracking.
However, the usage of multiple devices, multiple browsers,
and the focus on cookie management, have made the problem
of identifying single users over multiple sessions more complex. One study reports that as much as 20% of all Internet
users delete their cookies at least once a week, whereas this
percentage increases to approximately 30% when considering
cookie churn on a monthly basis [1].
Not being able to track Internet users may lead to suboptimal behavior of search engines and online ads, as these
have less information about the previous search and click
behavior to infer the user’s preference for certain items. As
cookie churn and the usage of multiple devices cause the user
to be censored, we relate to this by the term user censoring.
The problem of unrevealing which session(s) originate(s)
from which user has been considered in previous literature,
which to our knowledge all have been using real-world data
sets to test their algorithms on. Although these real-world
data sets have the advantage of capturing much of the complexity of users’ click decisions, they also have two clear
disadvantages. First, as users are only identified by cookies,
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we can conclude that two sessions having the same cookie
originate from the same user. However, the opposite is not
always true: two sessions having different cookies are not
per definition different users. The user’s cookie might have
churned, or the user might have initiated a session from a
different device, creating another cookie. Hence, the ground
truth is only partially observed in these data sets. Second,
using real-world data sets limits the possibility of studying
the sensitivity of an algorithm on the underlying click data
set: most real-world data sets come from large search engines,
which may not always be representative for all websites.
Therefore, we propose a click simulation model, and use
realizations of this model to study the effectiveness of several
(H)DBSCAN*-type clustering algorithms on uncovering users
from their sessions. To measure the effectiveness of these
algorithms, we not only consider the error in terms of typical
supervised clustering error measures such the adjusted Rand
index, but also in terms of the error in estimating overall web
statistics, such as the number of unique users, distribution
of the number of sessions per user, and the user conversion
distribution.
To avoid making the simulation model overly complex, we
decided to model user interactions with a search engine. This
has two main advantages: first, there exists quite extensive
literature on what type of parametric models are accurate
for modeling user behavior on search engines [2]. Second,
apart from dedicated search engines, a search tool is also
a common feature on websites serving other purposes [3].
Another measure against complexity is that we assume all
users push homogeneous queries, that is, although we allow
users to have different preferences for items returned by the
search engine, we do assume all users push the same query.
This paper has the following structure. Section II discusses
relevant literature related to session clustering. Section III
discusses the simulation model, adaptions of (H)DBSCAN*,
and the experimental setup. Section IV discusses the results,
whereas Section V discusses the implications of these results
and ideas for further research.
II. R ELATED WORK
Simulating click behavior is not a new concept: Chucklin et
al. [2][pp. 75-77] suggest using pre-fitted click models for this
purpose, where the model is pre-fitted to public click data sets.
One risk of using pre-fitted models is an availability bias: can
the characteristics of public click data sets, commonly provided
by large search engines, easily be generalized over all search
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engines? Also, these data sets do not always provide the type
of information one is interested in, such as the device used to
initiate a session.
Fleder and Hosanagar [4] provide a generative approach
for modeling user preferences, which we will discuss in more
depth in Section III-A. This model can be used as an alternative
to model user preferences. Pre-fitted and generative models
do have a trade-off in terms of accuracy vs interpretability.
I.e., pre-fitted models may have an accurate estimate of user
item preferences, but provide little understanding in why this
preference over different items has a certain shape, whereas
generative models do explain why a user has a certain item
preference, but these models might be less accurate.
Several authors have studied how cookie censoring occurs.
For example, [1][5][6] consider cookie censoring due to cookie
churn, whereas [7] considers cookie censoring due to using
multiple devices. Results from these studies can be used to
model cookie churn dynamics in a simulation model.
Identifying unique users from sessions can be seen as
a specific case of the entity/identity resolution problem [8].
Though what makes this problem special is the nature of the
data set. This typically consists of a large number of sessions,
for which clicks and web page meta-data (such as the URL)
are logged. Because of these characteristics, entity resolution
algorithms that do not account for these characteristics are
likely to fail in their objective. Karakaya et al. [9] give a
survey of the literature on cross-device matching, i.e., where
it is assumed that user censoring occurs as users use multiple
devices. However, many of the approaches listed can also be
applied to more general settings.
The problem of uncovering users from their sessions
obtained considerable scientific attention following the 2015
ICDM and 2016 CIKM machine learning challenges [9]–[11].
Interestingly, although at a first glance much of the literature
seems to relate to the same problem, the context of the data,
and how the problem is interpreted seems to vary greatly. The
2015 ICDM and 2016 CIKM challenges consider the problem
from the perspective of an online advertiser, where data is
gathered from multiple websites. Others consider the problem
from a single website perspective [1][8][12]. Although the
underlying problem may be the same from both perspectives,
the solution may not. E.g., since in the advertisement case the
data set contains a variety of URLs from different websites,
these solutions rely more on natural language processing
techniques than in the single website case.
There also seems to be ambiguity in whether the solution
should allow for overlapping session clusters. Most commonly
(like in the 2015 ICDM and 2016 CIKM challenges), the
problem is modeled as a binary classification problem, predicting whether pairs of sessions originate from the same user
[9]. As a result, this interpretation of the problem does allow
for overlapping session clusters. Other approaches restrict
themselves to non-overlapping clusters, but do however have
other disadvantages, like computational feasibility for large
data sets [13], or additional assumptions about user behavior
[1].
III. M ETHODS
A. Simulating click data with cookie-churn
We will describe the simulation model in three parts. The
first part models how users navigate through a single Search
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Engine Result Page (SERP), for which we use a click model.
The second part models how user preferences over different
items are determined, while the third part models how a
session’s underlying user is censored due to cookie churn or
the usage of multiple devices.
To describe the simulation model, the following notation
will be used. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , n} be a query-session, which
produces a SERP of unique items Li ⊆ V, with V =
{1, . . . , V } the set of all items, indexed by v. A (query-)session
consists of a sequence of interactions with a single SERP, and
these interactions are completely defined by the click model.
Let ui ∈ U denote the user initiating query-session i, with
U = {1, . . . , U } the set of all users. The user index u is used
instead of ui in case the precise query-session i is irrelevant.
1) Simulating SERP interactions: To simulate clicks on a
search engine, we employ the Simplified Dynamic Bayesian
Network model (SDBN) [14]. The main reason for choosing
SDBN is that, though the model is simple, it seems to perform
reasonably well in comparison to other parametric click models
when predicting clicks [2]. The two main variables in this
model are, for all u ∈ U, v ∈ V, the probability of attraction
(A)
φu,v (probability of user u clicking item v, given that v is
(S)
evaluated), and the probability of satisfaction φu,v (probability
of user u evaluating an item at position l+1 in the SERP, given
that item v at position l was just clicked). SDBN assumes that
the first item in a SERP is always evaluated.
2) User item preferences: To come up with reasonable
(S)
(A)
values for φu,v and φu,v , we use the same approach as in
[4], which we will refer to as Fleder-Hosanagar’s model. That
is, each user u ∈ U 
and each item
v ∈ V isrepresented


(u) (u)
(v)
(v)
by the vectors ηu = η1 , η2 , and ψv = ψ1 , ψ2
respectively, where both are drawn i.i.d. from a standard
(S)
(A)
bivariate normal distribution. The probabilities φu,v , and φu,v
are then determined by the multinomial logit:
(X)

eωu,v +ν
,
ωu,v0
(X)
+ eωu,v +ν
v 0 ∈V\{v} e

φ(X)
u,v = P

(1)

with ωu,v = −q log δ(ηu , ψv ), and X ∈ {A, S}. Here δ is
some distance function, in our case Euclidean distance. q ∈ R+
is some constant value that models the user preference towards
nearby products, and ν (A) , ν (S) are salience parameters for
attraction and satisfaction, respectively.
3) User censoring: User censoring is incorporated in the
simulation model in two ways: by letting cookies churn after
some random time
T , and by switching from device d to some
0
cookie
other device d . First, we consider the cookie lifetime Tu,o,d
for the o-th cookie of user u on device d, and the user lifetime
Tuuser . Whenever the cookie lifetime of cookie o ends, but the
current user lifetime is strictly smaller than Tuuser , a new cookie
0
o is created, for which the lifetime is drawn from the cookie
cookie
lifetime distribution F cookie . For a period of Tu,o
, all click
0
,d
behavior0 of user u on device d will now be registered under
cookie o .
Second, after
each query-session, a user may switch from
0
device d to d , which happens according to transition matrix
P . Whenever a user switches devices, we consider whether0
the user has used this device before. If not, a new cookie o
is created, and we draw a new cookie lifetime from F cookie .
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cookie
However, the cookie lifetime Tu,o,d
does not end prematurely
0
when the user switches from device d to d . If later on the user
cookie
switches back to device d while the cookie lifetime Tu,o,d
has
not ended, the behavior of user u is again tracked via cookie
o until another device switch occurs or cookie o churns.
Putting this censoring into practice requires us to provide
five distributions: 1) a distribution F abs for the time between
query-sessions, which following [6] we will refer to as the
absence time, 2) a distribution for the cookie lifetime (F cookie ),
3) a distribution for the user lifetime (F user ), 4) the device
transition matrix P , and 5) the initial device probability π.
All distributions were adopted from previous literature, which
is summarized in Table I.

TABLE I. DISTRIBUTIONS REGULATING COOKIE CHURN.
Variable
cookie
Tu,o,d
abs
Tu,i

Tuuser
P, π

Description
Cookie lifetime o-th
cookie of user u on device d
Time between sessions i and
i + 1 of user u
Lifetime of user u
Device transition matrix and
initial transition probabilities

Distribution
Hyper-exponential [1]
Pareto-I, fitted using data from [6]
Sum of Nu hyper-exponentials [1],
Nu ∼ geom(ρ)
From [7], removing the game console
device from the state space

4) Summary of the simulation procedure: By combining
the three simulation modules, we obtain the full simulation
procedure. In short, we first simulate attraction and satisfac(S)
(A)
tion parameters φu,v , φu,v for all (u, v) pairs using FlederHosanagar’s model. Second, we simulate clicks for a set of
Uwarm-up users (where Uwarm-up ∩ U = ∅) using SDBN, where
the item order for each query-session is determined uniformly
at random. Third, we again run SDBN, now incorporating user
censoring, over the set U. The item order in each query-session
is now draw i.i.d. from a multinomial distribution (without
replacement), where the probabilities are proportional to the
overall item popularity found during the warm-up phase. The
simulation’s source code is available via Github [15].
Although so far we assumed all users arrive at t = 0, we
shift all times after the simulation to obtain click behavior
spread out over time. Here, we assume a Poisson arrival
process with rate γ. I.e., the first query-session of user u starts
some exponentially distributed time after the initial querysession of user u − 1. Note that these inter-first session times
only depend on the time of the first session of the previous
user, not on any other subsequent behavior of that user.
B. Session clustering
1) Introducing maximum cluster sizes to HDBSCAN* and
DBSCAN*: Due to space limitations, we will refer to [16][17]
and [18] for details on how the DBSCAN* and HDBSCAN*
algorithms work. What we will use, is that both algorithms
initially represent the data in a dendogram. The dendogram is
obtained by computing a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) over
the complete weighted graph of pairwise distances between
data points (in our case sessions), which causes a considerable speed improvement compared to many other hierarchical
clustering methods.
As the data is represented in a dendogram, all data points
are at the leaves of this binary tree. This tree has the property
that if the shortest path between two leave nodes has to use
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an edge closer to the root node, then these two data points
are further apart. This implies that, if we perform a horizontal
cut on the tree, this cut relates to some maximum distance
, and all branches below this cut share the property that all
data points connected in this branch are at most  apart. Leaf
nodes above the -cut are labeled as noise, and obtain their
own cluster.
To impose a maximum cluster size, we employ three strategies, which we name MS-DBSCAN*, MS-HDBSCAN*−
and MS-HDBSCAN*+ (the abbreviation ‘MS’ stands for
‘Maximum Size’). In MS-DBSCAN*, we first make the -cut
to obtain branches T = {τ1 , . . . , τm }. Next, if some branch
τj contains more than β data points, we split the branch again
at the root node: considering the branches at the left and right
child of the root of τj as potential clusters. This splitting is
continued until all branches have fewer than β data points,
after which we assign all data points in one branch to the
same cluster.
Both MS-HDBSCAN*− and MS-HDBSCAN*+ first
perform HDBSCAN* using the relative excess of mass to
split the dendogram into different branches. Next, we apply
the same strategy as in MS-DBSCAN*, where we continue
splitting the branches until all branches have fewer than β
data points. As a last step, we rerun HDBSCAN* separately
on the individual branches, which may again split a branch
into smaller branches if that improves the relative excess of
mass over all resulting clusters. The only difference between
MS-HDBSCAN*− and MS-HDBSCAN*+ occurs when
some found branch (in other words, cluster) does not make
any splits for which the left and right child have at least M
data points, for some given M ∈ N. In MS-HDBSCAN*+ ,
we consider all points in this branch to be contained in the
same cluster, whereas MS-HDBSCAN*− assumes all data
points in this branch are noise points.
2) Session cluster re-evaluation: As one might have noticed, insofar we have not used any information from the cookies. I.e., knowing which sessions have the same cookie could
provide valuable information about the underlying user. In
particular, we wish to train a model that can function as an alternative to the standard distance measure δ in (H)DBSCAN*,
such as Euclidean or Manhattan distance, which we then again
can plug into the adapted (H)DBSCAN* algorithms.
Obtaining session clusters with re-evaluation is done as
follows. Assume we have a trained classifier fˆ(Xi , Xi0 ), which
returns the probability of sessions Xi and Xi0 originating from
the same user. First, like in [19], we find for each point Xi
the K nearest neighbors, which gives us a set X of all nearest
neighbor session pairs. Second, we compute − log(fˆ(Xi , Xi0 ))
for all (Xi , Xi0 ) ∈ X , and fill this into a (sparse) n × n
/ X , we assume
distance matrix W . For all pairs (Xi , Xi0 ) ∈
the distance is some large value δmax , which allows us to store
W efficiently, and greatly speeds up computations compared to
evaluating all pairwise same user probabilities. Distance matrix
W can subsequently be used as distance measure δ in the
algorithms discussed in Section III-B to obtain new session
clusters.
We use a logistic regression model for fˆ, which we train by
undersampling from a set Xclust ∪Xcookie , where Xcookie contains
all pairwise sessions sharing the same cookie cluster, and Xclust
is a set of all pairwise sessions sharing the same computed
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cluster. These computed clusters are obtained by running a
(H)DBSCAN*-type algorithm using Euclidean distances.
3) DBSCAN* with random clusters: To benchmark the
clustering approaches just discussed, we consider the following
benchmark. We first cluster the sessions using the ordinary
DBSCAN* algorithm, in which way we obtain initial clusters
0
B10 , . . . , Bm
. Next, for each cluster Bjh (h ∈ N0 , with initially
h = 0), if |Bjh | > β, we iteratively select min{sj,h , |Bjh |, β}
points uniformly at random from Bj to form a new cluster
e Here, sj,h , j = 1, . . . , m;
e and update B h+1 ← B h \ B.
B,
j
j
h = 0, 1, . . .; are drawn from a geometric distribution with
p = 0.5. This process continues until for all j ∈ {1, . . . , m}:
|Bjh | ≤ β for some h, at which the remaining points in Bjh are
labeled as one cluster.
Intuitively, we select this benchmark as it captures the
higher-level hierarchy clustering of DBSCAN*, but not the
low-level clusters (as these clusters are picked at random).
Therefore, comparing the previous methods with this random
clustering approach allows us to assess whether the smaller
size clusters reveal more information than the larger ones.
C. Experimental setup
1) Simulation parameters: Our experimental design consists of two steps. First, we consider a simulation base case
on which we evaluate the clustering approaches discussed in
Section III-B. In this base case, the users’ first query arrival
follows a Poisson process with rate γ = 0.2 (minutes), after
which subsequent behavior over time of a particular user is
modeled according to F abs , F cookie , F user , F device , P , and π,
of which the parameters were already given in Section III-A3.
We use U = 20, 000 users and Uwarm-up = 2, 000 warm-up
users.
Furthermore, we remove the first 250 sessions (not part
of the first Uwarm-up users, who are only used to estimate the
overall item popularity), as these are likely to all be first
sessions from newly arriving users, and therefore including
them may lead to a bias in the data. Likewise, we remove
all observations after 43, 200 minutes (30 days) to avoid the
opposite bias: not having any new users. Users could pick from
V = 100 items, and we choose as maximum list size L = 10.
For parameters that could not be adopted from the literature, we tried several parameter values. We find that q = 1
(user preference for nearby products), ρ = 0.5 (geometric
parameter for the number of user lifetime phases Nu ), and
salience parameters ν (A) = ν (S) = 5 are reasonable for our
base case. In the second step of the experimental design, we
make adjustments to the latter parameters, that is, those not
adapted from the literature.
2) Features and MS-(H)DBSCAN* hyper-parameter settings: The simulated data set is split into a training and
test set according to a 70/30 split over the users. For each
session, we use the session’s start time, observed session
count (as observed by the cookie), number of clicks, and
whether the session’s SERP has at least one click as features.
Furthermore, to obtain a vector representation of the items
and interactions with the SERP, we first compute a bin-count
table. This table contains per item the total number of clicks,
skips (no click), and the log-odds ratio between clicks and
skips over 30 percent of all training sessions, which combined
are used as item vector representations. For each SERP, we
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subsequently concatenate the item vector representations based
on their position in the SERP, and multiply this vector with the
vector of clicks, vector of skips (=no click), and a hot vector of
the last clicked item. The resulting three vectors are, together
with the features mentioned earlier, concatenated to obtain the
final session vector.
For each method, we experiment with (H)DBSCAN’s
k-NN parameter, for which we tried k ∈ {1, 3, 5}. For
DBSCAN*-like algorithms, we try
n

o
`/N
∈
qmax (qmin /qmax )
` ∈ {1, . . . , N } , (2)
with N = 9 and qmin , qmax the minimum and maximum
Euclidean distance between all session pairs of 1,000 sampled sessions. For HDBSCAN*-type algorithms, we set the
minimum cluster size to M = 2. To train classifier fˆ, we first
run MS-DBSCAN* with the best found values for k and 
from earlier validation of MS-DBSCAN* on the training set
to, together with the cookie clusters, obtain Xtrain . Next, we
compute the Manhattan and Euclidean distances, and
infinity
0
norm between the session vectors of each pair (i, i ) ∈ Xtrain ,
which are used as feature vector to train a logistic regression
model. We select for each point the K = 1, 000 nearest
neighbors to evaluate the classifier fˆ on. All
 non-evaluated
pairs receive distance δmax = − log 10−6 . Next, the MS(H)DBSCAN* algorithms are evaluated using the new distance
matrix W , where we experiment again with k ∈ {1, 3, 5}, and


`(qmax − qmin )
` ∈ {1, . . . , Nre-eval }, , (3)
 ∈ qmin +
Nre-eval
using Nre-eval = 5.
3) Error metrics: We considered error metrics from two
perspectives. First, we consider error measures with respect to
the overall website performance. More precisely, given some
final
}, the following error measures
final clustering {B1final , . . . , Bm
are computed. 1) We compute the APE (absolute percentage
error) between the real and estimated number of unique
users (the latter being equal to m), 2) the Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KL-divergence) between the real and estimated
user session count distribution (the latter being equal to the
cluster size distribution), and 3) the KL-divergence between
the real and estimated user conversion distribution. Here, user
conversion is defined as the fraction of items clicked per user
over all shown (but not necessarily evaluated) items.
The second perspective is on the level of the clusters
themselves, where we consider two error measures. To determine the quality of the clusters, we computed the adjusted
Rand index (ARI) [20] between computed and real session
clusters. Besides ARI, we also measure how well the model
distinguishes whether each new session originates from an
existing or already observed user, which is measured using
the accuracy score. Since ARI measures the overlap between
the computed and real session clusters, we consider ARI to be
our main error measure.
IV. R ESULTS
A. Results on the base simulation case
Table II shows how the different models perform in terms
of several error measures on both the train and test set. For each
method, the shown results are the best results obtained under
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TABLE II. RESULTS ON THE BASE CASE.
Data set
Model
MS-DBSCAN*
MS-DBSCAN*p
DBSCAN*-RAND
MS-HDBSCAN*+
MS-HDBSCAN*−
MS-HDBSCAN*+
p
MS-HDBSCAN*−
p
OBS
MS-DBSCAN*
MS-DBSCAN*p
DBSCAN*-RAND
MS-HDBSCAN*+
MS-HDBSCAN*−
MS-HDBSCAN*+
p
MS-HDBSCAN*−
p
OBS

train
train
train
train
train
train

0.0012
0.14
0.0002
0.0007
0.0007
0.092

ARI

KL-div.
session count
0.55
0.74
1
0.75
0.75
0.9

KL-div.
conversion
0.13
0.092
0.096
0.15
0.15
0.11

APE unique
user
15
77
0.011
10
10
0.011

New user
accuracy
0.56
0.5
0.42
0.52
0.52
0.46

train
train
test
test
test
test
test
test

0.1
0.91
0.0022
0.0015
0.0004
0.002
0.002
0.0015

0.9
0.017
0.11
1.4
0.32
0.16
0.16
1.4

0.11
0.0032
0.0026
0.13
0.015
0.0042
0.0042
0.13

0.011
15
60
6.8
40
53
53
7.2

0.46
0.95
0.56
0.4
0.5
0.55
0.55
0.4

test
test

0.0015
0.91

1.4
0.1

0.13
0.0076

7.2
51

0.4
0.95

The OBS model in the table are the scores one would obtain
if the observed cookies would be used as clusters. Models
using the classifier as distance measure are indicated using
subscript p. What immediately becomes apparent is that, compared to these observed cookie clusters, all methods perform
considerably worse. Hence, in the scenario we consider: a
single query where the true location ηu is only revealed by
clicked and skipped item locations, our approaches do not
come near what one would obtain if one would simply take
the observed cookies.
However, the scores do reveal some interesting patterns.
First, approaches using a probabilistic distance measure seem
to overfit the data: they perform relatively well (compared to
the other approaches) on various measures on the training
set, but on the test set these results are mitigated: here
MS-DBSCAN* seems to work best when considering multiple error measures. Looking at the results from different
hyper-parameter settings for MS-DBSCAN*, we observe that
selecting k = 1 performed best. Furthermore, due to our
maximum size constraint, the clusters did not alter for ` ≥ 4
(corresponding to  ≥ 6.33).
Furthermore, methods without a probabilistic distance measure do outperform the DBSCAN*-RAND method on most
measures. I.e., they perform better at picking sessions originating from the same user given high-level clusters, than if
we would pick session pairs at random from these high-level
clusters. Although it is difficult to draw a firm conclusion, these
findings might be an indication that the same user signal we try
to infer from the click data is somewhat weak: if our methods
would not pick up a signal at all, we would expect them to
have the same result as the DBSCAN*-RAND method.
B. Results on multiple simulation scenarios
In order to judge the sensitivity of our findings on the
parameter settings of the simulation model, we permute the
simulation settings to see if this alters our results. As rerunning all models on all simulation settings would be computationally rather expensive, we only re-evaluate the best
performing models on the simulation cases. Since in our
base case we found that the parameters k = 1, and  =
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2/3
qmax (qmin /qmax )
work reasonably well, these parameters are used for MS-DBSCAN* and DBSCAN*-RAND.
The maximum cluster size remains the same as in the base
case.
Fig. 1 shows how the models perform over the different
simulation settings in terms of ARI, which is our main
response variable. The figure suggests that all cluster models
do stochastically dominate DBSCAN*-RAND. Furthermore,
MS-DBSCAN* seems to outperform the other clustering
methods in terms of ARI. As assumptions like homogeneity of variance or normality do not hold in this case, we
used a Kruskall-Wallis test, which rejects in this case that
all median ARI scores over the different methods are the
same for any reasonable significance level (e.g., α = .01,
p < 10−4 ). Pairwise one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank tests
between MS-DBSCAN* and all other methods also indicate
that MS-DBSCAN* performs significantly better than the
other methods (all p-values are smaller than 10−4 ).

MS-HDBSCAN*+

Model

the different hyper-parameters tried for that method under that
data set. I.e., in theory the hyper-parameters might be slightly
different between training and test, though in practice we found
this was rarely the case.

MS-HDBSCAN*−

MS-DBSCAN*

DBSCAN-RAND

0.000

0.001

0.002

0.003

ARI

Figure 1. Scores over all simulations.

Considering the variance in the ARI scores, we noticed that
strengthening the signal, that is, increasing click probabilities,
leads to some improvement in ARI. The most obvious way to
do so is by decreasing the number of items (which, as we use
bin-counting, ensures each item has sufficient data for bincounting). However, these improvements remain small. Also
interesting is that, when correlating the different error scores
over all simulation cases, ARI seems to be weakly correlated
with most other error measures, with the sign being in the
desired direction (i.e., decrease in KL-divergence for both
session count and conversion, but an increase in the new user
accuracy). However, improved APE for the number of unique
users seems to lead to worse performance in terms of ARI and
new user accuracy (Pearson correlations 0.38, and 0.95 resp.).
V. C ONCLUSION AND D ISCUSSION
In this paper, we presented a homogeneous query click
simulation model, and illustrated its usage to the problem
of uncovering users from their web sessions. The simulation
model is composed of several parametric models, of which
previous literature suggests that these models work well in
explaining typical patterns observed in click data, while remaining relatively simple. Such patterns include the position
bias, cookie censoring, and user preference over multiple
products.
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Furthermore, we illustrated the simulation model on the
problem of (partially observed) session clustering, that is,
identifying unique users from their query-sessions. To solve
this problem, we tested several mutations of (H)DBSCAN*,
where these mutations differ from HDBSCAN* or DBSCAN*
as they allow for incorporating a maximum cluster size. From
comparing these (H)DBSCAN*-type algorithms, we found that
the accuracy of using cookies largely outperform that of not or
partially using cookie data. This considerable difference seems
to be due to two reasons. 1) The simulated censored cookies
turned out to be rather accurate, implying that, assuming the
parameters used for cookie censoring adapted from previous
literature are accurate, censoring in cookie data does not
impose that much of a problem in accurately measuring the
metrics studied in this paper. 2) As we only considered a homogeneous query, the user preferences are only revealed from
the items users clicked, a signal the various (H)DBSCAN*type algorithms found difficult to detect. Strengthening this
signal, e.g., by increasing the number of clicks, led to a small
improvement in ARI.
Other interesting observations include the difference between using Euclidean distance and a probability distance
measure in the (H)DBSCAN*-type algorithms, the latter being
obtained from training a classifier on detecting whether session
pairs originate from the same user. The results suggest that
the probabilistic classifier tends to overfit. Also interesting is
that, when considering the correlations between the various
error metrics considered in this paper, we observed that some
error measures show contradictory correlations. In particular,
the positive correlation between cluster ARI and average percentage error in the number of unique users (.38), and between
the accuracy in estimating whether the next session originates
from a new user and the new user average percentage error
(.95), indicate that optimizing for one of these error measures
may lead to decreased performance in the other.
Although our findings suggest that the practicality of
session clustering from single query click data is limited,
the usage of the simulation model did allow for studying
the sensitivity of the clustering algorithms on different click
behavior, something that would not easily have been possible
with real click data. It also allowed us to study the effects of
user censoring caused by cookie churn or the usage of multiple
devices, which showed that if we adopt models of cookie churn
behavior found in the literature, this censoring only has a small
negative effect on the accuracy of the website metrics discussed
in this paper, with an exception for estimating the number of
unique users.
Given our findings, a number of questions remain. First, it
would be interesting to extend the simulation model to allow
for multiple queries. As the solutions to the (multi-query)
CIKM 2016 and ICDM 2015 cross-device matching competitions were quite successful, a logical hypothesis would be
that incorporating multiple queries into the simulation model
would improve the results obtained from (H)DBSCAN*-type
algorithms. Second, in this study, we only used a logistic regression model to approximate the probability of two sessions
originating from the same user. Given the limited success of
this approach so far, it would be interesting to consider other
approaches. As the limited results seem to be due to overfitting, including regularization or using bootstrap aggregation
approaches could lead to better results. Third, there is still
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limited knowledge on how cookie censoring occurs. Currently,
multiple models exist in the literature, but most models only
consider a specific type of censoring, from which one cannot
infer how these different types of censoring interact.
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Abstract— In this project, we classify each pixel from the
incoming stream of aerial imagery of water bodies as either
“land” or “water” in real-time. Traditional batch feature
processing techniques can be too slow to adapt to real-time
changes. This paper proposes an online distributed framework
for Semantic Segmentation using conditional independence to
discard irrelevant and redundant features to train a fast and
lightweight but accurate machine learning model. Through
extensive experimental results using aerial imagery of water
bodies, we demonstrate that our approach is faster than
existing online feature selection methods while maintaining
high accuracy.

A preliminary distinction is needed between streaming
data structure and streaming features structures. For
streaming data structure, the number of features selected
remains the same throughout the entire feature selection
process. Still, the number of data instances increases over
time. However, in streaming features structure, the number
of data instances per feature is fixed, but the number of
features increases over time.
Let us assume an algorithm chooses five features for both
streaming data structure and streaming features structure
after the first image. Assuming the number of features
remains constant for streaming data structure but increases
by one for every subsequent image in streaming features,
even if the total number of features selected remains the
same with streaming data structure, the total number of data
instances across all five features will always increase after
every image. However, for streaming features structure, even
if we select five features after the first image and an
additional feature with every new image, we will have
significantly fewer data instances over time. Streaming
features structure will only be a problem if our feature
selection algorithm selects a very high number of features
from every image. Ideally, our feature selection algorithm
will choose only a small number of features giving streaming
feature structure a significant advantage.
Two notable research efforts have greatly contributed to
addressing the problem of online feature selection using a
streaming feature structure. Zhou et al. presented Alphainvesting [15] for streaming feature selection. With Alphainvesting, Zhou et al. mainly focused on controlling the
threshold during feature selection. Alpha-investing uses a pvalue from linear and logistic regression to dynamically
adjust the threshold while selecting new features. Alpha
being “invested” increases the wealth and threshold to allow
for a slight increase in the inclusion of incorrect features.
However, for every instance when a feature from the
dynamically generated stream is tested to be insignificant,
wealth is “spent” which reduces the threshold. Alphainvesting can handle an infinite number of features, but only
evaluates each new candidate feature exactly once without
considering the redundancy of the selected features. On
highly redundant datasets like the one we are using, Alpha-

Keywords - machine learning; semantic segmentation;
streaming images; feature selection.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Traditional feature selection algorithms require all datapoints to be available and presented before the feature
selection process starts [6]. After all the features have been
collected, the feature selection process begins. This is not
always possible in the real world because we do not always
know where the end-point is. In this work, we aim to solve
this problem in terms of streaming aerial images of water
bodies. As images arrive, we generate candidate features
dynamically one at a time. We believe generating features
one at a time provides a greater practical advantage over
traditional feature selection. For example, in this research,
we classify each pixel in an aerial image of water bodies into
two classes: land and water. A single channel from the
smallest image in our dataset contains 468,784 pixels (706
weight × 664 height). The images we use have four channels
per image. As a result, the computational cost of generating
features from these images is high. We believe waiting for
the feature extracting process to complete before the learning
begins is not practical for a real-time use case. It is preferable
to generate features one at a time [10]. Online feature
selection seeks to select the minimal set of features from the
incoming features as they arrive while maintaining a high
overall model accuracy. Online feature selection stores all
the incoming data in two primary data structures: streaming
data structure and streaming features structure.
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investing provides a very low and unstable prediction
accuracy.
Koller et al. proposed a classification of input features F
with respect to their relevance to a target T in terms of
conditional independence [5][6]. They propose a learnerindependent paradigm for feature subset selection, viewing
an induction algorithm as a biased method for approximating
the probability distribution of class labels given features and
transforming this distribution of class labels that the
induction algorithm attempts to approximate. They also
classify elements into three disjoint categories belonging to X
input features and their importance in C target class: (1)
strongly relevant, (2) weakly relevant, and (3) irrelevant. Yu
and Liu [13] improved this categorization by proposing a
definition of feature redundancy, therefore, creating a path
for efficient elimination of redundant features. For the
following definitions, let F be a full set of features, Fi
denotes the ith input feature, C denotes the target, and S = F
- {Fi} represent all input features excluding Fi.
Definition 1 (Conditional Independence) In a feature set F,
two features Fi and Fj are conditionally independent given
the set of features Z, if and only if
P(Fi|Fj,Z) = P(Fi|Z), denoted as Independent(Fi,Fj|Z).
Definition 2 (Strong relevance) Feature Fi is strongly
relevant to C if and only if
P(C|FiSi) ≠ P(C|Si).
Definition 3 (Weak relevance) Feature Fi is weakly relevant
to C if and only if
P(C|Fi,Si) = P(C|Si), and ƎSi ⊂ Si, such that
P(C|Fi, Si) ≠ P(C|Si).
A feature with weak relevance is not always in the final,
optimal feature subset, but ideally, it would be included.
Definition 4 (Irrelevance) Feature Fi is irrelevant to C if
and only if
∀S ⊆Si, P(C|Fi,Si) = P(C|Si).
Yu and Liu [13] proposed dividing features into
necessary and unnecessary features. In their definition
derived from the Markov blanket, redundant features provide
no additional information than features already selected, and
irrelevant features provide no useful information in the final
model.
Definition 5 (Markov blanket) Given a feature Fi, let Mi ⊂
F(Fi ∉ Mi), Mi is said to be a Markov blanket for Fi if and
only if
P(F – Mi - {Fi}, C|Fi, Mi) = P(F – Mi – {Fi}, C|Mi).
where C is the Markov blanket. We can eliminate
conditionally independent features from the selected
candidate feature set using the Markov blanket without
increasing the distance from the desired distribution [8].
Definition 6 (Redundant feature) Let G be the current set
of features. A feature is redundant and hence needs to be
removed from G if and only if there is a weak relevance and
has a Markov blanket Mi within G.
In another study, Wu et al. developed a new framework
that used feature relevance and a new algorithm called
Online Streaming Feature Selection (OSFS) [12]. OSFS uses
a two-step approach to discard irrelevant and redundant
features from the streaming features as they arrive. Based on
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the definitions above, the entire feature set is divided into
four basic disjoint parts: (1) irrelevant features, (2) redundant
features, (3) weakly relevant but non-redundant features, and
(4) strongly relevant features. First, the framework conducts
an online relevance analysis, Definition 4, which determines
a new feature with respect to its relevance to the target T and
removes irrelevant ones. After that, the online redundancy
analysis, Definition 6, eliminates redundant features from the
features selected so far. These two steps are repeated one
after the other until a stopping criterion is satisfied.
In Section 2, we go through the dataset we used to test
our proposed frameworks, image augmentation and feature
extractions methods used, the online feature selection
framework used in this paper and the performance evaluation
metrics used to judge models. In Sections 3 and 4, we
discuss the results of proposed frameworks and the
conclusion respectively.
II.

METHODS

In this section, we describe the approach for benchmark
and independent test data preparation, feature extraction,
performance evaluation metrics, and finally, the path we took
to establish the feature selection framework for semantic
image segmentation.
A. Dataset
The images used for this work are aerial imagery of
water bodies acquired during the agricultural growing
seasons in the continental US by the National Agriculture
Imagery Program (NAIP). NAIP is administered by the
USDA’s Farm Service Agency (FSA) through the Aerial
Photography Field Office in Salt Lake City. This “leaf-on”
imagery is used as a base layer for GIS programs in FSA’s
county service centers and is used to maintain the Common
Land Unit (CLU) boundaries.
NAIP imagery is acquired at a one-meter Ground Sample
Distance (GSD) with a horizontal accuracy that matches
within six meters of photo-identifiable ground control points,
which are used during image inspection.
We have a total of eight images. All images are captured
with four bands of data: red, green, blue, and near-infrared.
Every picture complies with the specification of no more
than 10 percent cloud cover per quarter quad tile, weather
conditions permitting. All imagery is inspected for horizontal
accuracy and tonal quality.
B. Image Augmentation
As we have a deficient number of images, eight, we used
various image augmentation techniques to increase the size
of the available dataset. A total of eight image augmentation
methods were used on each image channel.
The following image augmentation methods were
applied on each image channel in the dataset mentioned in
2.A:
a) Random Image Rotation Augmentation
b) Random Flip Augmentation
c) Random Shift Augmentation
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d) Random Channel Shift Augmentation
e) Gray Scale
f) Random Brightness Adjustment
g) Random Contrast Adjustment
C. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction can provide new attributes. After each
image arrives and image augmentation methods are applied,
features are extracted dynamically from each augmented
image. Extracted features are then sent to the online feature
selection framework. We derive three main features from the
images: Gabor Kernel Features, Canny Edge Detector, and
Gaussian Blur.
a) Gabor Kernel Features: Gabor Kernel Features are
special classes of bandpass filters, i.e., they allow a specific
‘band‘ of frequencies and reject the others. Gabor kernelbased features have been successfully and widely applied to
a broad range of image processing tasks like texture
recognition and face recognition [11]. This is because the
characteristics of the Gabor kernel, mainly the frequency
and orientation representations, are similar to those of the
human visual system [7]. We extracted the Gabor features
based on five parameters: (1) λ - Wavelength of the
sinusoidal component, (2) θ - The orientation of the normal
to the parallel stripes of the Gabor function, (3) ψ - The
phase offset of the sinusoidal function, (4) σ - The standard
deviation of the Gaussian envelope and (5) γ - The spatial
aspect ratio and specifies the ellipticity of the support of the
Gabor function. These five parameters control the shape and
size of the Gabor function.
b) Canny Edge Detector: Canny Edge Detection is
widely used in computer vision to locate sharp intensity
changes and to locate object boundaries in an image [3]. A
Canny Edge Detector classifies a pixel as an edge if the
gradient magnitude of the pixel is more significant than
those of pixels at both sides in the direction of maximum
intensity change. It is optimal, according to the three criteria
of proper detection, sound localization, and a single
response to an edge [3]. We extracted the features from
Canny Edge Detection using the OpenCV’s implementation
of the Canny Edge Detection algorithm [1]. The feature
extraction process goes through different stages like Noise
Reduction, finding the intensity gradient of the image, Nonmaximum suppression, and Hysteresis thresholding.
c) Gaussian Blur: Gaussian Blur reduces the noise and
detail of the image. This algorithm is applied to provide our
frameworks “bad” or distorted data to create a robust model
that can be reliable and used in real-life environments.
D. Online Feature Selection Framework
For real-time semantic image segmentation, we propose a
new framework that accepts an image stream, applies the
image augmentation techniques, extracts features from the
images, and discards irrelevant and redundant features
automatically. Due to the highly redundant images in our
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dataset, we believe the online relevancy analysis and online
redundancy analysis from the OSFS framework [12] will be
able to select the least number of features from the entire
feature set while maintaining high and stable accuracy.
From a cold-start, OSSF initializes an empty feature set.
After an image is presented to the OSSF, all four channels in
the image are augmented one by one. Upon completion of
the augmentation, OSSF extracts the feature vectors from
the augmented image. While all features from the augmented
image have not processed, check if the feature is relevant or
not. If the feature is relevant, conduct the redundancy
analysis. If the relevant feature is not redundant with other
selected features, add the feature to the feature set. Process
the next feature from the augmented image. After all features
of that augmented image have been processed one-by-one,
move on to the next augmented image. After processing all
the augmented images, move on to the next channel of the
original image. After all, channels have been processed,
move to the next image from the data source until there are
no images, or a pre-set condition is reached.

Figure 1. The Online Semantic Segmentation Framework (OSSF).

We implemented our proposed framework, Figure 1, in
Python for testing. To determine a given features’
conditional independence, we used SciPy’s implementation
of the chi-square test of independence. The chi-square of
independence is used to determine if there is a significant
relationship between the features. Null-hypothesis of the chisquare test is that there is no association between the
features. For the hypothesis test for the chi-square test of
independence, the test statistic is computed and compared to
a critical value. The critical value of the chi-square statistic is
determined by the level of significance, typically 0.05, and
the degrees of freedom. If the chi-square test statistic is
higher than the critical value, the null-hypothesis is rejected,
and the features are classified as conditionally independent.
In the redundancy analysis phase, we check if there is a
subset of features from the features selected so far, which is
conditionally independent of the class label. We again use
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SciPy’s chi-square test implementation described above for
this functionality. If it is independent, then those features are
classified as redundant and discarded.
We believe our framework can be significantly improved
using a distributed approach. In a distributed environment,
data and jobs are divided across multiple clusters by a driver
program. A cluster is a group of computers that work
together essentially as a single system. In OSSF, after one
image arrives, we need to process all four of its channels
sequentially. Each channel produces multiple augmented
channels, and each augmented channel produces many
features. Until all the features of the augmented channel have
been produced one-by-one, the entire framework is
suspended before moving to the next augmented channel.
Even if a new image has already been presented to the
framework, it must wait for the previous image to finish
processing. This is very inefficient if the data-source is
sending images at a fast rate. To tackle this problem, we
propose D-OSSF, a distributed version of our framework
where images are processed as soon as they arrive
concurrently.
For D-OSSF, we use a Kafka producer to send images to
a Spark Streaming client. We designed the Kafka producer to
submit a new image to the Spark Streaming client every two
seconds. The Spark Streaming client loads in the images
using Spark’s built-in image source API into Resilient
Distributed Datasets (RDD). As the images continue to come
in, Spark Streaming client creates a continuous series of
RDDs, also known as a DStream. Each RDD in a DStream
contains images from certain intervals. The Spark engine
then transforms the DStream based on our online feature
selection framework [14]. The Spark engine handles the
underlying distribution operations on the DStreams and
provides a high-level API for convenience.
E. Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our framework, we
adopted a widely used 10-fold Cross-Validation (CV)
approach. In the process of 10-fold CV, the dataset is
segmented into ten parts. When one fold is kept aside for
testing, the remaining nine folds are used to train the
classifier. This process of training and test is repeated until
each fold has been kept aside once for testing, and
consequently, the test accuracies of each fold are combined
to compute the average [4]. AUC is the area under the
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve, which is
used to evaluate how well a predictor separates two classes
of information (land and water in images). We used all the
performance evaluation metrics listed in Table 1 below, as
well as ROC and AUC, to test the performance of the
proposed framework and test it with the existing approaches.
TABLE I. NAME AND DEFINITION OF THE EVALUATION METRIC
Name of Metric
Definition
Formula
Accuracy (ACC)
The ratio of samples
predicted correctly
out of the total
sample.
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Balanced Accuracy
(BACC)

Average of recall and
specificity.

Precision (PR)

The ability of the
classifier to not label
a negative sample
positive.
Combines recall and
precision for ranked
retrieval results.
Ability of the
classifier classifying
positive samples.
Harmonic mean of
Precision and Recall.

Average Precision
(AP)
Recall
F1 Score

For all definitions in Table 1, let TP be the number of
true positives, TN be the number of true negatives, FP be the
number of false positives, FN is the number of false
negatives, and Pn and Rn be the precision and recall at the nth
threshold respectively.
To test our sequential framework, we use default Scikitlearn’s implementation of Logistic Regression (LR),
Random Forest (RF), and Decision Tree (DT) classifiers [9].
We also use the eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBC)
classifier by the Distributed (Deep) Machine Learning
Community (DMLC) group [2]. For our distributed
framework, we used default Logistic Regression, Random
Forest, and Decision Tree classifiers from Spark’s MLlib
machine learning library [14].
III.

RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the results of our
sequential and distributed frameworks. We also compare our
frameworks with Alpha-investing as a benchmark. All
experiments were conducted on a computer with two AMD
Opteron™ Processor 4386 (3.1 GHz) and 62 GB RAM. All
frameworks were given the same sequence of images to
avoid any bias. All the experiments were run a total of five
times and averaged to minimize inconsistencies.

Figure 2. The number of features selected as image channels increase.

As seen in Figures 2a and 2b, both OSSF and D-OSSF
end up picking twelve features after the feature selection
process completed. We have eight images in our dataset and
four channels per image. Every channel leads to nine
augmented channels, and every augmented channel generates
32 features. So, both our frameworks, OSSF and D-OSSF,
select a subset of 12 features out of 9,216 available features
(8 images * 4 channels * 9 augmented channels * 32
features), thus discarding 99.87% of the incoming features.
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Figure 2a also shows that the number of features selected in
the OSSF is exceedingly stable compared to D-OSSF in
Figure 2b. OSSF is more stable because channels are
processed one at a time. Features from a new channel are
only processed after the current channel has been fully
processed. So, the framework gets to run the online
relevancy analysis and the online redundancy analysis before
returning the selected feature set. In the distributed
framework, channels are processed concurrently. Features
than are passed to the online relevancy analysis in one of the
executors of the Spark ecosystem are added into the
candidate feature set and may not be able to go through the
redundancy test before another executor returns the feature
set. This is a classic example of concurrency where multiple
operations are happening at once. But this is not a problem as
the selected feature set goes through the redundancy analysis
eventually and discard the redundant features. This is proved
as the number of features selected at the end of the process
across multiple runs in both algorithms is equal. However,
the number of features chosen by Alpha-investing, Figure 2c,
goes up rapidly as the number of image channels increases.
This caused a memory overflow across multiple runs, and we
could not process the entire dataset due to hardware
limitations. The overflow in Alpha-investing usually occurs
in highly redundant datasets like the one we are using as it
does not conduct a redundancy analysis.
Model
DT
LR
RF
XGBC

TABLE II. EVALUATION METRICS OF OSSF (IN %)
ACC
PR
BACC AP
Recall
F1 Score
91.68
91.39
90.72
92.34
95.63
93.27
91.71
91.39
90.73
92.16
95.72
93.30
91.68
91.39
90.73
92.33
95.63
93.27
91.71
91.39
90.72
92.34
95.63
93.27

The ACC of OSSF increases from 86.63% after the first
channel to 91.68% at the end for DT, RF and XGBC, a
5.51% increase. Similarly, the ACC of LR increases from
83.23% to 91.91%, a 9.25% increase. Other metrics follow a
similar trend. For DT, PR increases from 88.20% to 91.39%,
BACC increases from 86.06% to 90.72%, AP increases from
89.54% to 92.34%, Recall improves from 89.36% to
95.63%, and F1 Score increases from 88.63% to 93.27%. We
can see that the models learn and improve over time as they
gets more data. The performance of Alpha-investing was
very erractic with some models even reaching 0% for PR,
AP and Recall. Overall, Alpha-investing the metrics for
Alpha-investing started pretty high but sharply decreased as
the number of image channels increased.
TABLE III. EVALUATION METRICS OF D-OSSF (IN %)
Model ACC
PR
BACC
AP
Recall
F1 Score
DT
90.45
90.72
90.45
90.25
95.25
94.82
LR
91.39
90.93
91.39
90.27
93.97
93.22
RF
89.95
90.72
89.95
91.01
94.87
93.22
XGBC 91.38
90.72
91.38
92.35
93.51
94.82

Evaluation metrics of D-OSSF, Table 3, follow similar
trends to OSSF results. The ACC of D-OSSF increases from
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85.43%, 84.11%, 87.43%, and 86.49% to 90.67%, 91.23%,
89.73%, and 91.24% for DT, LR, RF and XGBC
respectively. That is a 5.78%, 7.85%, 4.17%, and 5.20%
increase respectively. For DT, PR increases from 88.73% to
90.72%, BACC increases from 85.39% to 90.45%, AP
increases from 87.98% to 90.25%, Recall improves from
89.05% to 95.25%, and F1 Score increases from 86.63% to
94.82%. D-OSSF’s distributed framework does not degrade
the performance of models and follows the performance of
OSSF very closely.

Figure 3. ROC AUC of all three frameworks.

From Figure 3a and 3b, we can see that both our
sequential and distributed frameworks achieve comparable
results. The AUC of ROC of OSSF, Figure 3a, goes from
0.88 after the first channel to 0.92 at the end for XGBoost,
Random Forest, and Decision Tree classifiers, a 4.16%
increase. The AUC of ROC of Logistic Regression goes
from 0.87 after the first channel to 0.92 by the end, a 5.06%
increase. Similarly, the ROC AUC of Decision Tree,
Logistic Regression, Random Forest and XGBoost in DOSSF, Figure 3b, go from 0.86, 0.88, 0.86, and 0.88 to 0.92,
0.91, 0.91 and 0.90 respectively.

Figure 4. Comparison between the run-time of our OSSF and Alphainvesting.

From Figure 4b, we can see that the erratic nature of
Alpha-investing finally ends with the time taken to process
each channel going up rapidly before crashing on the fourth
channel. The processing time of OSSF, Figure 4a, remains
relatively constant as the number of channels increases.
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number of features. With the final accuracy of 92.17% and
average processing time per image channel of just 12.13
seconds with Decision Tree classifier, we believe our model
can be used for real-time implementations.

Figure 5. Comparison between the run-time of OSSF and D-OSSF.

From Figure 5a, we can see that for OSSF, on average,
the Decision Tree classifier takes the least amount of time
with 25.53 seconds. Logistic regression is next on the line
with an average of 37.50 seconds. Random Forest takes
180.80 seconds, and XGBoost takes 257.00 seconds on
average. From Figure 5b, we observe that for D-OSSF, the
Decision Tree classifier again takes the least amount of time
with just 12.13 seconds on average, and Logistic Regression
takes 17.22 seconds. The Random Forest and XGBoost take
81.81 seconds and 118.34 seconds on average, respectively.
D-OSSF, on average, decreases the overall time taken by
almost 54% across all classifiers.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

Our aim with this project was to create a framework for
Online Semantic Segmentation, which takes in images on the
go, extracts, and selects a very low number of features while
maintaining a high of model accuracy in real-time. These
frameworks are especially important in unknown real-life
environments where we do not have previous knowledge of
the subject and images stream in as time progresses.
A. Summary
In this research work, two novel frameworks have been
developed. These two frameworks are summarized below:
a) Sequential Online Feature Selection Framework:
We developed a novel sequential framework for Online
Semantic Segmentation that accepts images one at a time,
extracts, and selects features on the go. This framework’s
final accuracy of 91.39% and average processing time per
image channel of 25.53 seconds with Decision Tree
classifier outperforms other online feature selection
algorithms. The 5.51% increase in accuracy over time also
proves that our framework can improve as the size of our
dataset increases.
b) Distributed Online Feature Selection Framework:
Using a distributed Spark ecosystem, we reduced the overall
run-time of our framework by almost 54% across all
classifiers. The distributed framework produces almost
exactly the same performance metrics and selects the same
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B. Future Scopes
The frameworks proposed in this research are novel
approaches to online Semantic Segmentation by extracting
and selecting features on the go. As the size of datasets
grows, the importance of online feature selection will grow.
The methods used in this research work can also be applied
to other fields of computer vision, which require fast training
and deployment. We hope to inspire new research in the area
of distributed online feature selection across diverse fields.
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Abstract—The quality of steel is essential for many products.
Unfortunately, during the production process of steel, surface
defects (scratches, inclusions, etc.) occur, resulting in financial
losses for steel producers. Therefore, to find and classify surface
damage at the earliest stage of the steel production process
to take actions for mitigating quality is preferred. Recently,
neural networks have shown the usefulness of image classification.
Prerequisite is a large data set. But to collect a large data set often
takes too long and is too expensive. This paper investigates how to
handle smaller data sets, generate artificial data by augmentation
and evaluate their efficiency. Of special interest is the augmentation of images by Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial
Networks (DCGANs). A detailed evaluation and comparision with
other augmention techniques show that DCGAN augmentation
outperformed other augmentations in accuracy and loss, but it
is no replacement for a large data set.
Keywords—Convolutional Generative Adversarial Network; Steel
Surface Damage; Augmentation; Image Classification; Neural
Network; Industry 4.0.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the field of machine learning, image classification using
convolutional neural networks is nowadays one of the most
common approaches. Convolutional neural networks gained
popularity because of their success in many image classification problems and the acceptable processing time through
the availability of fair GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) prizes.
Further, the training time has been cut down, by pre-trained
deep convolutional neural networks, such as ResNet [1], which
can classify thousands of images from the public available
imagenet data set [2]. Mostly essential for a good performance
of high accuracy and low loss of neural network results is a
huge data set for the training. If there is no such huge data set,
because of difficulties to collect (e.g., particle collisions), high
expenses (e.g., deep water pictures), or high time consumption
(e.g., seldom events), image augmentation can be the solution.
This is often the case in the steel industry, as companies often
do not find the time to collect enough images to create a
good data set. This may require processes to be interrupted,
which can lead to financial loss. Surface inspection would
be so important for the industry, because it allows material
defects to be detected early and sorted out before further
processing. Typically, through augmentation, a data set can be
expanded by flipping images (horizontally or vertically), apply
random zoom, random rotation or random shear of images, for
example. This method can make a machine learning model
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more robust, more accurate, and prevent it from overfitting,
but only, if the data set itself has enough variations. Variations
of images are: intra-class variation, scale variation, view-point
variation, occlusion, illumination, background Clutter [3]. But
often, the data set is too small and a model can become overfitted easily. To improve such small data set, a new approach
is taken. The augmentation by Deep Convolutional Generative
Adversarial Network (DCGANs) introduced by Radford et al.
in [4]. DCGANs are a variation of the Generative Adversarial
Networks introduced by Goodfellow in [5], especially for
images.
In the next section (Section: II), related work is discussed.
In Section III, the used steel image data is described and
how the data is prepared for our experiments. Section IV
will give information about the used augmentation methods
of this work. Section V describes the used neural network
architecture, the training method, and the evaluation method.
The results of the experiments are shown in Section VI and in
the last Section VII, a conclusion and an outlook are given.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The work from Shorten and Khoshgoftaar in [6] deals
with the problem of limited data in data sets. They focus
on data augmentation to enhance the size and quality of
image data sets to get better training results and prevent
overfitting at the same time. They provide an overview of all
the different augmentation techniques. In general, there are
two main branches of augmentation techniques. Basic image
manipulations and deep learning approaches. The basic image
manipulations takes one original image and performs different
manipulations on it, such as geometric transformations or
color space transformations. With these techniques, multiple
images can be generated out of one original image to enhance
the data set. Advanced techniques, based on Deep learning
augmentation make use of Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs). These augmentation techniques will be used in this
work, especially for generating new images for the NEU-DET
data set [7].
He et al. in [8] developed a defect detection system to
precisely classify and locate the damage on a steel plate
surface. They used the NEU-DET data set [7] which is used
in this work too. A detailed explanation of the data set will
be given in Section III. He et al. used deep learning methods
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and gained a very high classification accuracy of almost 99%.
The difference to our work is the usage of a lightweight neural
network for faster training and predictions. Furthermore, we
only want to use a small part of the data set to simulate
a small data set and evaluate the trained models on the
whole. Our small data set will be enhanced by augmentation
techniques explained by Tschuchnig in [9]. He describes the
process of augmenting images of online accessible celebrity
faces data set with DCGAN networks to improve the training
results. Tschuchnig DCGAN network generates images of
64x64 pixels, which is not sufficient enough for the data set
used in this paper. In this work the size of 128x128 images
will be generated.
In [10], Perez and Wang compared traditional augmentation
techniques with GAN augmentation on the tiny-imagenet-200
data set [2]. The difference to this work is that Perez and
Wang used a GAN to do style transformations instead of
generating new images. They came to the conclusion that it is
not worth, because traditional augmentations performed better
and had three times less computing time than the GAN style
transformation.
In [11], Li et al. data set of six different steel surface
damages is used. They also used a specialized You Only
Look Once (YOLO) network. Their YOLO model can classify
and localize the damage in the steel surface images. In this
work, we try to classify similar defects with a smaller data
set and with a smaller CNN (Convolutional Neural Network)
architecture.
Other works of surface inspection deal not only with steel,
but also with textile processing like Stübl et al. in his work
[12] or with transparent materials like Satorres et al. in [13].
Zamuner and Jacot did it even with watch parts in [14].
III. N ORTHEASTERN U NIVERSITY DATA S ET
The data set we use for the augmentation experiments and
evaluation is provided from the Northeastern University (NEU)
and public available at [7]. The data set contains images
with six different steel surface damages: Crazing, inclusion,
patches, pitted surface, rolled inscale and scratches. Each of
the six classes contain 300 samples, 1800 images in total. For
doing the augmentation experiments we decreased the data
set and removed three classes of the data set. So we only
had to deal with the three classes, crazing, patches, inclusion,
shown in Figure 1. Further, the data set of 300 images per steel
surface image class is reduced to the range of 10 to 50 (3.3
to 15% of the original data set). This allows to generate 250
to 290 images by augmentation and evaluate the achievable
classification accuracy, either by using the small data set
complemented by augmented images or by using the original
data set. Further detailed explanation about the augmentation
of steel surface images can be found in Section IV.
IV. AUGMENTATIONS
A common problem in machine learning with deep neural
networks are data sets containing too few data samples. The
success of deep learning models are highly dependent on the
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(a) Crazing

(b) Patches

(c) Inclusion

Fig. 1. Steel Surface Image Classes

underlying data. Consistency, accuracy, and completeness of
data sets are essential for the achievement of good classification results by neural networks. There are a couple of
challenges to collect image samples for specific domains.
In Roh et al. [15], the challenges are divided into data
improvement of existing data, manual or weak labeling of
data, and the data acquisition. All these challenges result very
often in a weak data set, with too few numbers of samples.
One approach to extend the data set is by using augmentation.
Image augmentation is the technique to increase the size of
the training set without acquiring new images. The basic
augmentation technique is duplicating images with some kind
of variation (e.g., flipping) so the model can learn from more
examples. Ideally, we can augment the image in a way that the
features of an original data set are preserved, but the changes
within the image are enough to add some variation. Usually,
images from the data set are inverted vertically or horizontally,
randomly zoomed, stretched, rotated or noise is added to them.
A newer method to extend a data set is by using DCGAN
Networks to generate new samples. By giving the network
many samples of one class, the network learns class-specific
patterns in images and generate new images out of a noise
vector to expand a given data set. When used correctly in
industry, a lot of time can be saved when filling a huge data
set, thus preventing financial losses.
A. Common Basic Augmentation
As explained in the introduction, a data set with little data
can be expanded by augmentations. The most commonly used
augmentations are image transformations. To do so, we used
the Augmentor Python package available from [16]. With
this technique, we can generate multiple images from every
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image in the original data set. For example, Figure 2 shows
an original image from the class patches with the different
augmentations we used in this work. We use random horizontal
and vertical flipping, random zoom 0-20% and random rotation
in a range from -180 degree to +180 degree. All of these
augmentations are applied with a certain probability to every
image, which means that sometimes all augmentations are
applied and sometimes only a few. With basic augmentations,
such as flipping and rotation, features from the original image
still remain. With augmentation like random zoom, features
get scaled. This is an obstructing factor when analysing the
size of any preexisting damage. But, since it is not relevant in
this case, random zoom is used in this work.

(a) Original Image

(b) Flip Left Right

images as input and determines whether an image is real or
not. The adversarial loss is provided by the Discriminator to
the Generator which then creates images, that are as close
as possible to real images. [17]. The assumption is, that these
new images are expected to be variations of the original image,
preserving the features of the original image, but that has not
been proven yet.
V. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP U SING DCGAN S FOR
AUGMENTATION
In this section, we explain the neural network architecture,
the training method and the evaluation method.
A. Preparation of the Data Sets
We want to show that a small data set enhanced with
generated samples from a trained DCGAN model performs
better than a model trained without the generated samples. To
do so we took subsets of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 samples per class
from the full data set of 300 samples per class and trained
DCGAN models for each subset. Each subset requires three
models, one for each class. All models were trained for 3000
epochs. Checkpoints of the generator were saved after 600,
1200, 1800, 2400 epochs and the last. That makes a total
number of 15 models, each on five different checkpoints. In
Figure 4, we can see a generated image for each class from
the best performing generator model. The full result of the
models can be seen in Section VI.
B. DCGAN Network Architecture

(c) Flip Top Bottom

(d) Random Zoom

A DCGAN consists of a generator and a discriminator. For
both, the architecture of Shrestha was taken from his blog
article in [18]. The dimension of the noise vector which is
the input for the generator is 100 and it generates an image of
128x128 pixels. The generator has 24 layers. The discriminator
has 22 layers and takes 128x128 pixel images as input. The
output of the discriminator is a binary decision if the input
image is a real image or a generated fake image from the
generator.
C. Convolutional Neural Network Description
Since the used data set has been trained successfully on
a deep convolutional neural network by He et al. in [8], the
approach in this work is to train it on a lightweight convolutional neural network shown in Table I, to measure only the
improvements with the different augmentation techniques.

(e) Random Rotate

(f) All Together

Fig. 2. Common Image Augmentations

B. Augmentation with DCGANs
This technique of augmentation can be used to generate
real-looking samples for the data set preserving the features
of the original images. The general architecture of a DCGAN
network can be seen in Figure 3. A GAN consists of two
concatenated models, the Generator and the Discriminator
network. The Generator creates fake images out of an Ndimensional noise vector. The Discriminator gets real and fake
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TABLE I. N EURAL N ETWORK A RCHITECTURE
LAYER
Input Layer
Conv2D
MaxPooling2D
Flatten
Dense
Output Layer

FILTERS
64
64
-

OUTPUT SHAPE
(128, 128, 3)
(128, 128, 64)
(64, 64, 64)
262144
(64, 64, 64)
3

ACTIVATION
relu
relu
softmax

It consists of an input layer that takes images of 128x128
pixels as input, only one convolutional layer with 64 filters
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Fig. 3. Generative Adversarial Network

and 30 for validation. While training, the models weights got
saved every time the validation loss improved. If the model
did not improve in at least every 7 epochs, the learning rate
got decreased by the factor of 0.1 to enable fine-tuning of the
weights.

(a) Crazing

(b) Patches

E. Evaluation Setup
After training, the trained models loaded the weights of the
best performing epoch and got evaluated on the whole original
data set, consisting of 300 images per class. The results will
be given in the next section.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Original Data Set

(c) Inclusion

Fig. 4. Augmentation by DCGANs

and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function, one
maxpooling layer, one flattening layer, one dense layer with
64 units and ReLU activation function and the output layer
with 3 neurons for class probabilities provided by the softmax
activation function.
D. Training Setup
Every model was trained with the same hyperparameters
as described in the Table I above to compare the results.
The networks were trained with the architecture from I for
100 epochs on the different data sets. As optimizer we used
Adam (short for Adaptive Moment Estimation) which has a
learning rate of 0.001 initially. The loss function is categorical
cross-entropy because multiclass classification is used. Each
epoch took 120 images from the image generator for training
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Fig. 5. Original data set

The results from the models trained on the original 300
samples per class data set are given in Figure 5. It can be see
seen that the trained model performed quite well with an accuracy of 98.7% even without augmentations . Additional data
samples of random flips and rotations improved the accuracy
by 1% and the loss from 0.08 to 0.02 with flips and 0.03 with
rotations. The model with random zoom augmentation did not
improve. Most likely the features of the original image are not
preserved by this augmentation method. The model that used
all augmentations together wasn’t as successful, adding image
variations that are too far from the original images.
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B. Neural Networks Trained with Reduced Data Set
The results from the neural network models trained on the
reduced data sets are illustrated at Figures 6 to 10.
As

Fig. 9. 40 Samples per Image Class

Fig. 6. 10 Samples per Image Class

Fig. 10. 50 Samples per Image Class

Fig. 7. 20 Samples per Image Class

from the reduced data set in terms of accuracy was the one
with 40 samples per class, augmented with random rotations.
It reached 90% validation accuracy but with a validation loss
of 0.72. The best performing model in terms of validation
loss was the one trained with 30 samples per class augmented
with random rotations. It reached 0.37 validation loss and 85%
validation accuracy. Combined it is a drawback to the original
data set of 9% validation accuracy and 0.96 validation loss.
Surprisingly, it was not the models trained with 50 samples per
class. This might be connected to the images being selected
randomly out of the original data set for every reduced data
set, therefore the quality of the 40 was better than the quantity
of the 50 images per class.
C. Neural Networks Trained with DCGAN Generated Data
Set

Fig. 8. 30 Samples per Image Class

expected, it shows that these models perform much worse than
those from the original data set. The models from 10 and 20
samples per class almost never reached a validation loss below
1. The different augmentations showed us that random flips
and rotations always improve the validation accuracy but not
the validation loss significantly. The best performing model
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As described in Section V, the DCGAN models provided
generated data sets for each subset. They are all listed in Table
II. On these generated data sets, models were trained the same
way as the original and reduced data sets were trained.
The results show that data sets from 10 and 20 samples
per class lead to a very significant loss. Using 30 samples
per class is more efficient, but the best results were achieved
with 40 and 50 samples per class. These DCGAN augmented
data sets outperformed other augmentations on the reduced
data sets in loss and accuracy. The best model was trained on
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TABLE II. R ESULTS WITH GAN GENERATED DATA SETS
SAMPLES PER CLASS
+ 300 AUGMENTED
10
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
30
30
30
30
30
40
40
40
40
40
50
50
50
50
50

EPOCH
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
600
1200
1800
2400
3000

ACCURACY
80%
73%
67%
75%
71%
78%
74%
61%
74%
71%
88%
86%
86%
82%
84%
88%
92%
88%
89%
88%
87%
87%
85%
87%
84%

LOSS
0.87
1.13
2.13
1.12
2.19
0.62
0.72
1.17
0.77
1.03
0.49
0.38
0.47
0.61
0.56
0.32
0.23
0.31
0.32
0.30
0.47
0.55
0.35
0.40
0.56

a data set generated out of 40 samples per class after 1200
epochs. It reaches a validation accuracy of 92% and a loss of
0,23 which is in terms of accuracy 2% better and in terms of
loss 0.14 better than the best models from the reduced data sets
together. A full comparison of the best models with different
techniques can be seen in Figure 11.
As expected the overall best model was trained on the
original data set with a validation accuracy of 99% and a validation loss of 0.02. From the reduced data sets, the DCGAN
augmented data set outperformed every other augmentation
used in this work with an accuracy of 92% and a loss of
0.23. The best models with common augmentations reached
an accuracy of only 90% and a loss of 0.37.
Through DCGAN augmentation we reached improvements
of 2% accuracy and 0.14 loss towards common augmentation
techniques. The trade-offs to the original data set were 8%
accuracy and 0.21 loss.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
The goal of this work was to enhance a shortened data
set with DCGAN generated images and to train a model that
performs better on the original data set than models from the
shortened data set with common augmentation techniques. In
the end, our results show that a well trained DCGAN network
can generate images to improve a data set with limited image
samples for such a use case in steel surface damages.
One drawback of this method is that all DCGAN models
generated images from the same checkpoint. In this work,
it is basically the average best models for each class. For
further research DCGANs from different checkpoint epochs
and classes could be used to improve the quality of the data
set quality even more. One observation was that a good variety
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of generated samples is needed. To do so, the model should
not train too few epochs and not too many. If the model trains
too little, it likely generates more noise and if it trains too
much, the model always generates the same image.
One other observation from the common augmentation
techniques was that if you put all augmentations together,
the model performs worse than with only one or without
any augmentation. We assume that in this case there are too
many variations possible within one picture, which weakens
the model. This will be part of further investigation.
We can conclude that this method can improve the quality
of a small data set, but it cannot replace the quality of a large
data set.
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Abstract— This study investigated how monetization of data in
a Big Data environment has been suggested in academic
literature. Our goal was to find out what methods have been
applied to determine the relevance and value of data in these
environments and if these methods are based, in any way, on
information theory. In order to come to a conclusion, we
applied a formal process of systematic literature review based
on the methodology suggested by Kitchenham. The results
showed that, in spite of the progress made on the topics of Big
Data and the application of analytical methodologies over the
last decades, there is no method based on data that is widely
used to determine the value of a datum in a Big Data
environment. By observing the results, it is possible to conclude
that little attention has been given to the dimension Value in
academic studies related to Big Data when compared to
searches directed to the other three classical dimensions
(Volume, Velocity and Variety). More specifically, in terms of
economic value, studies are even scarcer, and the existing ones
do not share a common view on how to measure this value. If,
on the one hand, monetization in Big Data environments is still
a field that needs to be better explored in academic literature,
on the other hand, these intangible assets, i.e., data, grow
exponentially and are more and more present in the corporate
world. It highlights the opportunity to develop studies in
search of standards that can be widely accepted and used to
this end.
Keywords-Big Data; Big Data Monetization; Analytical
Techniques; Artificial Intelligence; Systematic Literature
Reviews; Digital Assets.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In 1999, Mood and Walsh were the first to propose an
economic view directed to digital assets. In their view, data
represented the raw material, information systems (hardware
& software) would be the manufacturers and information
would be the finished product that would need to be priced
[1].
In this study, we sought to understand how monetization
in Big Data environments has been suggested in academic
literature. Originally defined by Gartner in 2001 as “highVARIETY data that are received at high VOLUME and at
increasingly higher VELOCITY” [2]. This definition came
to be known as the 3 Vs of Big Data. After this definition,
many others have proposed new Vs to be added to the
original definition [3]. At least two new Vs have been
accepted as part of this definition: namely Veracity and
Value [4]. The concept of each of these dimensions is
detailed below [5]:
 Volume is the magnitude of large-scale datasets.
The variation in the size of large-scale data relies on
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the structure and time of data, i.e., volume is the
size of distinct types of data acquired from distinct
data sources;
 Velocity is the rate at which the data is received and
then refined for analytical purposes;
 Variety is a distinct type of data representation such
as structured, semi-structured, and unstructured
data;
 Veracity refers to the biases, noise, and abnormality
in data. Veracity issues arise due to the process
uncertainty (randomness in process), data
uncertainty (data input uncertainty), and model
uncertainty (approximate model);
 Value is another dimension of big data in the
business perspective. Business organizations need
to notice the value of big data, to increase the profit
by minimizing the operational costs to provide
better services to the customers;
We will focus our searches on the dimension Value,
more specifically on the financial value that can be extracted
from a certain datum in a Big Data environment.
For reaching our goal, we sought to find out which
methods have been suggested or applied so as to determine
the relevance and the value of data in Big Data
environments. Additionally, if these methods are based on
any kind of information theory, a mathematical theory,
originally proposed by Shannon in 1948 [6], studies the
quantification, storage and communication of information
and ways in which it is applied in different areas.
In order to conduct this research, we applied a formal
process of systematic literature review based on the
methodology suggested by Kitchenham et al. [7]. This
process was set in motion by the definition of the problem
we want to solve and by the definition of the research
questions, search protocols, selection, extraction and
syntheses of the primary studies related to the theme. The
process went on with the execution of previously defined
protocols in the search for answers.
The results showed that, despite the progress in the theme
of Big Data and improvements in the application of
analytical methodologies over the last decades, there is not
yet a method based on data that can be widely used to
determine the value of a certain datum in a Big Data
environment. According to the results we found, it is
possible to conclude that academic research has given very
little attention to the dimension Value, especially when
compared to the research done on the other three classical
dimensions (Volume, Velocity and Variety) [2]. More
specifically, when it comes to financial value, research is
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even scarcer and the existing papers do not share a common
view on the most suitable way to measure it.
If on the one hand, monetization of data in a Big Data
environment is still a poorly explored field in academic
literature, on the other hand, these intangible assets, the data,
grow exponentially and are more and more present in the
corporate world. This fact highlights the opportunity to
develop studies in search of standards that can be widely
accepted and used to this end.
This article is structured as follows: in Section 2, we
explore the context that we have adopted in our study related
to the topic of Big Data; in Section 3, we provide details on
the protocols applied to the review; in Section 4, we present
the results; in Section 5, we present the conclusion and
suggest further future studies.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
After analyzing studies from different sectors and
applications with non-specified contexts, theories and
designs, we use this section to contextualize both the
population and the intervention related to this study.
A. Big Data
In spite of having given a definition to the origin of the
term Big Data in the introduction, it is a fact that since its
advent it has been used in a number of academic studies and
commercial applications without a clear uniform meaning or
context.
In a 2016 review comprising over a thousand and five
hundred studies that mentioned the term “Big Data”, De
Mauro et al. [8] proposed the following definition that would
be able to bundle most of the assessed texts: “Big Data is the
information asset characterized by such a High Volume,
Velocity and Variety to require specific Technology and
Analytical Methods for its transformation into Value”. This
definition is the one taken into consideration in our study
and what makes the theme of our review even more
relevant, once it highlights that the explicit objective of a
Big Data environment is to turn digital assets into value.
In our case, we searched for studies that proposed ways
in which financial value can be extracted from data in the
context herein.
B. The Value of Data as Digital Asset
“Many argue that Facebook did not “purchase” user
registrations, but user data and user-generated data are the
company’s core asset, which led to the largest technology
Initial Public Offering (IPO) in history” [1].
The debate on how “value” itself was formed has been
going on for millennia, since pre-Christian era, when
Aristotle argued that value is based on the need for
exchange (Aristotle, 350 BC). This concept is in the core of
economic adjustment and is the basis to define what will be
produced, how it will be produced and who will produce it.
Another key discussion in economic theory includes
questioning the reasons for a product or service to be priced
the way it is, that is, how the value of a product or service is
determined and how to calculate it correctly.
The theory was formulated and applied in a world where
products and services were in their entirety represented by
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physical assets with well-defined characteristics: raw
material, finished products and services provided by
physical living beings (humans and animals).
The advent of computers brought the world a new
category of assets, digital ones, represented in a discrete
numerical way and used in digital devices with
computational processing. These digital assets are capable
of delivering a new category of products and services: better
decisions, increased performance, competitive advantages
and they can even be sold directly as a product. It is in this
context of “data” as a digital asset and as a product itself
that we will study the ways of monetization that have been
proposed.
III. METHODS
The formal process of systematic literature review
applied in this study was based on the methodology
suggested by Kitchenham et al. [7]. Six steps composed our
methodology: (1) development of the protocol, (2)
identification of the criteria for inclusion and exclusion, (3)
search for relevant studies, (4) data extraction, and (5)
synthesis.
This review focuses on identifying primary studies that
approached techniques that proposed ways for monetizing
new data in a Big Data environment. Bearing this goal in
mind, the next step was the definition of the problem that
would guide the search for primary studies.
According to Eron Kelly, “In the next five years, we'll
generate more data as humankind than we generated in the
previous 5,000 years” [9]. In this setting, we have defined
the problem:
●

How can we monetize new data generated and
available in the Market in a Big Data
environment?

Our research questions are presented below. The aim is
to discover methods either in use or suggested to determine
both relevance and value of the datum in Big Data
environments and to observe if any of them considers the
information theory in their formation.
A. Research Questions
RQ1. What methods have been suggested or applied to
determine the relevance of the datum?
RQ2. What methodologies have been applied to identify
the value of a datum?
RQ3. Does the methodology to identify the value use the
information theory in its formulation? How?
With the questions well defined, in the following sections
we move on to defining the protocols for search, selection,
extractions and detailed synthesis.
B. Search Protocol
We chose to perform an automatic selection that would
guarantee the feedback of the highest possible number of
articles that could answer our research questions. For such,
we started by defining the search string. Table I below shows
the search string we applied.
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TABLE I.

SEARCH STRING
Applied Search String

Search Terms

Population

Rational

Studies that approach
themes related to Big
Data

(“Big Data”)
AND

Intervention

"data assets" OR "value
evaluation" OR "data
monetization" OR "data
marketplace"
OR
"information value" OR
"data
value"
OR
"business value"

Studies that must be
related to monetization
of data, that is, the
extraction of financial
value.

We have selected three (3) academic bases that
congregate relevant studies in the context of software
engineering and Big Data:




ACM Digital Library;
IEEE Xplore;
ScienceDirect – Elsevier;

In the process of extracting information from the selected
bases, the search strings were applied separately in each of
them. The searches were conducted between May and June,
2020. The studies were grouped and then examined in search
of duplicity. Table II shows the number of studies found in
each selected base.
TABLE II.

PAPERS SELECT BY DATABASE

Database
ACM Digital Library
IEEE Xplore
ScienceDirect – Elsevier

Amount of studies
403
162
1634

Figure 1 presents the number of studies returned in the
search according to the year of publication. It is important to
point out that in spite of being a recent theme, as the first
studies date from 2012, it has gained increased attention by
the year.

Figure 1. Studies grouped by year of publication.

We have observed a compound annual growth rate of
67% in the number of studies between 2012 and 2019. This
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shows how this theme has become more and more relevant
and coherent with the increase in solutions and demands
based on data.
C. Criteria for Inclusion and Exclusion
With well-defined string and bases, we focused our
selection of articles in the period between 2012 and 2019.
The starting point was 2012 for being the year where the first
articles related to the theme were published. 2019 was
chosen so as to guarantee the replicability of this study in
future research (2020 is still ongoing and new articles might
still arise for this period in future studies).
On the Criteria for Inclusion and Exclusion, we
considered primary studies that would analyze ways of
monetizing data, regardless of the context, sector or
application.
Criteria for Inclusion: Besides the period of publication,
we still defined as criteria for inclusion:
 Primary studies published in English;
 Studies that approach the theme of Big Data and
monetization of data;
 Studies that answer at least one of the research
questions.
Criteria for Exclusion:
 Academic or teaching-oriented articles;
 Short articles, courses, tutorials and secondary and
tertiary studies (reviews);
 Duplicated studies (in these cases, only one version
was considered).
D. Steps of the Selection
This section describes the selection process from the start
by using the strategies described below in order to identify
primary studies.
The first step was to obtain studies returned from the
search in the databases by using the Zotero [10] and Ryyan
platforms [11], both designed for managing publications and
supporting reviews. We used these tools to conduct the steps
listed below and in Figure 2 in the Results section, showing
the number of articles that were filtered through each step
until the final selection:
1. Elimination of duplicates and articles written in
another language;
2. Search for keywords related to the theme;
3. Reading of the title;
4. Reading of the abstract;
5. Reading of the Introduction and Conclusion, and;
6. Reading of the full article.
In steps 2-6 above, many articles were eliminated for not
mentioning ways of monetizing data in the Big Data context
either in the title, abstract or keywords, others were also
eliminated from the reading of the introduction and
conclusion for clearly not approaching the research
questions. Finally, in the Reading of the full article step, an
additional number of studies were eliminated because, in
spite of approaching themes related to the subject of this
study, they did not present answers to the research questions.
Figure 2 shows the outcome of the execution of this
protocol in the Results section.
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E. Extraction and Synthesis Protocol
We used a support form, from the Google Forms tool, to
extract the evidence that answered the research question.
This evidence was catalogued in a spreadsheet so it could be
used in the following synthesis step.
A thematic synthesis was defined to our review, once the
contexts, theories and designs of the selected articles do not
follow specific standards. This method of synthesis is
specially adjusted to these cases, once it allows to identify
(codify) and report patterns (themes) based on the data
extracted from primary qualitative studies [12].
IV.

RESULTS

A. Conducting Search and Selection
The search was performed according to the protocol
defined in the previous step and the results are presented in
Figure 2.

TABLE III.

STUDIES ANSWERING RESEARCH QUESTIONS BY
DATABASE
Database
Studies for Extraction
ACM Digital Library
2
IEEE Xplore
12
ScienceDirect – Elsevier
5

B. Conduction the Extraction and Synthesis processes
We move on with the conduction of our protocol, now to
the extraction and synthesis steps.
Each of the excerpts extracted from the 19 selected
articles was codified for a future more detailed synthesis of
the theme, according to the thematic synthesis methodology
suggested by Cruzes and Dyba [12]. It starts with the
identification of keywords in the extracted texts, followed by
a process of codification of these texts into higher concepts
and, at last, a definition of themes, grouping one or more of
the generated codes. In Figure 3, we present the process we
applied.

Figure 3. Process of synthesis applied to this study [12].

Table IV presents the answers found in each of the
selected articles for each of the research questions.
TABLE IV.

Figure 2. Results of the search and selection process.

A total of 2199 related studies were found in our search
string for the defined period and, after the application of the
inclusion and exclusion criteria and the steps for selection
defined in our protocol, we were left with 19 primary studies
to be dealt with in the following extraction and synthesis
stages.
Table III presents the number of studies retrieved from
each database. It is curious to observe that most of the
studies where we found answers to our research questions
came from the base that returned the fewest articles in our
initial search. In general, at the end of the selection process,
only a few studies approached our problem when compared
to the original total of results at the beginning. Answers were
found in less than 1% of the studies returned from the initial
search.
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Study
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]
[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[29]
[30]
[1]
Total

RQ1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
14

QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY ARTICLE

RQ2
1
1
1

RQ3

1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
14

1
1
1
4

Total
1
2
3
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
2
2
32
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We have found eight studies with answers to one of our
questions and in ten other papers we found answers to two of
our questions. Only one of the papers was able to answer our
three research questions.
C. Answers to the Research Questions
This section approaches a detailed discussion on the
results of the systematic review. The subsections provide
answers to RQ1 - RQ3 research questions.
After the analysis and extraction steps have been done in
primary studies, we were able to identify some aspects
related to monetization of data in a Big Data environment
based on these studies. The first conclusion is that the theme
of monetization of data in a Big Data context is still a recent
theme, as two thirds of the answers were found in studies
published in the last 3 years. The second conclusion is that
few theories and models were developed aiming to approach
the theme of this research, once we were left with only 19
studies that were able to answer the research questions.
Finally, among the few papers that proposed theories and
models to meet the theme of this research, we have not been
able to find a model or method that could be considered a
standard.
It was surprising to find out that in order to valuate a
datum in a Big Data context, techniques based on data are
not the most commonly applied. This may sound like a
contradiction at first, but it can also be interpreted according
to the market law (supply x demand) even in these contexts.
Another hypothesis to justify this observation would be
the natural stillness of concepts (inertia), usually applied to
physical assets, with characteristics of scarcity, in an
approach that would seem more natural in the context of
digital assets (using data-based techniques in order to price
data).
In this section, we summarize the answers to each of the
research questions.
1) RQ1: What methods have been suggested or applied
to determine the relevance of the datum?(14 answers)
a) In this review, the most applied methods to
determine the relevance of data were the analytical
techniques (50% of the findings, 7 cases);
b) Methods that evaluated the relevance of data in a
business context were found in 29% of the cases (4 cases);
c) In 2 of the cases (14%) there were methods based in
intrinsic characteristics on the data (kinds of data, volume,
velocity, etc.);
d) Finally, in 1 of the articles, the use of the datum was
applied as a method to determine the relevance of the datum
(defined as the number of hits or references to a certain
piece of information).
Even among the most used methods, it was not possible
to find uniformity, for instance, in the case of the use of
analytical techniques to determine the relevance of a datum,
where many distinct techniques were applied without the
predominance of a specific one.
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2) RQ2: What methodologies have been applied to
identify the value of a datum? (14 answers)
Table V summarizes the answers to this research
question.
TABLE V.

BASE FOR VALUE IDENTIFICATION

Way of determining value
SUPPLY X DEMAND
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
USE OF THE DATUM (USE/HITS)
BOOK VALUE
RISK X RETURN
INFORMATION THEORY

%
35.71%
21.43%
14.29%
14.29%
7.14%
7.14%

In a simplified way, we have found that the supply x
demand market law was the most common reference to
determine the value of new data in a Big Data context,
followed by analytical techniques (also highlighted in the
previous question). Next in line, there were the methods
based on the use of data, book value and, finally, a case was
based on the price of risk x return and the other based on
information theory.
3) Does the methodology to identify the value use the
information theory in its formulation? How?
Although in only one of the cases the Information Theory
has been used as a method to determine the value of new
data, four other studies have referenced this theory in their
considerations. Two studies cite entropy as a factor that is
directly linked to pricing new data and two others refer to the
exchange of information as a trigger to generate value, that
is, no exchange, no value.
Many of the studies that proposed methods for valuating
a datum considered that, despite the proliferation of the
theme of Big Data, research to determine value in this
context is still recent in academic literature.
V.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

As we finished the proposed systematic literature review
process, in search for answers on how to monetize data in a
Big Data context, the first conclusion was that the theme of
monetization of data in this context is still recent in academic
literature. The first studies that answered our questions in the
researched bases dated from 2013 (2 studies) and 75% of the
answers we found dated from 2017 on. Another conclusion
is that very few theories and models were developed with the
specific aim of approaching this theme, since out of 2199
studies in our initial search we ended up with only 19 that
were able to address our research questions. In sum, it was
possible to observe that less than one percent of the studies
answered at least one of our questions. Finally, even among
the few papers that proposed theories and models to answer
the research questions, we could not find a pattern or method
that would be considered a standard or even a most applied
one.
The results showed that, despite the progress in the theme
of Big Data and in the application of analytical
methodologies over the last decades, there is not yet widely
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used data-based method to determine the value of a datum as
a digital asset. Based on the studies we found, it is possible
to conclude that very little attention has been given to the
dimension Value in academic research when compared to the
three classical dimensions (Volume, Velocity and Variety) of
the original definition of Big Data. Research is even more
scarce in terms of financial value, and the existing studies do
not share a common view on the right way of measuring and
defining this value.
The most surprising finding was the fact that, in order to
valuate a datum in the context of Big Data, techniques based
on data are not the most commonly applied. This may sound
like a contradiction at first, but it can also be interpreted by
the market law (supply x demand) even in contexts or by the
natural stillness necessary to a change of approach that
seems to be inevitable when considering the characteristics
of digital assets.
If on the one hand monetization of data in Big Data
environments is a poorly explored field in academic
literature, these intangible assets grow exponentially and
they are more and more present in the corporate world,
which highlights the opportunity to develop research to find
standards that can be widely accepted and used to this end.
With future studies, we will delve deeper in the theme in
search of models and standards for pricing data-based digital
assets (analytical techniques).
We can consider as threats to the validity of this research
the fact that we have not done manual search for articles and
did not include commercial white papers in the scope. The
main reason is that it was a first approach to the problem and
our intention was to review the theme in academic literature
in an automatic manner. Future works will also consider
these additional steps.
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Abstract— Online review comments have become a popular
and efficient way for sellers to acquire feedback from
customers and improve their service quality. These online
reviews in the e-tourism era, in the format of both textual
reviews (comments) and ratings, generate an electronic Word
Of Mouth (eWOM) effect, which influences future customer
demand and hotels’ financial performance and thus have
significant business value. This paper proposes an approach
for hotel quality evaluation according to online review
comments and ratings using Fuzzy Pattern Matching (FPM)
for mining customers’ opinions and Fuzzy Cognitive Maps
(FCM) for evaluating the attributes that contribute to the
review rating. The proposed approach was applied to a 4-star
hotels dataset in Athens, Greece and experiments were
performed.
Keywords-e-tourism; data analytics; machine learning;
tourism management; service quality.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Online comments have become a popular and efficient
way for sellers to acquire feedback from customers and
improve their service quality [1]. According to a survey, with
the increased popularity of online bookings, 53% of
travellers state that they would be unwilling to book a hotel
that had no reviews, while a 10% increase in travel review
ratings would increase bookings by more than 5% [2].
Customer online reviews of hotels have significant business
value in the e-commerce and big data era, while they affect
room occupancy [3], revenue, prices [4] and market share
[5]. These online reviews in the e-tourism era, in the format
of both textual reviews (comments) and ratings, generate an
electronic Word Of Mouth (eWOM) effect, which influences
future customer demand and hotels’ financial performance
[6].
Hotel owners want to know the details about hotel
guests’ experiences, to improve the corresponding product
and service attributes, and customers’ overall evaluation of
the hotel stay experience, to obtain a snapshot of the hotel’s
operational performance and overall customer satisfaction
[7][8]. Although the direct measurement of customer ratings
in terms of closed-ended survey questions can show overall
customer satisfaction in a direct way [7][8], they suffer from
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confounding the data of customers’ true evaluation because
of variations in survey design from different approaches [9].
Recently, many studies have focused on textual reviews
[8][10]. In contrast to a pre-designed questionnaire survey,
online textual reviews have an open-structured form and can
show customer consumption experiences, highlight the
product and service attributes customers care about, and
provide customers’ perceptions in a detailed way through the
open-structure form [8]. The provided information is free
from obvious bias and is helpful in understanding and
assessing hotel performance [11]. In addition, such
information is inexpensive and efficient to collect [12].
However, the exploitation of online textual reviews is still
largely under-explored [8], while there is a lack of advanced
data analytics approaches and algorithms for modeling
complex dynamics of online hotel review data.
Hotel quality evaluation from online reviews is an
emerging research field; however, the vast majority of
existing research works have been performed from a tourism
management perspective. Therefore, the applied methods
and algorithms are limited to descriptive statistics, e.g., using
well-established regression models. However, the increasing
amount of online reviews as the core means for customers to
express their level of satisfaction about a hotel pose
significant challenges to the data analytics and computer
science community for the development of advanced data
analytics models aiming at providing a higher level of
intelligence and thus, increased business value.
In this paper, we propose an approach for hotel quality
evaluation from online reviews using Fuzzy Pattern
Matching (FPM) and Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM). The
objective is to provide a unified algorithm, which both: (i)
mines customers’ opinions from online hotel reviews (review
comments and rating); and, (ii) evaluates the hotel
performance by identifying how the various attributes (e.g.,
location, cleanliness, breakfast, etc.) affect the overall review
rating. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents the related work on methods and approaches for
hotel evaluation based on online review comments. Section
III describes the research methodology and the proposed
approach for hotel quality evaluation from online reviews
using FPM and FCM. Section IV presents the results from
the adoption of the proposed methodology on a dataset of six
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4-star hotels in Athens. Section V concludes the paper and
outlines our plans for future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

The business value of online consumer reviews has
emerged in recent year in the hotel industry aiming at solving
the problems confronted by the traditional hotel service
quality assessment methods [13]. For example, in [14], the
authors performed hierarchical multiple regressions in order
to examine the effects of traditional customer satisfaction
relative magnitude and social media review ratings on hotel
performance and found that social media review rating is a
more significant predictor. In the traditional hotel quality
assessment, domain experts or customers are asked to fill in
a questionnaire and score each evaluation index to be used in
a service quality assessment model [15]-[17]. On the
contrary, online comments are made by a large amount of
customers with actual user experience shortly after the
consumption is completed. In addition, the increasing
amount of reviews-related data pave the way for the use of
advanced data analytics and machine learning algorithms
that outperform traditional statistical methods based on
sampling [2].
Technical attributes of online textual reviews can explain
significant variations in customer ratings and can have a
significant effect on customer ratings [18][19]. In this
direction, in [8], the authors developed an approach for
predicting overall customer satisfaction using the technical
attributes of online textual reviews and customers’
involvement in the review community. They calculated
subjectivity and polarity measurements by using naïve Bayes
classifier and sentiment analysis. The research work in [10]
investigated the underpinnings of satisfied and unsatisfied
hotel customers by applying text mining techniques on
online reviews.
The literature is rich of methodologies based on
descriptive statistics aiming at providing insights on hotel
quality performance for various datasets. In [20], the authors
applied statistical methods in order to assess how several
characteristics, such as timeliness of the response, length of
the response, number of responses, etc., contributes to the
hotel’s financial performance. The research work in [21]
compared the rating dynamics of the same hotels in two
online review platforms, which mainly differ in requiring or
not requiring proof of prior reservation before posting a
review (respectively, a verified vs a non-verified platform).
In [22], the authors examined the effect of factors of online
consumer review, including quality, quantity, consistency,
on the offline hotel occupancy (i.e., how popular the hotel is
among consumers).
In [3], the extent to which digital marketing strategies
influence hotel room occupancy and revenue per available
room and how this mechanism is different for different types
of hotels in terms of star rating and independent versus chain
hotels was investigated. In [23], the authors examined the
determinants of customer satisfaction in hospitality venues
through an analysis of online reviews using text mining and
content analysis. The research work in [24] investigated the
impacts of online review and source features (usefulness,
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reviewer expertise, timeliness, volume, valence and
comprehensiveness) upon travelers’ online hotel booking
intentions by applying factor analysis and regression
analysis. In [11], the authors compared customer satisfaction
by classifying several attributes influencing customer
satisfaction in: satisfiers, dissatisfiers, bidirectional forces,
and neutrals. Reference [25] applied qualitative research
methods and extracted six main factors influencing the
positive or negative emotions of the comments of travelers
staying in the hotel.
Reference [26] conducted a multilevel analysis of factors
affecting customer satisfaction, such as service encounter,
visitor, visitor’s nationality, hotel, and destination. In [27],
the authors applied a multi-group analysis and an
importance-performance map analysis by means of PLSSEM in order to differentiate between service quality
performance scores and their influences on customer
satisfaction across accommodation with a different star
grading. Reference [28] assessed social media content
produced by customers and related review-management
strategies of domestic and international hotel chains with the
use of multilevel regression.
As mentioned earlier, the increasing amounts of reviewsrelated data require advanced data analytics and machine
learning methods for exploiting the full potential. To this
end, the research work in [2] assessed whether terms related
to guest experience can be used to identify ways to enhance
hospitality services. They developed a model based on naïve
Bayes classifier in order process vast amount of data and to
classify reviews of hotels. Reference [29] developed a
framework in order to integrate visual analytics and (deep)
machine learning techniques, such as clustering for text
classification and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), to
investigate whether hotel managers respond to positive and
negative reviews differently and how to use a deep learning
approach to prioritize responses. Reference [1] combined
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation and fuzzy cognitive maps
aiming at identifying the causal relations among evaluation
indexes from online comments. Based on this, their proposed
approach recommends more economical solutions for
improving the service quality by automatically getting more
trustworthy evaluation from a large amount of less
trustworthy online comments.
III.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Our research methodology consists of three main steps:
(i) Extracting the evaluation criteria from online comments;
(ii) Mining customers’ opinions using FPM; and, (iii)
Applying FCM for attributes evaluation. These steps are
described in detail in the following sub-sections.
A. Extracting the Evaluation Criteria from Online
Comments
The proposed approach utilizes three fields from the
online hotel reviews: (i) review title; (ii) review comments;
and, (iii) review rating. This step of the methodology
processes the review title and the review comments in order
to extract the evaluation criteria from the online comments.
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More specifically, based upon an evaluation index for hotel
service quality [1], this step identifies the criteria mentioned
in the hotel reviews under examination, e.g., location, price,
breakfast, room space, etc. In this way, the criteria are
defined dynamically out of the pre-defined list, according to
the dataset of the available online comments. The extracted
evaluation criteria of the previous step play the role of a
questionnaire and the online review comments can be
considered as the answers to the questionnaire made by
customers, so that they can be further processed with the use
of Fuzzy Pattern Match Template (FPMT), as we describe in
Section III.B. Moreover, along with the review rating, they
constitute the concepts of the FCM, as we describe in
Section III.C.
B. Mining Customers’ Opinions Using Fuzzy Pattern
Matching
Since online comments are written in natural and
informal language, there is the need to mine customers’
opinions so that they subsequently feed into the FCM for
further processing. FPM, alternatively mentioned as fuzzy
string searching or approximate string matching, has been
developed in the framework of fuzzy set and possibility
theory in order to take into account the imprecision and the
uncertainty pervading values, which have to be compared in
a matching process [30]. This technique has proved effective
for implementing patterns of approximate reasoning in
expert system inference engines, and for designing retrieval
systems capable of managing incomplete and fuzzy
information data bases and vague queries.
In online review comments, different customers may use
different words or phrases to express their opinions, while
the comments may be vague. For example, poor cleanliness
can be expressed as: “The room was too dirty”, “Very dirty”,
etc. Regular expression is an efficient pattern match [31]
technology to identify the specific pattern strings from a long
text. A simple example of regular expression is
“[\s\S]∗?[room|bathroom][\s\S]∗?dirty[\s\S]∗?” that can
match “The room was too dirty.” However, the regular
expression method causes a binary value result: match or not
match.
In the proposed approach, we apply FPMT [1] as an
effective fuzzy pattern matching method to deal with the
vagueness of the free text online comments. FPMT is a set of
pattern strings with membership degrees, denoted as:
FPMT = {(p1, w1), (p2, w2), …, (pi, wi ), …, (pn, wn)}
where pi is a pattern string described by regular expression,
and wi is the membership degree that a string falls into the
object FPMT when the string matches pi. When a string
matches multiple pattern strings at the same time, the max
membership degree of these pattern strings will be selected
as the final membership degree. Although this method results
in some mismatched cases due to the limitation of pattern
strings, this causes little impact on the final result, because
there are many redundant comments with similar semantics.
The output of customers’ opinions mining is a fuzzy
evaluation of the extracted criteria. Specifically, first, the
extracted evaluation criteria of hotel quality are assigned to a
five-level Likert scale (1 – Very Low, 2 – Low, 3- Neutral, 4
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– High, 5 – Very High), which serve as an equivalent to
responses of a Likert scale questionnaire. Then, following
the approach proposed by [32], this step considers the
median of the resulting responses in order to represent the
magnitude of causality among the evaluation criteria to be
used as FCM concepts in Section III.C.
C. Applying Fuzzy Cognitive Maps for Attributes
Evaluation
This step applies FCM in order to evaluate the quality of
the hotels with respect to the extracted evaluation criteria,
i.e., attributes, from Section II.A and to identify the effect of
each criterion to the review rating. An FCM is a graph
consisting of nodes Ci that represent the concepts of the
domain in study, connected to each other with weighted arcs
W(i,j) showing how concept i is causally affected by concept
j. The weights on the arcs connecting two concepts
correspond to fuzzy qualifiers, such as ‘a little’,
‘moderately’, ‘a lot’, or fuzzy numbers can be assigned in
order to show the extent to which a concept affects another.
FCMs are used to model and study perceptions about a
domain, to investigate the interrelationships among its
concepts and to draw conclusions based on the implications
of scenarios. The impact among the concepts of a FCM is
estimated using the indirect effect i.e., the impact caused due
to the interrelationships among the concepts along the path
from a cause variable (X) to an effect variable (Y) and the
total effect, i.e., the sum of all the indirect effects from the
cause variable X to the effect variable Y [33].
FCMs can be represented by means of an N×N matrix E
= [eij], where N is the number of the concepts in the FCM
with i and j representing concepts in the FCM. Every value
eij of this matrix represents the strength and direction of
causality between interrelated concepts. The value of
causality eij is assigned values from the interval [-1, +1], as
follows [34]:
 eij > 0 indicates a causal increase or positive
causality from node i to j.
 eij = 0 there is no causality from node i to j.
 eij < 0 indicates a causal decrease or negative
causality from node i to j.
The multiplication between matrices representing FCMs
produces the indirect and total effects [35] and allows the
study of the impact that a given causal effect D1 causes.
Causal effects can be represented with a 1×N vector [36].
This impact is calculated through repeated multi-plications:
E × D1 = D2, E × D2 = D3 and so on, that is, E × Di = Di+1,
until equilibrium is reached, which is the final result of the
effect D1. Equilibrium is reached when the final result equals
to zero, i.e., all cells of the resulting vector are equal to zero
(0) and there is no any further causal impact caused by any
concept. Different thresholds, depending on the modelling
needs, restrict the values that result from each multiplication
within the range [-1, +1] [32].
The FCM suitability for hotel quality evaluation through
online review is argued by considering that a variety of what
– if sensitivity simulations can be performed effectively.
Through what – if simulations, hotels can identify a set of
relevant review factors, pertaining to the customer
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satisfaction as well as hotel services that need to be
improved. In the proposed approach, the FCM concepts
matrix consists of the extracted evaluation criteria plus an
additional concept referring to the review rating. The latter is
affected by all the other concepts and does not affect any of
them.
The FCM is applied separately for each hotel in order to
allow each hotel gaining meaningful insights for its
performance. However, there is also the possibility for
aggregated results of more than one hotel (e.g., in one region
of interest, specific number of stars, same overall review
rating, etc.) in the sense of an “augmented topology”, thus
allowing the combination of multiple FCMs into a single
knowledge-based representation. Multiple weighted FCMs
are combined into a single averaged FCM by adding their
scaled and augmented adjacency weight matrix. This
procedure is based on the mathematical transformation of the
causal weight matrices [37]. If the FCMs involve different
concepts, each causal matrix is augmented by adding a new
column and row filled with zeros for each additional concept.

the summation of its absolute incoming (indegree) and
outgoing (outdegree) connection weights. Furthermore, we
performed inference using various reasoning rules (Kosko’s
activation rule, Kosko’s activation rule with self-memory,
Rescaled activation rule with self-memory) in order to
compute the output vector including the weights of the
concepts. Figure 3 presents an indicative visualization of our
results. Specifically, Figure 3a depicts a chart and Figure 3b
depicts a table with the iterations of the algorithm until
convergence.

IV. RESULTS
The proposed methodology was applied to a dataset
including six 4-star hotels in Athens, Greece. Each hotel had
60 reviews consisting, among others, of the review title, the
review comments, and the review rating. The superset of the
FCM concepts is shown in Table I. These concepts represent
the extracted evaluation criteria from FPMT (C1-C9) along
with the review rating (C10).
TABLE I.
ID

Concepts

C1

THE EXTRACTED EVALUATION CRITERIA
Figure 1. The resulting FCM of one indicative hotel.

Location

ID
C6

Concepts
Quiet

C2

Personnel

C7

Parking

C3

Cleanliness

C8

Interior Design

C4

Room Space

C9

Bed

C5

Breakfast

C10

Review Rating

After the fuzzy evaluation of the aforementioned
concepts for each hotel, the weight matrix is created and is
inserted to the FCM model. Figure 1 depicts the result for
one indicative hotel, while Figure 2 depicts the augmented
FCM topology of all the six hotels under examination. The
C10: Review Rating has been put on the left so that the effect
of the various attributes on the review rating is more visible.
For these visualizations as well as for experimental purposes,
we used the “FCM Expert” software tool [37]. The rest of
the experimental analysis deals with the augmented
topology, thus providing insights on a regional basis. As
shown in Figure 2, the review rating (C10) is mainly affected
by Location (C1), Cleanliness (C3), Room Space (C4) and
Interior Design (C8).
Table II presents the values related to the degree
centrality. It is a local centrality measure determined by only
its directed connections. The degree centrality of a node is
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Figure 2. The augmented FCM topology for all the six hotels.

Table III presents and compares the output vector of
weights by applying three different unsupervised learning
methods using a Hebbian rule, i.e., non-linear Hebbian
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learning, differential Hebbian learning, and balanced
differential Hebbian learning. Hebbian learning constitutes
an unsupervised technique initially applied on the training of
artificial neural networks [38]. The main feature of this
learning rule is that the change of a synaptic is computed by
taking into account the presynaptic and postsynaptic signals
flow towards each processing unit (neuron) of a neural
network [39].
TABLE II.

review rating (C10), i.e., C8 – C3 – C4 – C9 – C5 – C2 – C1
– C7 – C6.
TABLE III.

Concepts

Non-linear
Hebbian
Learning

Differential
Hebbian
Learning

Balanced
Differential
Hebbian Learning

C1

0.5825

0.6466

0.6674

C2

0.6712

0.6624

0.6663

C3

0.8266

0.7079

0.6851

C4

0.8090

0.6942

0.6757

C5

0.7256

0.6740

0.6713

C6

0.4731

0.6131

0.6556

C7

0.5145

0.6211

0.6572

C8

0.8609

0.7133

0.6860

C9

0.8008

0.6920

0.6730

C10

0.9200

0.7542

0.6997

OUTDEGREE, INDEGREE, AND CENTRALITY OF THE FCM

Concepts
C1

Outdegree

Indegree

Centrality

2.06

2.40

4.46

0.64

0.08

0.72

0.49

1.52

2.01

2.78

1.03

3.81

C5

0.03

0.41

0.44

C6

1.75

1.58

3.33

C7

1.70

1.52

3.22

C8

1.44

1.66

3.10

C9

0.92

1.02

1.94

C10

0.72

1.31

2.03

C2
C3
C4

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS FOR THE OUTPUT WEIGHT
VECTOR

V.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Hotel quality evaluation from online reviews is an
emerging research field, while the use of data analytics and
machine learning methods are able to exploit its full potential
in an e-tourism context. This paper proposed an approach for
hotel quality evaluation according to online review
comments and ratings using FPM for mining customers’
opinions and FCM for evaluating the attributes that
contribute to the review rating. The results show that the
proposed approach is able to model the complex dynamics of
online hotel review data, which are derived from both the
textual nature of the review comments and the uncertain
relationships between these comments and the review rating.
Regarding our future work, we plan to apply our
methodology to further datasets and to investigate the role of
user profiling in hotel selection.
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Abstract— Adults over the age of 65 years may be
considered as a vulnerable population prone to having falls,
which may have huge consequences. Machine learning is being
explored as an approach to understanding better the specific
risk factors for falling. However, most studies use composite
population data rather than including data on male or female
gender in the analysis. This study focused on using machine
learning models utilizing healthcare data to establish whether
gendered data gives a more accurate prediction of falling.
Splitting the data into male and female gives slightly higher
predictive accuracy, however, reducing the size of the dataset is
likely to give a lower prediction. Such models could provide
useful information to health and social care professionals in
their daily decision-making with individuals and families about
optimal care arrangements.
Keywords—machine
prediction.

learning;

male;

female;

falls;

I. INTRODUCTION
Public Health England reported that a third of the
population of adults over 65 years old is likely to fall at least
once per calendar year [1]. They also reported that half of
the population over 80 years old is likely to fall once per
year. It is estimated that 255,000 adults over the age of 65
years old who fall are admitted to hospital in England [2].
Similar to Public Health England, the Health Executive in
Ireland reported that 30% of adults over 65 years old in
Ireland will fall at least once per year [3].
It is quite common to be defined as being in a
vulnerable group of adults if they are over the age of 65
years as they are unfortunately more prone to falls [4].
There is also an increased prevalence of fear of falling in
older adults whether or not they have already fallen [5].
With the increased risk of falling in older adults, there is a
tendency to lose confidence when living at home
independently. There is also a high possibility of losing
mobility due to falls, resulting in further injury. Overall,
falls affect health and social care services due to the
increasing costs that arise [3]. It is estimated that falls cost
the National Health Service in England around £2.3 billion
per year [6].
Falls affect not only the individual, but may also have
implications for the individual’s family and decisions by
health and social care professionals. After an older person
falls, a shared decision between individuals, families and
health and social care professionals may be made on
whether or not the individual can continue living at home
safely [7]. Health and Social Care professionals make these
types of decisions every day in order to support the well-
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being of an older adult. Decisions regarding the elderly are
best when they are shared between all parties and ensure an
appropriate safe care package is in place [7]. Falls may
occur due to factors such as poor eyesight, low blood
pressure, medication or cognitive impairment [8]. As
humans we all experience positive and negative risks in the
world we live in. Generally, older adults encounter more
negative risks like burns [9], forgetting to take medication or
taking too much medication [10] and falling [11]. Figure 1
illustrates a small number of the categorized risk factors that
older adults experience. Figure 1 is based on the health care
risk factors that have been based on a review of the
literature.
Behavourial
•Depression
•Social
Withdrawal

Health Style
•Alcohol or
Smoking
•Nutrition

Figure 1.

Financial
•Exploitation
•Managing
Money

Personal
Safety
•Falling
•Burns

Associated Risks with Older Adults

There is a view that medical research is failing to
include gender differences when analyzing data [12].
Therefore, research could potentially be predominantly
based on one gender, and generalized over both genders. It
is important to include results for both genders in order to
implement the best practice for individuals within health and
social care research [12]. For example, medical imaging is
one field that has implemented gender balance and hence is
developing more accurate algorithms in order to help assist
medical doctors in diagnosing diseases [13]. Ferrante et al.
produced a study, which aims to display the importance of
gender balance using medical imaging datasets while
training artificial intelligence systems for diagnosis [13].
During the study they found that genders that were
underrepresented caused a decrease in performance. To
overcome bias, training samples should include the details
of the sample in terms of male and female so the data can be
used for analysis purposes.
In this study, we utilize machine learning models to
estimate the negative risks of falls in older adults as the
study techniques allow us to examine the male and female
data individually. We, as humans, use our attained
knowledge to predict different outcomes on a daily basis.
Machine learning helps to analyse, design and develop
systems [14] with the ability to learn new trends or patterns
within the data [15] in a consistent and objective way, but
they are subject to underlying bias in the data from which
the models are obtained. Machine learning is becoming
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popular within the health and social care sector to predict
adverse outcomes. With the ability to aid health and social
care professionals in decision making, the health sector has
adopted machine learning approaches, such as diagnosing
respiratory conditions from chest x-rays [16], detecting
signs of lung cancer at an early stage [17] and identifying
patients who need to be moved to the intensive care unit
[18]. Meaningful information can be extracted with machine
learning and used to help assist health and social care
professionals in their daily job by finding correlations within
data that could ideally be used to help improve the level of
care and help reduce costs overall within the health sector
[19]. The aim of this study was to use machine learning
algorithms to predict the likelihood of falls in older adults
by performing experiments and analyses on separate male
and female data. The paper is organised as follows: Section
2 outlines machine learning methods and the gendered
dataset used; the experiments and results are followed in
Section 3; the paper is then brought to a conclusion in
Section 4 with future work proposed.
II. MACHINE LEARNING & GENDERED DATA
In this study, we explore how different machine
learning algorithms work in identifying gender differences
in the underlying data. The Waikato Environment for
Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) [20] is an open source
machine learning software program that has been used for
this study. Within WEKA, we have used a number of
different machine learning approaches, as detailed below.
Firstly, we use the Naïve Bayes algorithm, which
implements Bayes Theorem whereby the probability for
each class is calculated from the training data supporting
both binary and multiclass classification problems. We also
use Support Vector Machines with Support Vector
Classification (SVC). SVC manages missing data as well as
nominal attributes. Multilayer Perceptron is a class of neural
networks and contains one or more hidden layers, which we
also use within WEKA. WEKA also contains a number of
decision tree-based approaches. Decision trees are
supportive of classification and regression and evaluate data
by beginning at the root node of a tree and moving down
towards the leaves until a prediction can be made. We use
PART [20], which builds a partial C4.5 decision tree in each
iteration and the best leaf is then made into a rule. A
Random Forest classifier [20] is used, which constructs a
multitude of trees for classification and regression purposes.
Probabilistic approaches such as Bayes Net [20], which is a
probabilistic model representing a set of variables and
conditional dependencies can also be utilized. Logistic
models are also used to predict the probability of a class or
event existing by using a logistic function to model binary
variables. A Simple Logistic algorithm models the
probability of the output in terms of the input. Lastly,
Classification via Regression completes classification using
regression methods. One regression model is built for each
class value. Each of these models will be used in Section III,
where experiments and results are presented.
In this study, we use the Irish Longitudinal Study on
Ageing (TILDA) dataset along with the WEKA program for
falls prediction. The dataset is split into gender-based
datasets - male and female. We subsequently use the
machine learning algorithms to predict the likelihood of falls
for males and females independently and thus determine if
gender has an effect on machine learning algorithms
prediction accuracy. The TILDA dataset is based on adults
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over the age of 50 years who live in a community dwelling
in Ireland [21]. The dataset is split into three different
waves, each collected in different years. Wave 1 consists of
data collected from 2009 to 2011. Wave 2 data were
collected during 2012 and 2013 and, lastly, Wave 3 data
were collected in 2015 and 2016. For the purposes of this
study, only Wave 1 data have been utilized. TILDA has
been used in numerous studies previously [22].
III. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS
A number of machine learning algorithms were selected
from WEKA’s machine learning environment to form
predictions alongside The Irish Longitudinal Study on
Aging dataset. These algorithms were used to train models
to predict if an individual is likely to fall depending on
whether they are male or female. Previous work has
identified the risk of an older adult falling using the same
dataset [22], but not considering gender differences.
This study presents a deeper analysis of the two genders
(male and female) to determine any patterns. There is a
number of input factors used in each of the models such as:
“Overall health description”, “Emotional mental health”,
“Long-term health issues”, “Afraid of falling”, “Joint or hip
replacements” and any “Previous blackouts or fainting”
episodes. A binary classification is the desired target output,
corresponding to either fall or no fall. Each input risk factor
has been added incrementally to the training inputs of each
model to ensure each one is of importance and if not, it was
subsequently removed. Each dataset was split into a training
and testing set and to remain consistent with previous work
this split was defined as 90%/10%. To ensure consistency in
the reported classifier accuracy, ten-fold cross validation
was used throughout all experiments. Each algorithm used
the standard selection of hyperparameter optimization
methods, Auto-WEKA does this using a fully automated
approach. Table I displays results based on previous work
[22], showing accuracies from 56% - 62%. The lowest
accuracy of 56% was obtained using the Multilayer
Perceptron machine learning technique and the highest
accuracy of 62% was obtained using the Classification via
Regression algorithm. The results below were based on
using the full dataset n=3242.
TABLE I.

MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE
USING THE FULL DATASET (n=3242) [20]

WEKA Classifier
Naïve Bayes

Correctly
Classified %
61

Support Vector Classification

60

PART

60

Random Forest

57

Decision Tree

59

Bayes Net

61

Logistic

60

Multilayer Perceptron

56

Simple Logistic

60

Classification via Regression

62
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In Table II, we present results for the same experiment
as in Table I using the full dataset except that we have now
included gender as another input factor. This enables us to
identify if gender has any effect on each of the models and
hence determine if there are gender differences.
Table II results demonstrate the significant increase in
accuracy when including male and female as a binary input
in comparison to Table I. The predictive performance of the
algorithms in Table II are higher overall and vary between
57% - 66%. The best performing model is Simple Logistic
and Classification via Regression classifying with an
accuracy of 66%. The poorest performing algorithm at 57%
was again the Multilayer Perceptron. This single model
approach has proved to be sufficient in identifying that
gender differences exists; the inclusion of gender, enabled
all algorithms to classify the data better than when gender
was not included (Table I).
TABLE II. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE
USING THE FULL DATASET (n=3242) INCLUDING MALE AND
FEMALE

TABLE III.

MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE
USING MALE DATA (n=1364)

WEKA Classifier

Correctly
Classified %

Naïve Bayes

58

Support Vector Classification

59

PART

58

Random Forest

57

Decision Tree

58

Bayes Net

58

Logistic

59

Multilayer Perceptron

57

Simple Logistic

59

Classification via Regression

59

Naïve Bayes

64

Support Vector Classification

63

PART

61

Random Forest

58

Decision Tree

63

The results for only female data from the dataset are
presented in Table IV. The results are again not significantly
different in terms of the machine learning algorithms with
respect to the best performance. However, we note the
overall classification accuracy results are slightly higher
than the male only data using the same amount of records as
the male dataset n=1364. The three algorithms that correctly
classified the data with 61% accuracy are Naïve Bayes,
Bayes Net and Logistic. The Logistic model remained
consistent providing the highest overall accuracy for both
the individual male data and individual female data.

Bayes Net

64

TABLE IV.

Logistic

64

Multilayer Perceptron

57

Simple Logistic

66

Classification via Regression

66

WEKA Classifier

Correctly
Classified %

As gender differences are evident, we investigated this
further by separating the dataset into male and female
records, in each dataset n=1364. However, this results in a
reduced number of records per dataset compared with the
results presented in Tables I and II. The results n=3242 and
n=1364 are not directly half of the full dataset as the full
dataset had a random number of both male and females
whereas the smaller dataset included the same number of
male (n=682) and females (n=682) to total 1364 in the
smaller dataset. Results using only male data from the
dataset are presented in Table III. There are no significant
differences in the performance of each of the machine
learning algorithms. The highest classification accuracy was
consistently achieved by four algorithms; Support Vector
Classification, Logistic, Simple Logistic and Classification
via Regression which, all correctly classify 59% of falls and
no falls correctly.
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MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE
USING FEMALE DATA (n=1364)

WEKA Classifier

Correctly
Classified %

Naïve Bayes

61

Support Vector Classification

60

PART

59

Random Forest

59

Decision Tree

60

Bayes Net

61

Logistic

61

Multilayer Perceptron

59

Simple Logistic

59

Classification via Regression

60

If we compare the results in Tables III and IV with the
results in Table II, we can see that the single model, using
the gender data, classifies the output more accurately than
two individual gender-based models. However, this could be
attributed to the fact that there is more than twice as much
data used to generate the results in Table II, compared with
Tables III and IV. Therefore, for fair comparison with
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balanced datasets, we re-ran the experiment illustrated
in Table II, using only 50% of the dataset (n=1621) and the
results are presented in Table V. This enables direct
comparison with the results in Tables III and IV, and
enables a fuller understanding of whether gender is
important information and whether inclusion of gender data
improves accuracy.
TABLE V. REDUCED DATASET (n=1621) INCLUDING MALE
AND FEMALE USING MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS

WEKA Classifier

Correctly
Classified %

Naïve Bayes

60

Support Vector Classification

59

PART

57

Random Forest

56

Decision Tree

60

Bayes Net

60

Logistic

61

Multilayer Perceptron

56

Simple Logistic

61

Classification via Regression

60

A comparison of the results in Tables III, IV and V
demonstrates the similarity of results. However, the female
data in Table IV are slightly better. A comparison of Table
V with Table II (the only difference being that Table V uses
half the dataset) demonstrates a slight decrease in predictive
accuracy due to using fewer records. The use of male and
female data as an input variable demonstrates gender
differences in the data, and that predictive accuracy can be
improved using male and female data as an input variable.
The results are not significant enough to justify the use of
individual models for gender due to the smaller data set; a
single model with gender as an input is sufficient to classify
the data. It should be noted that the TILDA dataset is
collected through self-declaration and, therefore,
performance accuracy of 50%-70% is as high as one would
expect for such a dataset that is not collected in a controlled
manner.
IV. CONCLUSION
This study has explored ten different machine learning
algorithms utilizing the data from The Longitudinal Study
on Ageing. The risk factors explored were: Overall Health
Description, Long-Term Health, Emotional Mental Health,
Afraid of Falling, Joint Replacements and Blackouts or
Fainting. The dataset was split into two, separating male
data from the female data to find correlations or patterns
when comparing against the dataset that included both male
and female together. This was an attempt to distinguish
whether there were any gender differences. A reduction in
the size of the dataset lowers predictive accuracy as
expected, but splitting the data into male and female gives
slightly higher predictive accuracy in both cases with the
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female data outperforming the male. The slightly higher
predictive accuracy of the female compared to the male data
suggests that the risk factors used are slightly more relevant
for females than males based on this data. For this data it is
apparent that separating male and female was beneficial. To
be useful in practice and delivery of services, these
computer models must be understandable and acceptable to
health and social care professionals as potentially they could
be of help in their daily job when guiding and making
decisions by individuals and families. It is important that
health and social care professionals view males and females
differently when looking at risk factors that affect the
elderly. Further work proposed is to develop visualization
methods to visualize risk to health and social care
professionals.
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Abstract—Financial trading often combines machine learning
and technical indicators to accurately predict future market
prices. Energy data and financial data have similar features;
therefore, this research derives eight electricity price technical
indicators to help control spending and reduce trading costs for
the Integrated Single Electricity Market in Ireland. The proposed
technical indicators were derived from electricity price data,
collected on an hourly basis from February until November 2019,
and used to train three regression machine learning algorithms
(Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, and Extreme Gradient
Boosting). The results for each of the regression algorithms were
first compared using one model for all trading periods. The
Random Forest algorithm was then trained with the same
technical indicators for each of the 24 hours periods individually
to see if an hourly approach enhanced model performance. The
proposed technical indicators accurately predict electricity prices
and overall accuracy was greatly improved using separate hourly
forecasting models.
Keywords- Hourly Forecasting; Machine Learning; Technical
Indicators; Energy Market.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Energy data display volatile characteristics that make
forecasting in the energy market difficult [1]. Time series
models analyse patterns by observing and training with previous
prices to predict future values. Price prediction machine learning
algorithms are an increasingly popular tool to tackle volatility
and reduce trading costs by creating optimal price models [2].
Price fluctuations arise when supply and demand are
imbalanced, but price forecasting can optimise unit purchasing
especially when short-term forecasting as the relationship is
stronger between actual and predicted values [3]. This research
centres on day-ahead electricity price prediction to examine
energy market trends, with the overall aim of building an
innovative system that assists electricity suppliers in future
planning to reduce purchasing costs and hence enables
consistent pricing for customers.
In the financial trading market, simple machine learning
algorithms have been quite effective when used for prediction
[4]. Technical indicators originate from historical financial data
and are often used as inputs to train machine learning forecasting
models. Generally, technical indicators are mostly considered to
aid investors in whether it is best to buy or sell in the trading
market [5]. This approach could be applied to the day-ahead
energy market by developing specific technical indicators that
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follow electricity price trends and including these derived
indicators as inputs in prediction models to forecast future
electricity prices. Technical indicators have only recently been
applied in the energy market for day-ahead forecasting,
therefore existing literature in this area is limited [6]. Energy
forecasting models that apply fundamental indicators as inputs
(load, weather variables, generation, etc.) have found that same
hour input data have robust correlation [7]. This conclusion was
also stated when separate 24-hour time-series models were
applied to the Spanish electricity price market data, noting that
separate hour models were more homogeneous in observing
trends than a model that considers all hours [8].
This paper develops eight new technical indicators
specifically for the energy market, building on the idea from [6]
of calculating the indicators for each hour separately. First, we
examine our technical indicators by including them as inputs and
using the actual electricity price as output in machine learning
regression models. The forecasting performance for day-ahead
predictions is evaluated for all techniques and all 24-hours are
included in the training models. The model performance
accuracies are then compared with the performance of models
that are trained only on raw price data as input, denoted as
persistence models, to determine if including technical
indicators as inputs improves model performance. This research
then examines 1-hourly models for each of the 24 hours to
determine if technical indicators do follow hourly patterns and
are therefore better at matching market trends when split by
hour.
This paper is organised as follows: Section II outlines each
of the proposed technical indicators for energy market
prediction and describes how each is calculated in terms of
electricity price. Section III discusses the three regression
algorithm modelling techniques. The results are presented and
discussed in Section IV highlighting first, the accuracy of each
regression 24-hour model, and then displaying the results for
each of the individual 24 1-hour Random Forest models. Section
V concludes the paper by summarising the key findings of this
research.
II. TECHNICAL INDICATORS
Technical analysis is common in stock market trading to
capture trends and information on price movement from
indicators built using raw stock price [9]. The core indicators for
price prediction are: (i) trend, (ii) oscillator, and (iii) momentum
[5]. The most complex part of technical analysis is deciding on
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parameter optimization and the sliding window size is a key
feature as it relates to the corresponding number of historical
records required for the calculation of each indicator [10]. A new
advancement for the island of Ireland is the Integrated Single
Electricity Market (ISEM) allowing energy traders greater
control. This development has led to the need for novel technical
price indicators to aid in forecasting decisions when to buy or
sell in the ISEM.
Our research presents eight innovative energy trading
technical indicators originating from, but not the same as, the
common financial technical indicators. The requirement for the
ISEM is day-ahead, therefore this work only focusses on
technical price indicators which improve day-ahead prediction
accuracy. The individual calculations for each of the indicators
used in both the all hours model and separate hourly models are
listed below:
1. Percentage Price Change Moving Average (PPCMA):
A trend indicator in time-series that, for the energy
market, we calculate price change as the difference
between the current price ( 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑛 ) and the price
from the same time period the day before (𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐿𝑎𝑔 24 ),
all divided by 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐿𝑎𝑔 24 . In the all hours model, the
moving average percentage price change was calculated
for is a rolling 24-hour window (i=24). For the hourly
models, a pool (i) ranging from a rolling 1-hour window
(i=1) to a 100-hour window (i=100) was calculated:
𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑀𝐴𝑖 = ∑[𝑃𝑃𝐶]

4.

𝑖

5.

()

where

2.

𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐿𝑎𝑔 24
∗ 100
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐿𝑎𝑔 24

3.

()

𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑀𝐴𝑖
𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑀𝐴𝑖

𝑖

()

Percentage Range (PR): An oscillator indicator that
finds a relationship between current electricity price and
the highest/lowest prices over a 24-hour window for the
all hours model. For the hourly models, a pool (i) ranges
from 1 to 100 to calculate the highest and lowest prices.
This indicator oscillates between 0 and 100, with a value
above 80 determined to indicate energy units are
oversold and a value below 20 indicating that energy
units are overbought:

𝑖

𝐴𝑖 = 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖 − 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖

(6)

𝐵𝑖 = | 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖 − 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 |

()

𝐶𝑖 = | 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖 − 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 |

()

Relative Strength Index (RSI): An oscillator indicator
that compares recent price gains to recent price losses.
This indicator oscillates between 0 and 100, with a value
over 70 determined to indicate that energy units are
overvalued and a value below 30 indicating that energy
units are undervalued. For the all hours model, Price Up
is the average of the previous 24 hours when price
difference increased, and Price Down is the average of
the previous 24 hours when price difference decreased.
For the hourly models, Price Up and Price Down are
calculated from the average of the previous i hours with
i ranging from 0 to 100:
100
(9)
𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑖 = 100 − [

Moving Average Deviation (MAD): A trend indicator
that utilises the PPCMA indicator to calculate the
deviation rate of the current electricity price from
PPCMA. For the hourly models, a pool (i) ranges from
1 to 100:
𝑀𝐴𝐷𝑖 =

𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

𝑃𝑃𝐶 =

Average True Range (ATR): A trend indicator
measuring price volatility. Over a 24-hour window,
there are three different values calculated for the all
hours model: highest price over the 24-hour period
minus lowest price over the 24-hour period; highest
price over the 24-hour period minus starting electricity
price; and lowest price over the 24-hour period minus
starting electricity price. The maximum value from
these three values is selected for each trading hour and
averaged over a rolling 24-hour window. For the hourly
models, a pool (i) ranging from a rolling 1-hour window
to a 100-hour window were used in the calculations:
(5)
𝐴𝑇𝑅 = ∑ 𝑀𝐴𝑋 [ 𝐴 , 𝐵 , 𝐶 ]

𝐷𝑖

]

where
𝐷𝑖 = (1 −

6.

∑𝑖 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑈𝑝[𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐿𝑎𝑔 𝑖 ]
)
∑𝑖 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛[𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐿𝑎𝑔 𝑖 ]

(10)

Average Directional Movement Index (ADX): A trend
indicator measuring the strength of the trend, grouping
the two directional movement indexes depending
whether price change, calculated as current electricity
price minus previous 24-hour price (all hours
model)/previous i-hour price (hourly models), is
grouped as a Price Up (positive) change or Price Down
(negative) change. The two indexes are combined and
smoothed with a moving average:
∑𝑖 𝐷𝑋 𝑈𝑝(𝑎𝑖 ) − ∑𝑖 𝐷𝑋 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛(𝑏𝑖 )
(11)
𝐴𝐷𝑋𝑖 = [

∑𝑖 𝐷𝑋 𝑈𝑝(𝑎𝑖 ) + ∑𝑖 𝐷𝑋 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛(𝑏𝑖 )

] ∗ 100

where
𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖 − 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑃𝑅𝑖 = [
] ∗ 100
𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖 − 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖
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(4)
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∑𝑖 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑈𝑝[𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐿𝑎𝑔 𝑖 ]
𝑎𝑖 =
𝐴𝑇𝑅𝑖

𝑏𝑖 =

7.

∑𝑖 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛[𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐿𝑎𝑔 𝑖 ]
𝐴𝑇𝑅𝑖

()

()

Moving Average Convergence/Divergence (MACD):
An oscillator indicator that considers the strength,
direction, and duration of the trend as well as price
momentum through moving averages of previous price
values with rolling window sizes of 12 and 24 for the all
hours model and rolling window sizes of 7 and 14 for
the hourly models:
𝑀𝐴𝐶𝐷 = ∑ 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑀𝐴𝐿𝑎𝑔 7
7

− ∑ 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑀𝐴𝐿𝑎𝑔 14

(14)

14

8.

TABLE I.

Price Momentum (PMOM): A momentum indicator
that measures the power of the market by observing the
current electricity price with the previous trading value
(1 hour before) for the all hours model. For the hourly
models, a pool (i) ranges from 1 to 100 to calculate:
𝑃𝑀𝑂𝑀𝑖 = 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐿𝑎𝑔 𝑖

(15)

III. MODELLING METHODOLOGY
Three machine learning algorithms were trained with the
eight technical indicators, implemented through SkLearn. A
Random Forest regression algorithm is an efficient ensemble
technique with many benefits: straightforward tuning, robust to
outliers, and expandable for data fitting [11]. During training of
a Random Forest, there are multiple trees split at nodes therefore
no single tree perceives the complete training dataset [12]. There
is transparency with the algorithm as a tuning parameter decides
when to split the input data for classifying [13]. After the
Random Forest is built a prediction value is outputted, which is
the average of each individual regression tree’s prediction [14].
In this research, a Random Forest regression algorithm was
implemented with 1000 trees and no pruning. Criterion measure
of split was set to Mean Squared Error (MSE) with minimum
sample split set to 2 and minimum sample leaf node set to 1.
Sequential learning, used in boosting algorithms, combines
weak learner models to create one strong learner model [15]. In
a Gradient Boosting regression algorithm, a prediction model is
built from weak learners through optimizing a loss function [16].
Another boosting regression algorithm is the Extreme Gradient
Boosting (XGBoost) that works through ensemble sequential
learning with weighted predictors [16]. This is an advanced
machine learning algorithm due to speed and the ability to train
large data [17]. In this research, an XGBoost algorithm was
implemented with 1000 trees, the fraction of column to be a
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random tree sample was set to 0.6, the fraction of observations
to be random tree subsample was set to 0.8, the maximum depth
of tree was set to 4, with a learning rate of 0.05.
The hourly models contain different technical indicator
parameters depending on the hour (0-23). As a pool of indicators
ranging from 1 to 100 were created for this part of the research,
selecting the optimal indicators for each hour is the first step.
Hyperparameters n and s represent the lag factor and span
respectively. This approach of finding an optimal n and s was
taken from the work presented in [6]. In our research, n was
utilized in the creation of five of our novel technical indicators
(PR, ATR, RSI, ADX, and PMOM) and s was utilized in the
creation of two of our novel technical indicators (PPCMA and
MAD). To find the optimal n and s for each hour, the model
which provided the lowest Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
during the Random Forest algorithm testing set was selected.
This is calculated in terms of electricity price as the difference
between actual and predicted price values. Optimization was
implemented on SkLearn by creating a list with all possible
combinations for n and s and ranking the RMSE for each
combination in order from lowest to highest RMSE.
OPTIMAL N AND S FOR HOURLY MODELS

Hour

Optimal n

Optimal s

0

48

45

1

100

42

2

61

74

3

59

5

4

59

76

5

74

75

6

100

99

7

99

75

8

91

93

9

2

97

10

87

82

11

75

76

12

78

77

13

41

7

14

95

97

15

83

71

16

87

82

17

106

80

18

87

94

19

102

99

20

102

106

21

56

38

22

81

81

23

55

55
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Table I displays the optimal n and s values for each of the
24 1-hour models. During the selection, the Random Forest
algorithm was applied and the corresponding technical
indicators were chosen based on optimal n and s. For instance,
the optimal technical indicators for Hour 0 are PPCMA45,
MAD45, PR48, ATR48, RSI48, ADX48, MACD, and
PMOM48. If n or s reached the maximum value of 100 the
indicator pool range was increased to 150 to ensure the optimal
model was selected.
IV. RESULTS
For the experiments, we use hourly ISEM electricity price
data ranging from 1st February 2019 until 01st December 2019
retrieved from SEMOpx website [18]. The technical indicators
derived from the raw price data, outlined in Section II, were first
calculated using all data and a sliding window of 24 hours.
Additionally, the indicators were calculated for each hour
separately and this time a sliding window pool i from 1 to 100
was utilised for each indicator to find the optimal n and s. The
calculated technical indicators were applied as training inputs
for the three machine learning models.
The data for the 24-hour machine learning models were split
85% for training (04th February - 16 October 2019) and 15% for
testing (17th October – 30th November 2019). The input data
were the eight technical indicators and the output data was the
actual electricity price for the same timeframe, time T. To put
this research work into context, a persistence model with raw
electricity price data as input was observed as a baseline at time
T and output price data at time T+24. Table II presents
comparative results for both persistence and technical indicator
24-hour models for Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, and
XGBoost. The most predictive indicators were MAD and
Percentage Range.

Testing model accuracy percentage is computed as model
error, chosen as the Root Mean Squared Log Error (RMSLE),
subtracted from 100. The RMSLE metric was chosen for the
accuracy calculation as it is robust to outliers, only observes
relative error, and gives a larger penalty for underestimating
[19]. From Table I, the testing accuracy ranged between 73%
and 76% for the persistence models and ranged between 86%
and 92% for the technical indicator models highlighting that
using technical indicators as inputs improves model
performance. RMSE evaluates the model performance of the
test set, the closer the value is to zero the better the prediction.
During model testing, XGBoost provided the lowest RMSE
value of 5.34. However, the model accuracy was the highest at
91.57% using the Random Forest. Figure 1 illustrates the actual
electricity price values plotted against the predicted price values
for the Random Forest testing phase. The figure exhibits a goodfit for the majority of predicted values especially at the
beginning of the testing period, but the fit is less accurate during
the last few hours of the testing period.
TABLE III.

SUMMARY RESULTS FOR RANDOM FOREST
HOURLY OPTIMAL MODELS

Hour

Testing Accuracy

Testing RMSE

0

88.16%

1.55

1

98.17%

0.98

2

90.26%

0.81

3

84.78%

0.77

4

86.28%

0.87

5

89.33%

0.75

6

91.16%

3.16

TABLE II.

SUMMARY RESULTS FOR 24-HOUR MODELS

7

98.74%

1.28

Algorithm

Persistence Models
Testing Testing
Accuracy RMSE

8

99.32%

0.74

9

98.92%

1.19

10

98.46%

1.99

11

98.64%

1.69

12

98.82%

1.47

13

98.02%

2.38

14

97.89%

2.42

15

98.50%

1.74

16

98.04%

3.24

17

94.62%

11.86

18

97.65%

4.6

19

98.58%

1.79

20

98.70%

1.44

21

98.32%

1.95

22

98.32%

1.59

23

86.87%

1.75

Gradient Boosting 75.44%

Technical Indicators
Testing
Testing
Accuracy
RMSE

13.18

86.90%

6.66

Random Forest

73.21%

16.30

91.57%

6.77

XGBoost

75.02%

14.39

89.70%

5.34

Figure. 1. Random Forest 24-Hour Model Testing
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The next stage of this work was to split the data by hour
before calculating separate hourly technical indicators to
determine if models are better trained as 24 separate 1-hour
prediction models. As well as hourly technical indicators, there
was also a pool of indicators with varying n and s for each hour
in order to select the optimal hourly models. The technical
indicators were calculated from data ranging between February
and December 2019 and used as model inputs. From the
previous work, it was clear that no matter which machine
learning algorithm was used, the use of technical indicators
improved prediction performance. Therefore, we only create
hourly models using the Random Forest algorithm as it
presented the highest model accuracy in Table II. The Random
Forest hourly models used 85% of the dataset for training (11th
May - 31 October 2019) and 15% for testing (01st November –
01st December 2019). Each Random Forest hourly model had
the technical indicators as input at time T and output price data
at time T+1 (day-ahead).

was tested with raw price data only. The three algorithms
accuracy ranged between 73% and 76% for the persistence
models and ranged between 86% and 92% for the technical
indicator models. These results confirmed that including
technical indicators as model inputs improved overall
performance.
In the next experiment stage, 24 separate 1-hour prediction
models were generated using the Random Forest algorithm.
Random Forest was selected here as in previous results it
resulted in the highest model accuracy. Optimal n and s were
required for each of the 24 1-hour Random Forest models split
by hour and chosen through running each indicator pool
combination and selecting the hyperparameters which result in
the lowest RMSE. The testing accuracy ranged between 84% to
over 99% for each of the 24 1-hour models and the majority had
a RMSE value below 3. These promising results indicate that
having individual hour models are more homogeneous and
beneficial for energy trading.
To conclude, energy traders should consider technical
indicators in price prediction models, especially individual
models that have been optimised for each hour of the day, to
capture market trends and enable accurate predictions, thus
reducing purchasing costs. Further work will consider adding
other energy related factors, such as wind generation to the
optimal models to determine if model accuracy can be further
improved.
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Abstract—In the era of Big Data, an unprecedented amount of
heterogeneous and unstructured data is generated every day,
which needs to be stored, managed, and processed to create new
services and applications. This has brought new concepts in data
management such as Data Lakes (DL) where the raw data is
stored without any transformation. Successful DL systems deploy
efficient metadata techniques in order to organize the DL. This
paper presents a comprehensive study of recent metadata models
for Data Lake that points out their rationales, strengths, and
weaknesses. More precisely, we provide a layered taxonomy of
recent metadata models and their specifications. This is followed
by a survey of recent works dealing with metadata management
in DL, which can be categorized into level, typology, and content
metadata. Based on such a study, an in-depth analysis of key
features, strengths, and missing points is conducted. This, in turn,
allowed to find the gap in the literature and identify open research
issues that require the attention of the community.
Keywords–Metadata; Metadata models; Data Lakes; Big Data.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the era of Big Data, data has become more and
more unstructured rendering traditional data storage models,
such as Relational Data-Bases and their Management Systems (RDBMS) ill-adapted to meet these new needs. Indeed,
traditional DBMS models are only suitable for applications
having limited volume with relatively infrequent updates. Such
systems, for instance, are unable to meet the exponentially
growing data processing requirements for giant IT (Information Technology) companies, such as Google, Facebook,
and Amazon. These limitations emphasize the need to review
the methods of storing and processing this massive data and
how to extract the relevant information. As a result, the
concept of Data Lake (DL) has emerged. Within Data Lakes,
massive heterogeneous data coming from different sources,
is stored in its raw format without any transformation in
order to accommodate multiple use-cases and applications.
This, however, introduces new challenges to the management
of these data with regards to discovery, storage, query, and
construction of the catalog, as can be seen from Figure 1. To
address such issues, metadata techniques are deployed within
Data Lakes to reorganize and store data. The extraction of
metadata from different heterogeneous data sources allows the
construction of the DL catalog, which is essential for querying
the DL. Within a Data Lake, a metadata catalog is a metadata
management system, i.e., a formal system, which provides
authority information on the structure and semantics of each
element ingested within the Data Lake. It provides for each
element the definition, the qualifiers associated with it, as well
as the correspondences with equivalents in other languages
or other diagrams, and finally the reference of the physical
location of this element for retrieval data. Nevertheless, the
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Figure 1. Data management process in a Data Lake.

extraction of the right metadata to build the catalog remains a
challenging issue.
This paper presents a comprehensive study of recent metadata models for Data Lake that points out their rationales,
strengths, and weaknesses. More precisely, we provide a layered taxonomy of recent metadata models and their specifications. This is followed by a survey of recent works dealing with
metadata management in DL, which can be categorized into
level, typology, and content metadata. Based on such a study,
an in-depth analysis of key features, strengths, and missing
point is conducted. This, in turn, allowed to find the gap in
the literature and identify open research issues that require the
attention of the community.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we detail and discuss existing metadata management
methods on Data Lake, which can be categorized into three
categories namely level, typology, and content metadata. In
Section 3, we study some metadata management models and
systems that support the description and semantics of data
ingested in the Data Lake. In Section 4, we present some limits
of different metadata management existing models that have
been identified and may be the subject of research directions
to explore. The paper ends in Section 5 with conclusions and
future directions.
II.

M ETADATA IN DATA L AKE

With the emergence of Data Lakes, which refer to a
massively scalable storage repository that contains a large
amount of raw data [1], and for good management of heterogeneous data sources, only metadata can guarantee efficient
management and effective interoperability of data sources [2].
However, until now, the representation and management of
metadata on Data Lakes remains an open research area. In this
section, we detail and discuss existing metadata management
methods on Data Lake, which can be categorized into three
categories namely level, typology, and content metadata, as
can be seen from Figure 2.
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A. Metadata Level
This category encompasses three models [3] [4] namely
technical metadata, operational metadata, and business metadata, detailed below.
1) Technical metadata: Technical metadata [3] describes
the technical aspects of data sets. It is used by the ingestion
engine to determine the type of data encoding and to automatically convert the data sets into encodings according to the
need or specification of the format and the type of encoding
used in the ingestion target. It includes the type and format
of the data (text, images, JSON, etc.) and the structure or the
schema [5]. This latter reports the names of the sources, their
data types, their lengths, and whether they can be empty or
not.
2) Operational metadata: Operational metadata [5] contains information on the quality and origin of the data. It
includes information about the source and target locations
of the data, file size, number of records, and the number of
records rejected during data preparation. Operational metadata
can come in two forms [3]:
•

•

Run-Time operational metadata: Reflects the state of
the data sets each time a record is added, modified, or
deleted.
On-boarding metadata: Describes the cycle and life
expectancy of data sets attributes provided by the
ingestion phase.

3) Business metadata: Business metadata [3] provides
meaning and semantics to technical metadata to give more
knowledge of the data sets. It provides information about
the data providers and source systems. This type of metadata
[5] covers management rules, such as setting an upper/lower
limit on wages or determining the data that must be deleted
from certain jobs for security and confidentiality reasons, for
instance.
B. Metadata Typology
Defining a model for Data Lakes also involves identifying
the data to be considered. Six key functionalities, expected by
a metadata system from a Data Lake, have been identified by
Sawadogo [6], which can be summarized as follows:
•

•

•

•
•

•

Semantic enrichment (SE), to generate a description
of the context of the data, with interpretable and
understandable tags based on ontologies.
Data indexing (DI) consists in setting up a data structure essential for the recovery of data sets via specific
characteristics (keywords or models). This requires the
construction of forward or reverse indices.
Link generation and conservation (LG) is the process
of discovering similarity relationships or integrating
relationships between data sets.
Data polymorphism (DP) as storing multiple representations of the same data.
Data version (DV) refers to the ability of the metadata
system to handle data changes while keeping the
previous states.
Usage tracking (UT) saves the interactions between
users and the Data Lake.
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Figure 2. Metadata categories in Data Lake.

Besides, Sawadogo and al. [6] also proposed a typology
of metadata, which categorizes it into intra-object, inter-object
and global metadata. The following subsections detail each one
of them.
1) Intra-object metadata: This category identifies properties, summaries and previews, versions, and semantic metadata
associated with a given object. The properties provide a general
description of an object, in the form of key/value pairs,
obtained from the file system (the title of the object, size, date
of the last modification, path, etc.). Summaries and previews
provide an overview of the content or structure of an object.
They can take the form of a data schema in the context of
structured or semi-structured data, or a word cloud for text
data. On the other hand, the creation of new versions of
the initial data follows updates to the raw data in the Data
Lake. Likewise, raw data (especially unstructured data) can be
reformatted, inducing the creation of new representations of
an object. Finally, semantic metadata are annotations that help
to understand the meaning of the data (descriptive tags, text
descriptions, or professional categories), useful for detecting
object relationships.
2) Inter-object metadata: Inter-object metadata describes
the relationships between at least two objects and has two main
elements namely object groupings and similarity links. The
former organizes objects into collections, which are derived
from semantic metadata. Besides, properties like format or
language can be used to group objects. The latter refers to
the intrinsic properties of objects, such as their content or
structure. It measures the compatibility of the diagrams of
two structured or semi-structured objects, or other measures
of common similarity.
3) Global metadata : Global metadata concern the entire
Data Lake. They provide a contextual layer to the Data Lake
that is essential for its analysis. Also, two new types of global
metadata are presented. Semantic resources are essentially
knowledge bases (ontologies, taxonomies, thesauri, dictionaries) used to generate other metadata and improve analyzes.
Generally, they come from external sources such as ontologies.
Furthermore, indexes are data structures that help find an object
rapidly, and logs are used to track user interactions with the
Data Lake.
C. Content metadata
According to [7], content metadata is the representation
of all possible types of profiles in the Data Lake. Indeed,
when analyzing raw data, the discovery of structural models
and statistical distributions is based on the extraction and
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profiling patterns of traditional data [8]. Ontology alignment
techniques [9] are used to analyze the metadata and schema
extracted. These techniques use schema metadata and data
profile metadata to match different attributes of different
datasets, generating the information profile. A schema profile describes the schema of datasets, e.g. the number of
attributes, the names of the attributes and their data types
[7]. The data profile describes the values of the dataset,
i.e., the statistics values of single-attribute [7]. Information
profiles are called metadata of relationships between datasets.
Information profiles use the data profile models and schemas.
For example, annotating attributes that can be linked based on
the approximate similarity of data distributions and data types.
The ingestion of data in the Data Lake allows the construction
of the metadata catalog that offers added value to the enormous
amount of data stored in DL. The metadata catalog describes
this data and allows querying to extract hidden knowledge from
data sources ingested in the Data Lake.
III.

M ETADATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS IN A DATA L AKE
In a Data Lake, the extraction of knowledge is based
and articulated on metadata, which describes the sources of
ingested data. It may have other data from other sources that
satisfy the request, and building semantic bridges between
metadata will increase the performance of querying the DL. In
this section, we study of recent metadata management models
and systems that support the description and semantics of data
ingested in the Data Lake.
A. Network-based model for Data Lake
In the model presented in [10], the aim is to offer an
approach for the extraction of complex knowledge schemes
from concepts belonging to structured, semi-structured and
unstructured sources in a Data Lake. In [10], the term complex
knowledge model is used to indicate a semantic relationship
(specifically, a synonymy or part of a relationship), that focuses
on the semantics of data sources, and, therefore, only business
metadata is considered. They include the business names
and descriptions assigned to the data fields. They also cover
business rules, which can become integrity constraints for
the corresponding data source. This model adopts a typical
notation of XML, JSON and many other semi-structured
models to represent business metadata. The proposed approach
[10] is based on an appropriate network, which represents all
the sources of Data Lakes. It builds a structured representation
of keywords, generally flat, used to represent unstructured data
sources. Formally, a complex knowledge model consists of
a logical succession x1 , x2 , ..., xw of w objects. With this
uniform and network-based representation of sources in the
Data Lake, the extraction of complex knowledge models can
be carried out by using tools based on graphs. It consists
in constructing suitable paths going from the first node (ie,
x1 ) to the last node (ie, xw ) of the succession expressing
the patterns. The proposed approach seeks an appropriate
path (if it exists) connecting x1 to xw . Since x1 and xw
can belong to different sources, the approach considers the
possible presence of synonymies between concepts belonging
to different sources, and should model these synonymies by
means of an appropriate form of arcs (cross arcs or c-arcs), and
should include both intra-source arcs (internal arcs or i-arcs)
and c-arcs in the path connecting x1 to xw and representing
the complex knowledge model of interest.
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In addition, there are cases where synonymies are not
sufficient to find a complex knowledge model from x1 to xw .
In such cases, the proposed approach makes two other attempts
in which it first tries to imply similarities in chains and, even
if these properties are not sufficient, partial relationships. If
neither the synonymies, the similarities of strings, nor the
partial relations allow the construction of a path from x1 to
xw , the proposed approach concludes that, in the Data Lake
considered, a complex knowledge model of x1 to xw does not
exist.
The biggest difficulty concerns unstructured data because
a consistent flat representation by a simple element, for each
keyword provided to designate the content of the source, is not
recommended. In fact, this type of representation would make
it very difficult to reconcile and next integrate an unstructured
source with the other sources (semi-structured and structured)
of the Data Lake. Therefore, it is necessary (at least partially)
to ”structure” unstructured data. To solve this problem, the
proposed approach creates a complex element to represent the
source as a whole and a simple element for each keyword.
The approach exploits the lexical and string similarities. In
particular, the lexical similarity is considered by declaring that
there is an arc of the node nk1 , corresponding to the keyword
k1, to the node nk2 , corresponding to the keyword k2 (and vice
versa). It is possible if k1 and k2 have at least one common
lemma in an appropriate thesaurus. To this end, the approach
adopts the ontology or multilingual semantic network BabelNet [11]. The chain similarity is applied via an appropriate
chain similarity metric on k1 and k2, is ”sufficiently high”. In
this case, N-Grams [12] is used as a chain similarity metric.
B. MEDAL
MEtadata model for DAta Lakes (MEDAL) [6] adopts a
logical representation of metadata based on a hypergraph, a
nested graph and the concepts of assigned graph. An object is
represented by a hypernode containing various elements (versions and representations, properties, etc.). The hypernodes can
be located between them (similarity, groupings, etc.). Objects
can take the form of structured data (relational database tables,
CSV files, etc.), semi-structured (JSON, XML, YAML, etc.)
and unstructured (images, text documents, videos, etc.). The
metadata, obtained on the typology, are subdivided into three
components: M = (Mintra , Minter , Mglob ), where Mintra is
the set of intra-object metadata, Minter is the set of inter-object
metadata and Mglob is the set of global metadata.
Each hypernode contains representations, associated with an
object. There is at least one representation per hypernode,
corresponding to the raw data of the Data Lake. Other representations all derive from this initial representation. Each
representation corresponds to a node carrying simple or complex attributes. The transition from one representation to
another is done via a transformation, formalized by an oriented
edge, which also carries attributes or properties describing the
transformation process (complete script or description, in case
of manual transformation). A hypernode may also contain
versions associated with nodes with attributes to manage
data revolution of the lake over time. Indeed, a hypernode
contains a tree whose nodes are representations or versions
and the oriented edges are transformations or updates. One
representation (resp. Version) is derived from another by a
transformation (resp. Update), as can be seen from Figure 3a.
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Figure 3. Hypergraph representation of MEDAL [6].
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So, the root of the tree is the initial raw representation of the
hypernode and each version has its own representation subtree.
A group of objects is modeled by a set of undirected
hyper-edges, i.e., edges, which can connect more than two
(hyper) nodes. Each hyper-edge corresponds to a collection
of objects. This grouping is performed on a hypernode
attribute depicted in Figure 3b. A similarity link between
two hypernodes is represented by an undirected edge with
attributes: the value of the similarity metric, the type of the
metric used, the date of the metric, etc. A hypernode can
be derived from other hypernodes via a parental link. To
translate this relation, a directed hyper-edge is used from
all hypernodes ”parents” towards the hypernode ”child”.
Hypernodes are grouped in relation to a given parameter
(often an attribute) and by parental relations.
The global metadata gravitate hypernodes and operated,
as required, that is to say almost always, especially logs and
indexes.
C. A generic and extensible classification of metadata-based
System
In [13], metadata can help users find data that matches
their needs, accelerates data access, verifies the origin of the
data and treatment history to find relevant data and thereby
enriches their analysis. The proposed metadata classification
[13] has the advantage of integrating both intra-metadata and
inter-metadata for all data sets or datasheets.
For Inter-metadata, the classification of [14] [See Section 2] is
completed by subcategories. Dataset Containment indicates a
containment relationship between the datasets. Partial overlap
expresses the overlap of certain attributes in certain datasets.
Provenance means that one dataset is the source of another
dataset. Logical clusters mean that certain datasets are in
the same domain. Content similarity finds common attributes
shared between different datasets.
For Intra-metadata, the classification of [15] is extended to
include access, quality and security. Data characteristics includes information such as the identification, name, size, type
of structure and date of creation of the data sets. Definition
metadata specifies the meaning of data sets. They are classified
into semantic and schematic metadata. Semantically, structured
and unstructured data sets can be described by text or by
certain key words (vocabularies). Schematically, a structured
dataset can be presented by a database schema. Other characteristics are described such as Navigation metadata, which
relates to the location of data sets, Lineage, which presents the
life cycle of the data, Access metadata, which presents access
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Figure 4. Scheme of the proposed conceptual metadata [13].

information, Quality metadata, which is the consistency and
completeness of the data to ensure the reliability of the data
sets and Security metadata, which includes data sensitivity and
level of access.
Based on the classification in [13], a conceptual metadata
schema, shown in Figure 4, is presented. A structured or
unstructured dataset is ingested from one or more sources
by one or more users. Datasets can be processed by users to
transform into new datasets. Users can access datasets for their
analyzes with certain tools. Datasets stored in a Data Lake can
have relationships.
D. Model for integrating evolving heterogeneous data sources
In [16], a metadata model is proposed to describe the
schemas and additional properties of datasets or datasets
extracted from sources and transformed to obtain integrated
data in order to perform the analysis in a flexible way. In
addition, it keeps all changes that occur in the system. To
collect metadata on the structure of data sources and to keep
information on the changes that occur there, the conceptual
model [16], presented in Figure 5, shows the metadata used.
In this section, we focus on the model classes that describe
the schemas of the data sources and pipeline levels of data
processing shown in Figure 5. The Data Set class is used to
represent a collection of Data Items that are individual pieces
of data. The Data Set class is divided into three subclasses
according to the type and format. Structured data Set represents a relational database table where the data elements
correspond to the columns of the table. Semi-structured data
reflects the files in which the data elements are organized in a
schema, which is not predefined. The Type attribute of a data
element embedded in such a data source indicates its position
in the schema. Unstructured Data Sets include data that has no
recognized organization or schema, such as text files, images,
other multimedia content, etc. A dataset can be obtained from
a Data Source where it can be part of a Highway Level data
processing pipeline level. In addition, information about the
speed at, which data in the dataset is collected or updated by
assigning one of the speed types and frequency attribute to the
Data Set class.
In general, there are relationships between data elements
in the same data set or between different data sets determined
by the format of these data sets. These relationships are
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When it comes to MEDAL [6], according to the classification of metadata relating to the typology category:
•

Compared to intra-object metadata:
◦ The change in values is represented by transformation, however, the updates concerning the
structure of the data ingested in the Data Lake
is not supported.
◦ The risk of repetition of descriptive tags between the different representations is true for
structured data (update of BD), but not for
semi or unstructured data. For a better analysis,
it is necessary to save the history of the data
ingested in the DL.

•

Compared to inter-object metadata:
◦ The grouping of hypernodes is based on functions and, therefore, the choice of the latter is
essential and impacts the categorization of hypernodes (in this case, some criteria have been
cited (the origin of the data source, the type of
the latter (structured, semi or unstructured) ).
◦ The possible relationships between metadata
are represented by parental type. Indeed, it is
possible to extend this relationship by other
types, such as include, friend, and equal, which
will be based on similarity measures.

•

Compared to global metadata:
◦ Requirement of tools to identify semantic
sources to add them to the DL metadata representation graph.

*

Figure 5. Conceptual diagram of the proposed metadata [16].

modeled by a Relationship association class that connects the
child and parent data elements and assigns the corresponding
relationship type. The Equality relationship type is assigned if
two different dataset elements contain the same data.
To maintain the metadata of provenance of the data sets within
the data processing pipeline and allow their lineage to be
followed, a Mapping association-class has been introduced to
define the way in which a target data element is derived from
the elements of original data by a transformation that indicated
in the Operation attribute of the Mapping class.
In the event that revolution is caused by a change in the
value of an attribute of a model element, including the
metadata property, the name of the attribute is saved as
attribute AttrN ame of the class Change and both the value
before the modification (OldAttrV alue attribute) and after
(N ewAttrV alue attribute).
IV. S UMMARY AND OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES
According to the study carried out on these different
metadata management existing models, some limits have been
identified and may be the subject of research directions to
explore.
A. Limits of existing models
Concerning the work of Paolo et al. [10], who propose a
model based on a network or graph to represent and manage
the data sources of a Data Lake:
•

•

In terms of lexical similarity between keywords describing the data ingested within the Data Lake, the
approach adopts the BabelNet [11] multilingual semantic network or ontology. As a result, the choice of
the ontology domain depends on ingested data within
the Data Lake.
The relevance of the similarity measure in relation
to the choice of ontology impacts the semantic representation of the Data Lake data. The weighted
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aggregation, the measure of similarity, and the choice
of ontology contribute to the improvement of the
semantic representation.
The approach exploits the lexical similarities of character strings to carry out the mapping between the
attributes that describe the data sources or the NGrams measurement is used. Other metrics can be
used (Cosine, Minkowski distance, etc.).
The extraction of knowledge in this work is to find
an optimal path in the graph representing result. This
graph is evaluated with the metric (average local
coefficient, density and transitive). Other metrics
(Betweenness centrality, Closeness centrality, etc.)
can be used.
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However, there is no system that automatically extracts
inter or intra-metadata from different types (structures, semistructures, non-structures) of datasets. With regard to the
system proposed [13], based on a generic and extensible
classification of metadata:
•

Compared to intra-object metadata:
◦ Unstructured data sources have no schema
and, therefore, of according to the definition
metadata, will not have schematic metadata.
◦ Furthermore, under the proposed definition of
metadata, semantic metadata is based solely
on descriptive text and requires tools for the
extraction of descriptive tags.

•

Compared to inter-object metadata:
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◦

◦

The similarity of the content is based only on
the same attributes shared by the different data
sets, hence the need to measure the similarity
between attributes to further expand this similarity.
The conceptual schema of metadata offers [13]
takes into account the structural aspect of data
sources or datasets. It does not deal with the
semantic aspect intra or inter datasets because
it is limited to the identification of the same
attributes that appear in these datasets.

Finally, in [16], the model for the integration of evolving
heterogeneous data sources, used to store metadata, describing
the schemas of the implied data sets and their changes, is one
of the central components of the data warehouse architecture
in the context of Big Data.
•

•

Within this model, there may be a link between an
unstructured data set and structured / semi-structured
data. These relationships are modeled by an association class Relationship, which is limited to two types:
Parent-children or Equality. Equality happens when
two elements of different data sets contain the same
data, but the case of synonymous or equivalent data
elements is not considered.
In the case where the data set revolution is produced
and is caused by a modification of the value of an
attribute of an element of the model, the names of
the old and new attributes are represented, but there
is no change in the scheme, ie. the structure remains
unchanged.

B. Summary and challenges (Open research)
In this context of metadata management within a Data Lake
and to overcome the limitations mentioned above, research
work can be oriented to:
•

•

•

•

Enrich the possible relationships between the concepts that describe the data sources, based on the
similarity measure score. Several types of relations
can be exploited, such as Include, Friend, Equal,
Assigned, according to these scores (at intervals for
each relationship type).
Compared with textual descriptions of data sources,
extracting relevant descriptive tags enhances the semantic representation of ingested data within the Data
Lake.
Several similarity measures can be used to compare
descriptive tags of the sources ingested within the Data
Lake.
Model a meta-metric that merges the results obtained
according to several similarity measurement metrics.

content. Based on such a study, an in-depth analysis of the
main characteristics, strengths, and missing points is presented.
Consequently, we have bridged the gap in the literature and
identified open research issues that require community attention. As future work, we plan to propose a meta-metric that
merges the results obtained according to several similarity
measurement metrics to enrich the possible relationships between the concepts that describe the data sources ingested in
Data Lakes.
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Abstract—The lockdown due to the pandemic of COVID-19 led
to an unprecedented impact on education. Higher education
institutions were forced to shift rapidly to distance and online
learning. On the one hand, this fact revealed the weaknesses of
adoption and utilization of e-learning strategies and
technologies, but, on the other hand, it resulted in a digital
revolution in education. However, the wide adoption of elearning strategies and technologies and the complete
transformation of the physical learning process to a virtual one
pose the challenge of personalization of the learning process.
This paper proposes a recommender system for supporting the
professors in higher education in understanding their students’
needs so that he/she adapts the e-learning process accordingly.
To do this, it utilizes learning profile theory and it implements
k-means clustering and Bayesian Networks (BN) The proposed
approach was applied to a maritime educational institution.

learning, and restrictions on travelling and immigration [4].
It caused the closing of classrooms all over the world and
forced 1.5 billion students and 63 million educators to
suddenly modify their face-to-face academic practices [3].
This closure led to an unprecedented impact on education.
Higher education institutions were forced to shift rapidly to
distance and online learning. On the one hand, this fact
revealed the weaknesses of adoption and utilization of elearning strategies and technologies [4] [5]; but, on the other
hand, it resulted in a digital revolution through online
lectures, teleconferencing, digital open books, online
examination, and interaction at virtual environments [6].
E-learning is the use of new multimedia technologies and
the Internet to improve the quality of learning by facilitating
access to resources and services, as well as remote exchange
and collaboration [7] [8]. It has a great potential from the
educational perspective and it has been one of the main
research lines of educational technology in the last decades
[3]. Particular attention has been given on understanding the
adoption factors related to e-learning services satisfaction
and acceptance by students and tutors [5] [7] [9].
However, the wide use of e-learning due to COVID-19
demonstrated inequalities as a result of previously
underestimating the potential of e-learning and its exclusion
from the digital education projects of educational institutions
[3]. A considerable amount of literature has investigated
inequalities between developed and developing countries [3]
[10]. However, the wide adoption of e-learning strategies and
technologies and the complete transformation of the physical
learning process to a virtual one pose the challenge of
personalization according to different learning profiles [11],
a research area rather underexplored. E-learning provides
people with a flexible way to learn allowing learning on
demand and reducing the associated costs [7]. E-learning
personalization is emerged as a major challenge [11] [12],

Keywords-learning profiles; learning styles; higher
education; k-means clustering, Bayesian network; classification.

I.
INTRODUCTION
According to a European Commission’s report on digital
skills in education in 2013, an average of 65% of students in
EU countries never used digital textbooks, exercise software,
broadcasts/podcasts, simulations or learning games [1].
Since then, higher education institutions have shown a
persistent concern with enhancing students’ academic
performance through the use of innovative technologies that
offer new ways of delivering and producing university
education [2]. From an economic point of view, the industry
of e-learning has developed considerably in the last decade.
The market of e-learning all over the world will be over 243
billion dollars in 2022 [3].
The pandemic of COVID-19 led most of the
governments around the world to impose lockdown,
social/physical distancing, avoiding face-to-face teaching-
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especially in today’s fast adoption of this alternative way of
learning.
Despite the large amount of research works dealing with
learning profiles in physical classrooms, these models should
be further investigated and validated in the virtual
classrooms, during the e-learning process. To this end, the
contribution of e-learning to several learning factors
according to the learning profiles has the potential to reveal
the acceptance of e-learning by different learning profiles
and to result in e-learning process personalization in order to
mitigate the respective inequalities.
The objective of the current paper is to develop an
intelligent recommender system for supporting the
professors in higher education in understanding their
students’ needs so that he/she adapts the e-learning process
accordingly. In addition, the proposed recommender system
is able to classify new records (i.e. students) to the
appropriate learning profiles, e.g., in order to support the
organization of the class groups. The proposed approach was
applied to a maritime educational institution. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the related
work on methods and approaches for evaluating students’
acceptance of the e-learning process as well as learning
profile models for learning personalization. Section III
describes the research methodology and the proposed
approach for the development of an intelligent recommender
system for e-learning process personalization. Section IV
presents the results from the adoption of the proposed
methodology on a dataset of 268 students in the maritime
education. Section V concludes the paper and outlines our
plans for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Existing literature is quite rich on evaluating students’
experience, satisfaction and acceptance of the e-learning
process. In general, earlier studies focused more on content,
customization and technology, while more recent studies
focused on students' attitude and interaction, expectations,
acceptance and satisfaction [9] [13]. To this end, there is an
emerging trend towards the identification of the key factors
for the adoption of e-learning strategies and technologies.
Several studies have used the original version of the
classic model, the DeLone & McLean (D&M) IS Success
Model [14] to measure and evaluate the success of e-learning
systems [15]-[17]. The use of virtual learning environments
in addition to classroom study (blended learning), were
surveyed by [18]. They concluded that the students'
performance of the virtual learning environment support had
better results than those having only face to face learning.
The identified key satisfaction factors are information
quality, system quality, instructor attitude toward e-learning,
diversity in assessment, and learner perceived interaction
with others.
The authors in [7] identified clear governance structure
and the need of organized distribution of planning
responsibilities and implementation as the main adoption
factors. In [19], the authors concluded that perceived
usefulness, ease of use, perceived enjoyment, network
externality factor, system factor, individual factors, and
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social factors are the main e-learning acceptance predictors.
Student interface, learning community, content, and
customization as well as ease of use of web courses have
also been identified to have a significant impact on elearning acceptance [20] [21].
In [22], the authors concluded that student e-learning
adoption and attitudes in the university context are academic
achievements mediated by digital readiness and academic
engagement. In [23], the authors proposed an e-learning tools
acceptance model in order to examine the level of acceptance
and critical factors of virtual learning tools among university
students in developing countries. Results confirm a strong
relation between the perceived usefulness and the instructor
preparation and autonomy in learning, as well as between the
ease of use and the perceived self-efficacy perception. The
reseach work of [24] developed a Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM) for e-learning. The results indicated that
system quality, computer self-efficacy, and computer
playfulness have a significant impact on perceived ease of
use of e-learning system. Furthermore, information quality,
perceived enjoyment, and accessibility were found to have a
positive influence on perceived ease of use and perceived
usefulness of e-learning system.
The authors in [25] applied process mining methods in
order to discover students’ self-regulated learning processes
during e-learning. They identified a high presence of actions
related to forum-supported collaborative learning among the
students who finally passed the exams and an absence of
those in their failing classmates. The research work of [5]
concluded that the main factors affecting the usage of elearning are: technological factors, e-learning system quality
factors, trust factors, self-efficacy factors and cultural
aspects. Therefore, apart from the challenges related to the
technological infrastructure, change management, course
design, computer self-efficacy and financial support are also
issues of outmost importance.
Learning personalization is an important topic in
educational sciences. Since different people learn in different
ways, it is important to create and adapt the e-learning
process in order to maximize and speed up the learning
process [11]. The need to adapt teaching strategies to the
student’s preferences is a reality in classrooms, be they
physical or virtual [26] [27]. However, this does not mean
that a method should be created for each student in a
classroom, but that the best form of interaction for each of
them be identified, building groups of learners with common
characteristics [28]. Learning styles are cognitive, affective
and psychological traits that determine how a student
interacts and reacts in a learning environment [29]. The idea
is to identify the marked characteristics of a given learner so
that these traits influence his learning process.
Several learning profile models have been developed in
the literature, such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator –
MBTI, Kolb’s Experiential Learning Model, the Hermann
Brain Dominance Instrument (HBDI), the Dunn and Dunn
Model, the Felder-Silverman Model, and the Honey and
Mumford Model [26] [27]. With the wide adoption of elearning strategies and technologies, there is the need for
applying and validating learning profile models in the digital
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and online learning era. For example, in [11], the authors
investigated the e-learning personalization aiming at keeping
students motivated and engaged. To that end, they proposed
the use of k-means algorithm to cluster students based on 12
engagement metrics divided into two categories: interactionrelated and effort-related. The research work of [27]
presented the architecture of a system that realizes an
evaluation of learning profiles based on categories of student
preferences. The profile models were built according to
categories of student preferences based on the proposal of
learning styles put forward by [29].
III.

sum of squares (WCSS) (i.e. variance). Formally, the
objective is to find:
(1)
where μi is the mean of points in Si. This is equivalent to
minimizing the pairwise squared deviations of points in the
same cluster:
(2)

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Data Collection and Learning Profile Model Selection
The data was collected in the form of an online
questionnaire of 80 questions addressed to students of higher
educational institution. Each question was in the form of
Likert scale (1: Strongly Disagree – 5: Strongly Agree) and it
was related to one out of the four learning styles as defined
by the Honey and Mumford Model [30]: activist, reflector,
pragmatist, and theorist. For example, in an ideal scenario
that a student has answered 5: Strongly Agree to all the
questions matching to the “activist” learning profile and 1:
Strongly Disagree to all the others, he/she is classified as
“activist”.
Activist refers to an individual’s preference for active
involvement in the learning activity (through problem
solving, discussion, creating their own models). Reflector
learns best by watching and thinking about what is
happening. The reflector responds more positively to
learning activities where there is time to observe, reflect and
think and work in a detailed manner. Pragmatist wants to
know how to put what they are learning into practice in the
real world. They experiment with theories, ideas, and
techniques and take the time to think about how what
they’ve done relates to reality. Theorist seeks to understand
the theory behind the action. They enjoy following models
and reading up on facts to better engage in the learning
process.
B. Classification for Structuring the Learning Profiles
The classification of the student to the learning profiles is
not straightforward (like in the aforementioned ideal
scenario) since they may have characteristics of more than
one profile. Therefore, according to the given answers, the kmeans clustering algorithm was applied in order to assign the
respondents to 4 clusters (k=4) matching to the
aforementioned learning profiles.
k-means clustering is a method of vector quantization
that aims to partition n observations into k clusters in which
each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean
(cluster centers or cluster centroid) [31]. k-means clustering
minimizes the within-cluster variances (squared Euclidean
distances). Given a set of observations (x1, x2, …, xn), where
each observation is a d-dimensional real vector, k-means
clustering aims to partition the n observations into k (≤ n)
sets S={S1, S2, …, Sk} so as to minimize the within-cluster
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The equivalence can be deduced from the identity:
(3)
Because the total variance is constant, this is equivalent to
maximizing the sum of squared deviations between points in
different clusters (Between-Cluster Sum of Squares, BCSS),
which follows from the law of total variance.
C. Modelling the Relationships between Learning Profiles
and E-learning Preferences
Subsequently, the proposed approach models the
relationships between the learning profiles and e-learning
contribution to learning factors as derived from the
questionnaire. To do this, a Bayesian Network (BN) is
applied aiming at identifying these causal and uncertain
relationships. A BN, also known as belief network, is
defined as a pair B = (G, Θ). G = (V, E) is a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) where V = {v1, …, vn} is a collection
of n nodes, E ⸦ V × V a collection of edges and a set of
parameters Θ containing all the Conditional Probabilities
(CP) of the network [32]. Each node v ϵ V of the graph
represents a random variable XV with a state space XV which
can be either discrete or continuous. An edge (vi, vj) ϵ E
represents the conditional dependence between two nodes vi,
vj ϵ V where vi is the parent of child vj. If two nodes are not
connected by an edge, they are conditional independent.
Because a node can have more than one parent, let πv the set
of parents for a node v ϵ V.
Therefore each random variable is independent of all
nodes V \ πv. For each node, a Conditional Probability Table
(CPT) contains the CP distribution with parameters θxi|πi
:=P(xi|πi ) ϵ Θ for each realization xi of Xi conditioned on πi.
The joint probability distribution over V is visualized by the
BN and can be defined as:
(4)
With BN, inference for what-if analysis can be
supported, either top-down (predictive support) or bottom-up
(diagnostic support). If a random variable which is
represented by a node is observed, the node is called an
evidence node; otherwise, it is a hidden node [33]. Based on
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IV. RESULTS
The proposed approach was applied on a dataset of 268
students of a maritime higher educational institution in
Greece. The transformation of maritime from highly labourto capital-intensive industry contributed to the presence of
tertiary education in maritime studies [35]. However, the
learning process in maritime education faces additional
challenges due to the structure of their programs, the
tendency of undergraduate students to combine studies and
work, the internationalization, specialization, and
standardization [35]-[37]. These make maritime education an
interesting case study for the validation of e-learning process
personalization.

TABLE I.

CPS OF THE E-LEARNING CONTRIBUTION TO LEARNING
FACTORS GIVEN THE LEARNING PROFILES
E-learning contribution

Highest CPs

D. Predicting the Class Attribute of E-learning Impact
At any time, the user of the recommender system is able
to make queries in order to investigate particular
relationships along with their associated CPTs. Moreover,
the model incorporates a Naïve Bayes classifier for
predicting the class attribute of a learning profile as soon as
new records of students’ responses are inserted into the
database.
Naïve Bayes classifier is highly scalable, requiring a
number of parameters linear in the number of variables in a
learning problem. Maximum-likelihood training can be done
by evaluating a closed-form expression, which takes linear
time, rather than by expensive iterative approximation as
used for many other types of classifiers [34]. Prediction of
the class attribute can be performed even if the questionnaire
is not completely answered.

The implementation and execution of the experiments
were performed using the sklearn.cluster library of Python
[38] for the k-means clustering algorithm and the BN
functionalities of the pgmpy (Probabilistic Graphical Models
using Python) package [39]. After having structured the
learning profiles of the respondents, the BN is created and
the CPTs are calculated, as shown in Figure 1. Table I
presents the highest and the lowest CPs of the e-learning
contribution to learning factors given the learning profiles.
Therefore, the highest CP is the one of a student being
activist given the answers of the second row that is 38.6%.
The lowest CP is the one of a student being activist given the
answers of the last row that is 5.6%. According to the queries
posed by the user, various calculations can be done. As
already mentioned, the model can also serve as a classifier
for predicting the class attribute of learning factors as soon as
new records of students are received and classified through
the k-means clustering algorithm.

Lowest CPs

the learning profiles derived from the questionnaire, a BN
with two layers was developed: at the top layer (i.e. learning
profiles), there are 4 parent nodes matching to the respective
clusters of students.
At the bottom layer (i.e. e-learning contribution to
learning factors), there are 9 child nodes referring to 9 elearning factors grouping the questions. In this way, the
model identifies the preferences of each learning profile by
assessing the impact of e-learning on the learning process of
each profile. Therefore, according to the learning profile, the
user is able to select the appropriate learning strategies
aiming at personalizing the e-learning process.

F1={Neutral}, F2={Agree},
F3={Disagree}, F4={Agree},
F5={Strongly Disagree}, F6={Disagree},
F7={Neutral}, F8={Strongly Disagree},
F9={Agree}
F1={Disagree}, F2={Disagree},
F3={Agree}, F4={Strongly Disagree},
F5={ Disagree}, F6={Agree},
F7={Neutral}, F8={Neutral},
F9={Disagree}
F1={Stongly Agree}, F2={Disagree},
F3={Strongly Agree}, F4={Neutral}, F5={
Disagree},
F6={Strongly
Disagree},
F7={Neutral}, F8={Strongly Disagree},
F9={Disagree}
F1={Agree}, F2={Strongly Disagree},
F3={Agree}, F4={Strongly Disagree},
F5={Strongly Agree},
F6={Neutral},
F7={Agree}, F8={Agree}, F9={Strongly
Disagree}

Learning
profile

CP

Activist

0.386

Theorist

0.295

Reflector

0.081

Activist

0.056

Figure 1. The Bayesian Network structure for modelling the relationships between learning profiles and e-learning contribution to learning factors.
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In order to evaluate its classification effectiveness, we
inserted additional records, derived from more
questionnaires addressed to students of the maritime
educational institution, and we created the confusion matrix
according to Table II in order to estimate the precision and
the recall of the classifier using the (5) and (6) [40].
TABLE II.

Actual
Positive
Actual
Negative

various universities in order to obtain more generalized
results.
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Abstract—Hybrid Transactional and Analytical Processing
databases (HTAP, OLxP) are an emerging sector of databases
combining Online Transactional Processing and Online Analytical Processing in the same system. Such databases yield many
advantages like the reduction of the total cost of ownership or the
elimination of redundant data sets for analytical and live data.
Therefore, both Gartner and Forrester Research see disruptive
potential in HTAP databases. While following a common goal,
the database architectures of HTAP databases are quite diverse.
The solutions range from scaled-up single server systems, using
Multi Version Concurrency Control to keep their data consistent
while at the same time executing thousands of queries, to scaledout clusters of many servers using last writer wins approaches
to allow even faster transactional processing. The development
of HTAP databases resulted in various advances in the database
sector like the creation of new index and data structures or
improvements of existing concurrency control implementations.
This paper provides a comprehensive summary of these implementations, giving an overview of the last decade of research on
the emerging sector of HTAP Processing databases and discussing
fundamental involved technologies.
Keywords—Hybrid Transactional Analytical Processing; HTAP;
Database; Literature Study; OLxP.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The need to analyse data in realtime and not to rely on
copies of old databases combined with the growing wish of
companies to gather all data in one database lead to the rise
of Hybrid Transactional Analytical Processing, a term coined
by Gartner [1] in 2014. But, even before that there has already
been active research in the area. This systematic literature
review summarizes the research on HTAP over the past 10
years.
Solving the problems of keeping data in two separated
databases and at the same time reducing the total cost of
ownership by introducing one unified system instead, HTAP
efficiently combines Online Transactional Processing and Online Analytical Processing capabilities in one system. Therefore, both Gartner [2] and Forrester Research [3] see disruptive
potential in HTAP.
In this review, the basics of the different fundamental
architectures for HTAP database systems like HyPer [4] and
SAP HANA [5] are explained. Further different approaches
regarding the concrete implementations and optimization approaches are introduced. The aim of this systematic literature
review is to reflect the current state of research in an ordered
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way, as well as to highlight important decisions leading to
todays implementations.
This remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 provides background on database processing paradigms covered in this paper. Section 3 describes the underlying literature
review process in detail. Section 4 discusses the findings and
provides a comprehensive overview of the current development
and research state of HTAP. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the
provided work, supplying all required information in a short
form.
II. BACKGROUND
This section provides some background information regarding the database processing paradigms covered in this paper.
A. Online Transaction Processing
Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) describes a category
of data processing that is focused on transaction-oriented tasks.
The workload is heavily write oriented, consisting of insert,
update and delete operations. The size of data involved is
usually relatively small, while the amount of transactions can
be massive.
Features like normalization and ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) are required by OLTP to function
efficiently. Besides fast processing and highest availability,
data consistency is also one of the most important features
of OLTP databases.
B. Online Analytical Processing
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) is focused on complex queries for dataset analysis. The workload is read heavy
and can include enormous datasets. In order to efficiently
analyse such big amounts of data, intelligent indexing and
fast read times are necessary. OLAP workloads are resource
heavy and require high performance systems.
C. Hybrid Transactional Analytical Processing
Hybrid Transactional Analytical Processing (HTAP) combines both OLTP and OLAP in one database. Therefore,
writing and analyzing data is efficiently handled in the same
database, removing the need to run two separate systems
and thereby reducing implementation efforts, maintenance and
cost. However, the resource intensive workload of OLAP
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Figure 1. Literature Review Process.

queries and the required high availability of OLTP compete
with each other and require new solutions to work on the
same system.
III. L ITERATURE R EVIEW M ETHODOLOGY
Despite the existence of the term HTAP since 2014, many
researchers still did not adopt it. To ensure a comprehensive
and high-quality literature base for the review, several searches
were carried out.
In the study, Kitchenham’s systematic review procedure [6]
was employed. The following steps were pursued:
1) Determining the topic of the research
2) Extraction of the studies from literature considering
exclusion and inclusion criteria
3) Evaluation of the quality of the studies
4) Analysis of the data
5) Report of the results
The reviewing process (Figure 1) was conducted via Google
Scholar as this search engine provided far more results than
other search engines, which also included most results of the
other engines. Searches with other engines did not return the
desired quantity of material with the used queries, preventing
a sophisticated review of the topic.
Using Google Scholar, the volume was appropriate but the
quality was still lacking, mainly because the term HTAP is still
not used by all research conducted on this topic. To counter
this, three different searches were conducted all using different
search terms to gain a sufficient literature base regarding
quantity and quality. Quality in this context refers to the
overall consistency of the provided content and the adherence
to scientific standards.
The search was carried out using (1) ”htap” ”data warehouse” OR ”OLTP” ”OLAP” (returning 183 entries), (2)
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HTAP OR OLAP OLTP hybrid database (returning 200 entries) and (3) hybrid transactional analytical processing (returning 200 entries). Only publications from 2010 or later were
considered. The latter queries returned more papers, but were
reduced to the 200 most recommended papers, since quality
and relevance were continuously decreasing.
Only papers accessible without additional fees and written
in German or English were taken into account. Further, theses
were not considered in this paper. These criteria left 147 (1),
178 (2) and 179 (3) papers to refine further. With title and
abstract based elimination, the papers lacking a combination
of required key words or only mentioning HTAP as a side
note were excluded. After that step, 55 (1), 44 (2) and 56 (3)
papers were left for further analysis. This leaves a total of 94
papers (deducted duplicated paper from the different queries)
for a final review.
Of these 94 papers, 15 were found to be of insufficient
quality and 19 did not focus on the topic of HTAP databases or
on fundamental technologies for those. The 60 papers, which
were found scientifically significant and fulfilling the quality
requirements were finally reduced to 41, deducting papers
providing only outdated non-fundamental information.
IV. F INDINGS AND D ISCUSSION
The methods to create HTAP databases, their functionality
and their optimizations take many different approaches. The
contents of the papers were organized into the following
sections according to the kind of information provided.
A. Fundamental Architecture
HTAP databases build up a new database sector and there
are many databases which were newly developed for this
workload, e.g., [4][7][8]. However, some existing databases
also have been upgraded to handle HTAP workloads like SAP
HANA [5], initially an OLAP database, and PostgreSQL [9],
initially an OLTP database, proving that existing databases can
be extended to handle HTAP.
Comparing the reviewed database architectures, two main
storage paradigmas can be clearly identified with the reviewed
solutions: (1) heavily main memory focused databases, keeping all of their (hot) data in memory like HANA [10], HyPer
[4], BatchDB [8] and Hyrise [11], as well as (2) cloud/shared
disk data stores, keeping some data in memory but relying on a
persistent out of memory data store accessible by all instances,
e.g., Wildfire [12] and Janus [13].
Further, a Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architecture is a base requirement for most main memory HTAP
databases like SAP HANA [10], AIM [14], BatchDB [8],
Hyrise [11] and HyPer [4] enabling multiple cores to access
each others memory.
1) Scaling out and up: Another big difference in HTAP
databases is their scaling approach. Systems like HyPer [4]
(commercialized by Tableau) or Hyrise [11] are deployed
on single servers utilizing NUMA to scale-up onto multiple
cores, thus creating multiple nodes. This approach can reduce
processing time as no data transfer between different servers
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is required and all data can be accessed in memory. As a
downside however, large systems require a strong server with
a large main memory. Both HyPer and Hyrise also provide
scale-out approaches, normally keeping their OLTP processing
on the main server, e.g., ScyPer [15].
Like Hyrise and HyPer - SAP HANA [16] keeps the OLTP
workload on one machine, utilizing NUMA to use as many
cores as required and available, but implements scaling the
OLTP workload out to other servers as a base feature. Using
HANA Asynchronous Parallel Table Replication (ATR) the
database distributes its data amongst multiple replicas enabling
a more efficient OLAP approach.
BatchDB [8] also handles the OLTP workload on the main
server. The OLAP workload can be either executed on a
different node of the same machine, or an entirely different
server.
Contrarily, Wildfire [17] (commercialized as IBM BD2
Event Store) utilizes a fully distributed approach. Heavily
relying on Apache Spark, all requests pass Sparks API and
get distributed across multiple Spark executors. These executors delegate the transactional and analytical requests to the
Wildfire engine daemons. All daemons use their main memory
as well as solid-state drives (SSDs) and are connected to
one shared data storage, e.g., a cloud data store. With this
approach more throughput can be achieved, but ACID on the
other hand is no longer possible. The latest research on the
Wildfire system, Wildfire-Serializable (WiSer) [18] also offers
high availability besides HTAP. It is furthermore optimized for
Internet of Things workloads.
Like Wildfire, SnappyData [19] also uses Spark as a core
component to scale out the system to a database cluster.
Therefore, the system enables more information to be kept
in memory without the need for one expensive server.
Janus [13] also uses a distributed setup but implements the
query distribution on its own with execution servers. These
delegate the query to a corresponding row partitioned server
for OLTP workloads or a column partitioned server for OLAP
workloads.
2) Data/Table Structure: When dealing with OLTP and
OLAP workloads, finding the right table format can be difficult. HTAP databases therefore employ different table and
data structures. Wildfire [17] exclusively uses column oriented
tables since they are the most efficient solution for OLAP
workload.
SAP HANA [10] implements a row-store query engine and
a column-storage engine to combine the advantages of both
technologies. Thus, it is possible to save data in row or column
tables. The column layout is the default, more optimized,
option.
HyPer [20] and Hyrise [11] both use columnar stores with
self implemented data models. Hyrise further presented a
hybrid column layout in an older version [21], combining
simple one-attribute-columns with rows. This is planned to
be implemented again in the new version, but has low priority
and is work in progress.
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Opposed to this, PostgreSQL [9] continues to use its row
data storage for OLTP, but has a column store extension
for OLAP workloads, merging the delta from the row store
continuously in the column store.
SnappyData [19] follows a hybrid approach, where the fresh
data is stored in an in-memory row-store and is moved in an
on-disk column-store after aging.
The Cloud data store Janus [13] is fully hybrid, utilizing
row partitions for OLTP and column partition for OLAP.
Via a redo-log inspired batching approach and a graph-based
dependency management, the delta from the row replicas can
be merged into the column replicas.
The Casper prototype [22] uses a tailored column layout
to support mixed read/write workloads more efficiently. With
this approach, runtime column adaptations are possible.
Flexible Storage Model (FSM) [23] presented a tile based
architecture to allow a transition from OLTP optimized tables
to OLAP optimized tables depending on the hotness of data.
The data is saved in a row oriented manner at the beginning
and, depending on the hotness, is tile-wise transitioned to an
OLAP column oriented tile structure.
3) Saving and Partitioning Data: For scale-up focused
databases, removing data from main memory to larger, more
cost efficient stores (e.g., hard drives), or efficiently compressing its size, is crucial. HyPer uses horizontal partitioning and
saves its hot data uncompressed on the main memory. The cold
data can also be kept in memory. Instead of evicting data to a
disk, the data is compressed into self implemented Data Blocks
[20] and kept in main memory. However, it is possible to evict
them to secondary storage solutions if preferred (e.g., Nonvolatile random-access memory) and use them as persistent
backups. The compression technique is chosen based on the
data actually saved in the Data Block.
Utilizing Small Materialized Aggregates (SMAs) including
meta data like min and max values, irrelevant compressed data
can easily be skipped in searches. If data cannot be skipped
on SMA basis, Positional SMAs (PSMAs), another lightweight
indexing structure developed by the HyPer team, can be used.
These help to determine the range of positions in the Data
Block were the relevant values are located.
Hyrise [21] solves this problem using horizontal partitioning and by saving data in 2 kinds of columns: MemoryResident Columns for hot data in memory, allowing fast
access, and uncompressed row-oriented Secondary Storage
Column Groups for cold data on hard drives. As the cold data
is saved uncompressed, the cost of accessing it is reduced in
comparison to classical compressed approaches.
Furthermore, the data is organized in so-called chunks [11]
similar to Data Blocks. Chunks can be mutable as long as
they are not full. As soon as they reach their capacity they
transition to an immutable append-only container. They also
have indexes and filters on a per chunk basis like Data Blocks,
allowing faster search and access operations.
Smart Larger Than Memory [24] stores cold data in files
on the hard drive decoupled from the database. Modifications
to the data are no longer possible. The entries can only be
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deleted. This happens via removing the reference entry in
memory without accessing the cold data and thereby saving
time. Updating cold data is possible, but the update is a hidden
delete of the cold data index and an insert of new hot data. To
fully take advantage of SmartLTM the read operations always
check the main memory entries first. If the data cannot be
found, cuckoo filters or SMAs are used to locate the data in
the files on the hard drive.
Finally, partitioning workloads in an intelligent manner
without extra statistical data structures is possible, too. As
presented by Boissier and Kurzynski [25], physical horizontal
data partitioning as well as the adapted aggressive data skipping approach can skip up to 90% of data on OLAP queries.
B. Concurrency
Handling multiple versions of data is a crucial part of all
HTAP databases. Current OLTP and OLAP operations require
a solution to parallelize data access.
The most common approach is Multi Version Concurrency
Control (MVCC). It is utilized in combination with a delta
by PostgreSQL [9], SAP HANA [10] and in new versions of
HyPer [26].
Hyrise [27] is also using MVCC, but is following a look
free commit approach, replacing the delta.
SnappyData and BatchDB [8] also use MVCC oriented
approaches. SnappyData [7] relies on GemFire to handle
concurrent access and snapshots, while BatchDB [8] uses
MVCC on its OLTP replica, while updating the isolated OLAP
replica batch-wise.
Although HyPer is now using MVCC with delta, it initially
used the fork systemcall to create multiple isolated in-memory
snapshots [28]. Utilizing a copy on write approach to reduce
memory consumption OLAP queries could be executed on
snapshots while the OLTP operations updated the main memory entries.
In addition to the MVCC on its main OLTP replica, SAP
HANA [16] further uses ATR with a replication log system to
synchronize its multiple server architecture. This synchronizes
data with sub-second visibility delay between the replicas.
Wildfire [17] chooses speed over concurrency as already
mentioned. Therefore, a simple last writer wins approach is
used by the Wildfire engine.
While most systems nowadays use some implementation of
MVCC, research on more efficient snapshotting techniques is
still being carried out, e.g., [29]. Inspired by earlier HyPer
implementations, another research project on snapshotting,
AnKer [30], uses a customized Linux kernel with an updated
fork system call. This updated fork, called vm snapshot,
enables high frequency snapshotting. Through vm snapshot
the researchers are able to snapshot only the used columns.
This significantly outperforms the default fork used initially
by HyPers implementation, providing a possible alternative to
MVCC systems.
Wait free HTAP (WHTAP) [31] utilizes snapshotting for
concurrency as well. In this dual snapshot engine approach
data for OLAP and OLTP are stored in different replicas, using
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a five state process and two deltas. In this process, the deltas
form the OLAP and OLTP replicas are switched and the old
OLTP delta is merged into the OLAP replica which takes effect
without slowing the analytical queries down.
C. Garbage Collection
MVCC implementations require performant garbage collection to prevent large amounts of versions to slow down the
transactions on the database. SAP HANA [10] uses timestamps
and visibility bits to track versions of their data. Data gets
created/edited with a timestamp. When all active transactions
can see this version the timestamp is replaced with a bit
indicating the visibility. If the row is no longer visible to any
snapshot, it can be deleted with the next delta merge.
HyPers garbage collector Steam [26] follows a similar
approach. The main difference is that the garbage collector
is called with every new transaction instead of being a background task like with SAP HANA. This approach called eager
pruning removes all versions not required by any transaction.
This happens by checking every time the chain is extended
whether all versions included in the version chain are used by
a transaction. With eager pruning the version chain can only
be as long as the amount of different queries.
Due to its heavily distributed architecture with many data
sets saved in main memory and SSDs on the different
servers, Wildfire follows a different solution and implements
a lazy garbage collection approach [17]. When performing
lazy garbage collection, data is only deleted if there is no
possibility that a query could require it. However, the concrete
implementation is not explained.
D. Query Handling
The ways to access the concurrent data differ significantly
from database implementation to implementation.
1) Query Handling in Scale-up Systems: The systems HyPer [32] and Hyrise [11], primarily engineered for scaleup solutions working on one dataset, implemented the query
operators as C++ code in their database. The missing variables
are inserted via just in time compilation. After the insertion,
the code is compiled to LLVM assembler code, allowing fast
query execution. As mentioned before, the two databases also
have prototype scale-out options, but focus on the scale-up
approach.
Another approach is to dynamically schedule memory and
computing resources actively [33]. With this approach, the
cores are assigned to the OLAP or OLTP workload as required,
always trying to maximize productivity and the database
throughput.
2) Query Handling in Scaled-out Systems: Scale-out systems are separated in two groups: On the one hand, systems
keeping the OLTP workload on one server, scaling only the
OLAP workload to other servers, as e.g., SAP HANA [16] or
BatchDB [8]. On the other hand, systems distributing OLTP
and OLAP workloads over multiple servers, e.g., Wildfire
[12][17] and SnappyData [7][19].
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BatchDB [8] and HANA [16] both handle their OLTP workload on a single server, scaling-up via NUMA as described
earlier. For OLAP workloads they are able to scale out onto
multiple servers working on replicas of the main data.
Wildfire [12] and SnappyData [19] contrarily scale out via
Apache Spark, allowing OLTP and OLAP transactions to be
executed on a cluster of nodes dealing with big data and
streaming workloads. Wildfire [12] executes OLTP queries on
the fresh data on Wildfire daemons. OLAP workloads can be
executed via Spark Executor as requests to the daemons or
directly accessing the shared data of the Wildfire database
cluster. With this approach, old data can be consumed from
the shared file system without slowing down OLTP throughput
while the latest data can still be received if required.
3) Query Language: While the databases offer many new
functionalities to access and modify data, Structured Query
Language (SQL) is still commonly supported. The database
systems SAP HANA [5], Wildfire [17], Hyrise [11], HyPer [4],
SnappyData [7] and AIM [14] all enable basic SQL queries
to interact with the database. However, many of them further
provide new optimized ways to interact with the data.
Wildfire [17] and SnappyData [7] provide data access via
an extended version of the SparkSQL API. SnappyData also
further extends the Spark Streaming API.
SAP HANA [5] provides more specific access through
SQL Script and Multidimensional Expressions (MDX). The
database is also is natively optimized for the ABAP language
and runtime. This allows to bypass the SQL connectivity stack
by directly accessing special internal data representations via
Fast Data Access (FDA). The Native For All Entries (NFAE)
technique further modifies the ABAP runtime to allow even
more performance improvements.
Hyrise [11] provides a command-line interface which allows SQL queries but also provides additional visualization
and management functions. Furthermore, the wire protocol
of PostgreSQL allows access through common PostgreSQL
drivers and clients.
HyPer [32] uses HyPerScript as its query language. HyPerScript is a SQL-based query language and therefore allows
base SQL statements as well. The features consist of passing
whole tables as query parameters and providing the possibility
to use query results in a later part of the query, removing the
need to query the same value multiple times.
E. Indices
To allow efficient data access and querying on multiple
servers and/or different versions of data, the right index structure is of special importance in HTAP databases. Wildfire’s
multi-version multi-zone index Umzi [34] employs a LSMlike structure with multiple runs. It divides index runs in
multiple zones and implements efficient evolve operations to
handle zone switches of data. Further Umzi uses a multi-tier
storage using SSDs and memory caching with self-updating
functionality for fast execution while persisting the indexes
on Wildfires shared data.
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HyPer developed the Adaptive Radix Tree (ART) [32] based
on the radix tree. ART uses four different node types that can
handle 4, 16, 48 and 256 entries. The maximum height for
the tree is k for k-byte trees. To further reduce the tree height
and required space, the tree is build lazily, saving single leaf
branches higher in the tree. Additionally, path compression is
used to remove common paths and to insert them as a prefix
of the inner node thereby removing cache inefficient one-way
node chains.
SAP HANA [10] and Hyrise [11] both use B-Trees. Hyrise
further supports the ART index from HyPer [32] and a groupkey-index, implemented by the Hyrise project.
BatchDB utilizes a simplified version of the look-free BwTree [8]. The version relies on atomic multi-word compareand-swap updates.
In 2019, a predictive indexing approach [35] was introduced
to cope with the dynamic demands of a HTAP database.
Predictive indexing increases the throughput by up to 5%.
In this approach, a machine learning system calculates the
optimal index structure for the data according to the workload.
The Multi-Version Partitioned B-Tree (MV-MBT) [36] is
another recent research in the indexing sector for HTAP
databases from 2019. This extension of partitioned B-Tree
creates a version aware index, able to maintain multiple
partitions within a single tree structure, sorted in alphanumeric
order.
Likewise proposed in 2019, the Parallel Binary Tree (PTree) [37] is an extension of a balanced binary tree relying on
copy-on write mechanisms to create tree copies on updates.
With this approach, the indices become the version history
without requiring other data structures.
F. Big Data on HTAP Databases
Wildfire was created with big data as its primary use
case [17]. Through the distributed design of its big data
platform, Wildfire is able to concurrently handle high-volumes
of transactions as well as execute analytics on latest data. At
the same time, the system is able to scale onto many machines
because of its close integration of Apache Spark. The usage of
an open data format further enables compatibility with the big
data ecosystem. Nowadays, the commercial version IBM Db2
Event Store is capable of handling more than 250 billion events
per day [38]. SnappyData [19] is an analogically capable big
data platform with an architecture similar to Wildfire.
The SAP HANA database can be used as part of the SAP
HANA data platform to handle big data workloads [39]. Using
a combination of different SAP products, namely SAP Synbase
ESP and SAP Synbase IQ, as well as smart data access
frameworks as Hadoop, Teradata or Apache Spark, the SAP
HANA data platform is a fully functional big data system with
SAP HANA in its core.
HyPerInsight [40] provides big data capabilities in the area
of data exploration on the HyPer database. The goal is to
minimize the required user expertise with the dataset while
simultaneously supporting the user with the formulation of
queries. The support for lambda functions in SQL queries
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allows user defined code to be executed within the queries.
In combination with the HTAP HyPer system as the database,
data mining on real-time data is possible.
G. Recovery and Logging
As many HTAP databases rely on volatile main memory as
primary storage and the other systems utilize distributed data
sets, recovery in case of failure is of special importance. Data
loss has to be prevented and downtime must be minimized.
SAP HANA instances log data persistently on the local drive
for recovery on failure or restart purposes [5]. The logging
approach is inspired by SAP MaxDB.
As already explained, HANA works with ATR in its distributed architecture [16]. Following the store-and-forward approach, the data is replicated to multiple servers. An algorithm
then compares the record version IDs of the incoming data
and stored data, requesting the resend of lost log entries if
deviations occur.
Recovery for the latest version of Hyrise is still work in
progress [11], but recovery for older versions of Hyrise was
explained [27]. The database dumps the main partition of the
table as a binary dump on the disk and records the delta to a
log via group commits to hide the latency. At checkpoints, the
delta partitions are also saved as a binary dump on the drive.
If recovery is required, the main dump and delta dump from
a checkpoint are restored and an eventually existing delta log
is replayed on the table, restoring the old state.
BatchDB logs successful transactions on its OLTP replica
in batches via command logging on durable storage [8]. In
case of a failure, the database can recover from these logs.
The OLAP replica itself has no durable logging and has to
recover from the main OLTP replica on failure.
SnappyData [7] uses Apache Sparks logging and recovery
mechanisms, logging transformations used to build Sparks Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs). Saving RDDs to storage
is also possible. In SnappyData the combination with GemFire
however allows Spark to save the RDDs in GemFires storage
instead of the persistent storage of the server. Small recoveries
can be handled directly by GemFires eager replication, leaving
batched and streaming recovery to Spark, in combination with
the GemFire storage.
Further, a peer-to-peer (p2p) approach is used in SnappyData clusters. Any in-memory data can be synchronously
replicated from the cluster. Additional to the replication via
the p2p approach, data is always replicated to at least one
other node in the cluster.
H. Benchmarking
The combination of OLTP and OLAP workloads on one
database also created the need for new benchmarks covering
this sector. In 2011, CH-benCHmark [41] was introduced. The
CH-benCHmark is based on the TPC-C and TPC-H benchmarks. It executes a transactional and analytical workload in
parallel on a shared set of tables on the same database. The
benchmark can also be used for single workload databases.
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In 2017, HTAPBench [42] was published. This benchmark
is able to compare OLTP, OLAP and hybrid workloads on
the database. Its main difference to CH-benCHmark lies in its
Client Balancer, controlling the coexisting OLAP and OLTP
workloads.
Hyrise [11] implements a special benchmark runner to
easily execute benchmarks.
I. Stream Processing
Streaming as a special case of OLTP is an emerging use
case for HTAP database systems. In 2016 scientists from ETH
Zürich in cooperation with Huawei presented AIM [14], which
is a high performance event-processing and real time analytics
HTAP database. The three-tiered multi node system processes
events at one tier, stores the data at a central tier and finally
analyses the processed data in real time on the third tier. AIM
however, is optimized for a special streaming use case from
the telecommunications industry.
In early 2019, the research team around HyPer compared
modified versions of HyPer with AIM and Apache Flink [43]
in order to determine the current state of streaming capabilities
of main memory database systems (MMDB). While MMDBs
are still inferior to dedicated streaming frameworks like Flink,
the HyPer team was confident, that HTAP databases could
catch up with some adjustments, even implementing some
of those on HyPer. The main areas requiring improvement
are network optimization, parallel transaction processing, skew
handling and a strong distributed architecture.
SnappyData aims to solve OLTP, OLAP and streaming all
in one product [19] with their tight integration of Apache
Spark and GemFire. In an evaluation, SnappyData was able to
outperform both Spark on TPC-H queries as well as MemSQL
on all kinds of throughput. The focus with SnappyDatas stream
processing lies on complex analytical queries on streams,
which are not possible with default stream processor solutions
[7].
SAPs approach for big data, SAP Big Data [39], supports
streaming as well. Since it uses other SAP products to achieve
it and is not a part of the base SAP HANA database infrastructure, but rather is built on top of it, it is not further discussed
in this paper.
J. Future
HTAP databases are a new sector which has evolved over the
past 10 years. On an annual basis, companies and researchers
contribute new ideas to lift their database above the competition. Currently, the newest trends tend to lead into three
directions:
1. Heterogenous HTAP (HHTAP/H2TAP): with new hardware supporting heterogenous parallelism, HHTAP becomes
a possibility. In this approach, CPUs and GPGPUs can access shared memory and divide the workload between both.
Complex OLAP queries are solved on the GPGPUs, leaving
the OLTP workload for the CPUs. The Caldera [44] prototype
proved the feasibility for HHTAP. Early 2020, the data store
GridTables [45] was published and proved the concept again.
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However, in their summary, the authors of GridTables pointed
out that there are still many research issues left to be solved.
Further, early in 2020, a paper was published about GPU
accelerated data management [46] explaining how to fully
exploit hardware isolation between CPUs and GPUs and
presenting a SemiLazy access method to reduce the required
data transfer.
2. Streaming workloads: as described in detail in the previous section, stream processing is a possible use case for
HTAP databases. Because of the optimization for high OLTP
throughput and the ability to analyse these data streams in
the same system, HTAP databases are an emerging alternative
to current stream processing solutions. While still inferior to
dedicated stream processors, the research on such solutions
saw an increase in interest over the last years, e.g., by the
HyPer team [43] and dedicated streaming HTAP databases
like SnappyData [19] and AIM [14].
3. Optimization: while the bigger part of the 2010s was
spent on researching for new systems [4][5][27], the last
quarter focused on their optimization. Few new database systems were proposed and research started optimizing existing
systems even further [26][30][37].
Further solutions using machine learning are slowly emerging. These allow databases to adapt on their own according to
current workload and requirements. However, there is still not
enough research to speak of an own trend and it can rather be
viewed as another kind of optimization research. An example
for such research is the presented predictive indexing approach
[35].
K. Open Source and Free Versions
Some of the database systems summarized in this paper
provide open source and/or free solutions. SnappyData [47]
is available with a getting started guide covering the basic
usage. The source code can be found on GitLab. The project
is licensed with the Apache License, Version 2.0.
MemSQL [48], is available, well documented and can be
used for smaller projects up to 4 nodes for free. Many
extensions are available at the official GitHub account.
Hyrise [49] is available under the MIT license. However, as
it is a research database, breaking changes may occur more
frequently.
The free MemSQL version and a basic SnappyData setup
can already be used on low end systems, naming 8GB main
memory as their minimal requirement to operate efficiently.
To try a HTAP database without a setup process, HyPer
can be used. The HyPer research version is provided as a
simple web tool for exploration and testing [50]. This version,
however, is running on a low end system and cannot be used
in production.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown that HTAP databases are
nowadays serious alternatives to traditional database solutions.
The existence of a market for commercial products like SAP
HANA, IBM Db2 Event Store and Tableau further reinforces
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our findings. Moreover, we have highlighted differences of
existing approaches regarding key properties like the fundamental architecture, concurrency, or big data capabilities.
Thus, this study can aid both researchers and practitioners in
the process of selecting a matching HTAP solution. Finally,
by providing a comprehensive overview of current research
approaches as well as productive solutions, this study helps to
identify trends and point out directions for future research. The
following paragraphs provide a brief summary of our findings.
Open source and free HTAP products place HTAP databases
on the same level as current database systems, allowing the integration in other products and exploring this new technology
without financial risks.
The combination of OLTP and OLAP queries on one
database efficiently reduces the total cost of ownership and
allows a narrower tech stack for companies. The possibility to
analyse data in real time further validates HTAP databases as
a productive solution with a great added value compared to
conventional databases.
Many different implementations, providing different advantages, are available and can be used as required by the costumer. Solutions using main memory as a primary/sole storage
as well as solutions relying on shared data storages exist and
are both valid options. Powerful single server database systems
allow a slim tech stack while still being faster than most
traditional OLTP and OLAP optimized databases. Distributed
multi server clusters allow more fail-safe and easier to scale
solutions, while at the same time requiring less performant machines. SnappyData and MemSQL, for example, can already
be executed on machines with 8GB of memory, scaling up
from there.
Over the last years, new indices, filters, data structures and
replication techniques were developed, optimizing performant
HTAP systems even further. The future seems to be heading
in three main directions: HHTAP - utilizing new heterogenous
hardware to include the GPUs in HTAP databases and allow
even more efficient architectures.
Streaming - HTAP databases optimized for streaming are
making a combination with external stream processors unnecessary, further reducing the total cost of ownership and
reducing the size of the required tech stack.
Optimization - while the bigger part of the 2010’s was spent
on developing the base technologies and databases themselves,
the last quarter was primarily spent on optimization, still
leaving much room for improvement.
Machine learning for self adapting databases also could be
an emerging sector in the future, but currently there is not
enough research in this direction to call it a trend.
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